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FOREWORD
This document; LR 27769-2, is the final technical report of the Lockheed--
Caliifornia Company's contribution to a multicontractor analytical study entitled
t'Study of Cost/Benefit Tradeoffs For Reducing the Energy . Consumpt?on. of the	 i
Commercial Air Transportation System" performed under Contract WAS 2-8612 for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Ames Research Center, Moffett
Field, California. The report presents the substance of work performed under
the basic contract and under the basic contract Modification Number 1 section
entitled "Turboprop/Turbofan, Short/Medium Range Configuration Analysis". 	 j
_4n a,aysnced wing aerodynamic investigation was also performed undex contract
Modification Number 1 and is reported in Lockheed-California Company report	 r
LR 27524 (NASA CR-137928) entitled "Advanced. Airfoil Empirically Based Transonic
Aircraft-Drag Buildup Techni que", dated January-1976. i
Lockheed"California Company document LR 27769-1, NASA CR-137927, is the
contractually required companion suninary report of LR 27769-2, NASA CR-^-137926.
a.:l
	
	
Mr. Louis. J. Williams of the Research Aircraft ''lecbnology Office at
the TTASA. Ames. Research Center was the technical monitor anc^ ,advisor for
the study. }
The study was performed within the Advanced Design and Technologies i
Division, of the Lockheed.--California Company, Burbank, California, under the
leadership of ,.Mx. John P. Hopkins, Study Manager. Major Lockheed contributors
to the study were:
Woodrow E. Beck,. Jr. 	 Russ H.':Hopps..	 Dalton E. Sherwood
Elwood. L. Bragdon	 Dalen.Horning	 Louis A. Vaughn
Walter T. Bruegger	 Roger N. Jensen	 Lee, Ware
James M. Brye	 Thomas F. Laughlin 	 Kenneth W. Watson
Harold B. Crockett	 flhris. MonoleosHarold E. Wharton 	 j
.Richard L. Dickinson. 	 G.. Warren Painter	 Martin P. Williams
Richard L. Foss	 James A. Revell, Ph.D. 	 James R. Wilson
Fred R. Holford	 Richard.E. Zalesky
Special: mention and appreciation is hereby expressed in the memory of
ii	 Mr. John C. Heitmeyer' for. his outstanding technical contributions, leadership, 	
y
and.example`as Lockheed Study Manager from the time of contract initiation
t,.
until June . . 1975
In addition to the above participants the Ha-miI on Standard and Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft Divisions of United Technologies Corporation and Eastern
Airlines madetnadbr contributions to the .Turboprop/Turbofan; . Short/Medium..
Range Configuration Analysis section of Contract Modification Number 1. The
Study Managers for these subcontractors were:
Mr: Bernara S Gatzen : Hamil lbon -Standard .
Mr. David E Gray	 - Pratt and Whitney Aircraft.
ii	
Mr. R. Scott Stahr	 -- Eastern Airlines
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COST BENEFIT TRADEOFFS FOR REDUCING THE ENERGY
CONSUMPTION.OF THE COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
J. P. Hopkins and H. E. Wharton
{	 Lockheed-California Company
SUMMARY
r
This study examines the practical nears for achieving reduced fuel consump-
tionin commercial air transportation. A supplemental study performed as a
modification to the basic contract .assesses the merits .of.advanced turboprop
propulsion.
i	 Aircraft performance and operating cost data are developed in Phase I of
i	 the study under four basic options for fuel conservation. These. basic fuel con-
serving options are operational procedure chang es, .modifications to and deriva-
twos of current aircraft, and new near-term. designs. Aircraft performance and
operating cost data on current domestic fleet aircraft are developed to provide
a baseline for comparison.purposes. NASA Specification No. 2-2+9.68 dated
June 8, 1974, Statement of Work. Study Task 1.4.1.1 specifies development of data
on the Lockheed L-1011 and L-188 Electra as a minimum. '`: phase II consisted of
selecting the most promising options, performing option refinements, and prepar-
ing the.resulting data . in a, form suitable for use in the overall fleet.. analysis.
studies which were conducted by a transportation systems analysis consulting
organization.
The merit of an advanced: turboprop propulsion system designed to operate at
I	 high Mach numbers was evaluated by integrating it with an airframe system
designed four 985 service.. ntroduction and comparing it.. with an equivalent
mission, equal technology turbofan powered airplane.
!	 Conclusions and recommendations drawn from Lockheed's role in the basic}	 study effort are as follows:....,
o	 Changes to operational procedures offer an immediate and inexpensive
method to conserve fuel and should be implemented on a priority basis.
s	 Of the near-term.L-1011 . modifications studied, the engine afterbody
revision and gyring tip extension offer even larger fuel savings
benefits than changes in operational procedures.. The engine.afterbody ..
modification should be retrofitted to fleet aircraft, as well as the
wing ,tip extension where possible (dictated by takeoff gross weight
i	 requirements).
I: a^	 Increased seating capacity and/or density in terns of a modif.idation
to the basic L--1011-1 aircraft offers the most dramatic efficiency
gains but is dependent on continuation of demand. growth and fuel
availability.
0	 New near-term aircraft -designs are not likely to be developed without
increased density seating. A later airplane service introduction to
allow incorporation of more of the technology advances, including a
new turboprop propulsion system, may enhance the case for a new air-
craft development. Development of the advanced technologies required
is recommended.
It was concluded from the supplemental studies that an. ad-, •anted turboprop
propulsion system is a viable alternative to the turbofan, offering significant
fuel and operating cost savings without compromising passenger comfort. To
accomplish this requires that the following actions be implemented on a first
priority basis:
0	 Demonstrate propeller efficiency levels of approximately 80 percent
(installed) at a flight Mach number of 0.80.
0 Perform experimental investigations of propfan /turboprop wing inte-
gration to establish that reasonable drag characteristics exist for
practical- prop-fan/turboprop power plants mounted on swept, super-
critical wings.
0	 Determine sound levels generated by propfan /turboprop concepts
operating at Mach 0 . 80 cruise and establish sound attenuation and
weight penalty requirements for their satisfactory suppression.
INTRODUCTION
The dependence of the United States on foreign sources of petroleum to meet
our ever increasing energy demands was brought to the forefront in late 1973 by
the oil embargo. The restrictions placed on all forms of energy consumption by
the fuel allr^cations imposed during that period- resulted in the consideration
of and in some cases the actual conversion to alternative forms of energy. How-
ever, the air transportation industry is, now and for the foreseeable future,
totally dependent on petroleum fuel. The restrictions of 1973, led to a
concerted effort by the air transportation industry to conserve fuel. The effort
did not diminish with the relaxation of the imposed allocations; the more than
doubled fuel cost becoming the driving force for fuel conservation .. To remain
economically viable while continuing to meet the forecast increasing demand for
service requires that the industry make every effort to conserve fuel.
The study reported . bi this document examinedthe potential for improving the
energy consumption of the commercial air transportation system from an airframe
mealufacturer ' s viewpoint. The Lockheed-California Company ' s share of this study
was one part of a coordinated effort which included another airframe manufacturer,
McDonnell Douglas, an airline operator, United Airlines , , and a consultant organi-.
nation specializing in air transportati ,%4 economics and demand forecasting, United
Technologies Research Center. The potential for fuel efficiency improvements in
several s-oecific areas was examined, followed by exploring the refinement of the
most promising options. Characteristics, performance, operating cost and -price
information for the approved options were provided by the airframe and airline
contractors and used as inputs by the consulting organization. This latter effort
included the overall analysis of the effectis of introducing the fuel conserving
2
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Ii` 	 options into demand projections and fleet Operations models to arrive . at a: 
prediction of Future fuel requirements, service levels and.economics. ^t
I Baseline fuel and. operating cost data were first established through
: tabulations of current fleet aircraft performance data on both a manufacturer's
handbook basis and as reported to the Civil Aeronaut
i
cs Board by the airline
operators.	 The Lockheed L-1011 TriStar.and L ­188 Electra aircraft were studied
as baseline aircra-ft in Task 1..	 Consideration of changes in operational proce-
dunes that -result in improved fuel eotsumption was the Task 2 study.effort'.
	 -The
Lockheed effort in this task was concentrated on the L -loll aircraft.	 Task 3 ..
was the preliminary design and evaluation of fuel conserving modifications to
current aircraft, the modifications being Limited to those that could be incor-
porated in current production or retrofittecl to. .in:"service aircraft.	 More
extensive derivatives of current aircraft were considered in Task . 4 followed by
the. design of all new, near-term fuel conservative aircraft in Task 5.	 Three
rpayload/range size classes tiitn both minimum direct operating cost and minimum
fuel as.
 design criteria were studied.: In addition, both turbofan and turboprop:'
propulsion systems were considered.
Because this study by necessity involved a. coordinated effort among the
several. contractors and N.AEA: , .a study plan and study ground rules were established
at the outset by the parties concerned.	 The study plan coordinating the work of
all of the contractors was the responsibility of the consultant organization,
United Technologies Research Center, and is discussed in their final report (Ref; I):
The WASA.'technical monitor, the airframe manufacturers; . Lockheed.and McDonnell
Douglas, and the airline contractor, United Airlines, developed the study ground
rules to be used in the aircraft performance and operating cost calculations. s,
The flight profile used for all performance calculations is included as Figure l
and the ground rules.	 .n ;tenons of seating configurations, passenger. and. cargo
_	
allowances, and economic parameters is presented in Table 1.
1
A supplemental follow-on study, also reported in this document, examines
the potential viability of an advanced turboprop transport which was compared. =
with an-equal technology advanced turbofan transport.	 This effort resulted
from a modification to the original contract ,in,order to more fully explore the
high potential fuel savings indicated for the turboprop transport aircraft con-
cept in the preliminary studies. 	 The aircraft analyzed were designed for service}	 in 1985 and therefore incorporated additional fuel conserving technologies.
expected to be available in that time frame.
	
Both turbo fan. 'and turboprop
I	 aircraft were designed to cruise. at Mach 0.8, the turboprop utilizing an advanced
propeller to accomplish this. j
J	 Three subcontractors, the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft and the Hamilton {
Standard Divisions of United Technologies Corporation,' and Eastern Airlines,.-
, assisted Lockheed in this supplemental study. 	 Performance and economic ground
rules consistent with the basic contract were maintained and preliminary data
were-supplied. to the United.Technologies Research Center-for use in their air +
transportation system.operations analysis studies. t
1 Because of the large number of figures and. tables required in the performance
of this study, it was not practical to integrate them with the text material..
' ' the	 have been sequentially Incorporated at the end.oF the . app opriat.eConseq^xently,
	 y	 q	
section, figures followed by tables.
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CRUISE
STEP	
AT ALTITUDE
	 DESCEND TO
	 CRUISE AT
SLI .MB	 10 000 ft	 ALTITUDE	 45 MINUTE
INITIAL	 HOLD AT
CRUISE	 CLIMB	 ALTITUDE
CLIMB	 DECELERATE	 DESCEND TO
^.{`ACCELERATE 
C	 TO	 DESCEND TO	 DECELERATE
ACCELERATE	 10 000 ft
_
LIMB
	
10 000 ft
	
10 000 ft	 10,Oa0 ft 	 1500 ft	 ^.	 10 000 ft ^^-;	 DESCEND TO
AIR MANEUVER	 CLIMB TO
	
1500 ft
TAKEOFF	 AT 1500 ft FOR
	 10 000 ftTO 1500 ft
	 3 MINUTES
	
APPROACH
APPROACH	 ^^	 MISSED
START, TAX!	 TAXI, STOP ^^	 APPROACH
AND GROUND	 AND	 I TO 1500 ft
HOLD	 SHUTDOWN
9 MINUTES	 3 MINUTES
RAMP TAKEOFF	 LANDING RAMP	 LANDING RAMPFLIGHT DISTANCE — n.mi. 	
_ I _	 1	 200 n.mi .	 _l	 I
FLIGHT TIME	 I	 I	 RESERVE FUEL
BLOCK FUEL AND BLOCK TIME
ORIGIN	 DESTINATION	 ALTERNATE
* FUEL FROM RESERVE
Figure l.— Domestic mission flight profile
IInterior Arrangements
10/90. % First. Class/Coach @ 38 in.. /34 in.
8 Abreast Seating (Baseline L-1011)
Lower Deck G alley Where Feasible
Payload Allowances
200. -lb/Passenger Including Baggage)
No Cargo Carried for Perforrance Analysis
Cargo Revenue 10% of Toual Re-venue
Ohboard F4el Includes.No.Tankerage
Operational Parameters
Load Factor 58% (100% for New Aircraft Design)
Fuel Heat Content = 18600 Btu/Ib
Fuel Density = 6.8 1b /gal
Direct Operating Cost - updated 1967 ATA
Indirect Operating Cost Lockheed 1973 Coefficients
Economic Parameters
1973 Dollars
150/Gallon Fuel (All Tasks)
150/300/600/Gallon Fuel - New Airplane Designs
iDepreciation Period = 16 Years w th 10% Residual
Spares = 15% of Flyaway Cost
Insurance Rate 1%
Production Quantity 250 Aircraft
Inflation = 5%
Discount Rate.= 8%
.5
K^
I1
.f^
'M
ABBi;avIATIONS/sY1BORS/CONVERSIONS
q a
.ABBREVIATIONS
ASM Airplane Seat Nautical Mile, Sect -- N.Mi.
.ASSET Advanced System Synthesis and Evaluation Technique
E (Lockheed.egnputer program)
ASW Antisubmarine 'warfare
.A.TA Air Transport. Association s
ATC ^, Air Traffic Control
..
b] k hr Block--hoar
BDF Blade passage frequency
:.. Btu British the 	 unit
CAB Civil. Aeronautics Board
e. g.. Center of gravity
.:i. DOC Direct operating cost
ECS Environmental Control System ri
EpndB Equivalent perceived noise level, decibels
EPR Engine overall pressure ratio
FAR Federal: Air Regulation
EC First class passenger designation
L
flt--hr Flight-hour
- ;
ft Feet
FWD Forward
gal Gallon
GSE Government supplied equipment
-
SOC Indirect operating cost
in. Inch.
tt
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a
IRAD. Independent research and development
KCAS Calibrated airspeed, knots
KTAS Indicated airspeed, knots
kt knot
lb Pound
LAM Lambda win	 sweep, de>	 g	 ^	 g 4
r-
( LD-3 . L--1011/DC-10 standardized half-sz.ze-cargo container
LF Load factor ffr
LFL Landing field length,
LRC Long'range.cruise
z
i
1
MAC Mean Aerodynamic Chord
I
f
j
MAD Magnetic anomoly detection
j MW Manufacturer's empty weight, lb
min Minutes
MLG Main landing gear
f
mph Mile per hour
n.mi. Nautical. Mile
OLV Operating empty weight, lb
li
Pax
_	 Passenger 1.
f SFC Specific fuel consumption, lb fuel/hr/li p
 thrust
shp Shaft horsepower
STS Sea level .
J
SLS Sea level static
t
TOPE..... Takeoff field length, ft
TOGW Takeoff gross weight 6 lb
UAL United Airlines
7
j
n1
^
i-
UTRC United 'Technologies Research Center
Y Tourist class passenger designation
ZTV Zero fuel weight, lb
r
Symbols .
AR Aspect ratio, b2 /S
b Wing span, ft 	 - y
c I ng chord; ft
eb Propeller blade chord, ft
'	 CD Drag coefficient
C
i	 j'L L3ft.,coefficient
f	 d Distance between inner and outer fuselage walls
i	 D Drag force, lb
x
Propeller diameter, ft
P
dB Decibel
FN Net thrust force, lb
f frequency, hz
fn natural frequency, hz
fr Ring frequency, hz l 'ji
F
Ka Equivalent spring stiffness of air between fuselage walls
M Mach number
k
MH helical tip Mach number
outer fuselage wall mass, slugs./ft2
M2 inner fuselage wall mass	 slugs/ft	 ,
total fuselage wall mass, slugs/ft2
k
q Dynamic pressure, lb/ft
rLE
Leading edge radius, in.
r	 S W^ing area, ft
v?
t /c `.Thickness ratio
... T/T^T Thrust to weight ratio
Y VT True speed,- kt
W/S Wing loading,.lb./ft?
a Angle of attack, degrees
'
u
11 Propeller efficiency ^.
yi 1l Wing sweep angle, degrees
P' . density, s1ugs/ft3
E
r
pc: Impedance of air
ii ...	 .. Conversions
To Convert From
	 To Multiply By
Fahrenheit Celsius tc = ( 5/9)(tF-32) 4
foot meter 0.3048
#toot2 meter2 0..09290304
,r
foot2 rr^eter3 0.0283168 6592
foot /second deter/second 0.3018
gallon meter3 0 .o03785411784
horsepower (550 ft-lb /sec)	 watt 745.69987
a inch meter. 0.0254
knot meter/second 0.5144444444
nautical mile meter 1852
pound ( force) Newton 4.4482216152605
i
pound (mass) kilogram o.45359237
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1. BASELINE TRISTAR AND - ELECTRA AIRCRAFT DATA -- TASK 1
The objective of this task is to establish the basis for comparison of the
various fuel conserving options identified during the course of the study. Data_,
for existing aircraft in the form of fuel consumption and operating costs were
calculated using manufacturer's performance data and the standard flight profile
ground rules established through agreement between NASA and the various
contractor companies. The resulting calculated performance and cost data are
compared with the airline-reported performance and cost data published annually
by the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB).
As stipulated by NASA Specification loo. 2-24968  dated. June 3, 1974, two
Lockheed transport aircraft are considered.; the L-1011 TriStar and the L-188
Electra.. The calculated data for both aircraft are based.on the use of the high-
speed flight profiles which are representative of the typical airline operation
for these aircraft prior to the September 1973 oil embargo by the OPEC countries;
that period generally referred to as pre-energy crisis. The United States trunk
airlines are required to report financial and operating statistics to the CAB in
accordance with a uniform system (Form 41) and these data are summarized by the
CAB in the Aircraft Operating Cost and Performance Report (Ref. 2) This report
is the source of the airline operations data referred to in this section as CAB
data...
1.1 L-1013 TriStar
For the base study year; 1973, tiro -domestic airlines, Trans World and
Eastern, operated the L-101...1 TriStar. Since the route structures of these
airlines are quite differc-nt, the CAR data for both are used. A comparison of
the calculated fuel consumption and operating cost data and the data as reported
by the CAB is sh.mm ia.Figure 2 where the symbols representing the reported CAB
data are plotted at the CAB average stage length for each airline.
Reference to Figure 2 shows significantly higher fuel consumption and 	 i
cost exhibited:by the CAB data. In terms of the fuel parameter, this is not
unexpected since the 1973 reporting period reflects considerable L-1011 oiler-
ating time with an interim engine which was substandard in fuel economy. In
addition, the route structure of Eastern Airlines, which is mainly in the
crowded. East Coast corridor, tends to distort the comparison relative to the
calculated flight profile because of off-optimum altitude operation require'
ments and an 'increased number of delays (both of which are results of crowded
airspace). This situation causes large detrimental effects on fuel consump-
tion not unique to the L-1011 aircraft. Since these actual operating conditions
cannot be interpreted from the CAB data, an indication of the effect of non--
optimum cruise altitude alone is shown on the fuel consumption curve, of 	 s
Figure 2. Changing the cruise altitude from the optimum 35 000 feet used in
the calculated data to 31 000 feet increases the gal'-ons°per nautical mile
y approximately	 g	 • 1-y pb a rox^.  ten percent. as shown. During the ear o eration of the
L-1011:, as reflected by the 1973 data, Trans World Airlines also operated the
airplane on the more crowded East Coast routes, therefore the off--optimum
altitude effect is undoubtedly reflected in their reported fuel consumption. 	 p
i
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In addition to theimpact of the fael.consumption disparity, the direct
Operating cost comparison shorn in Figure 2. is biased by differences in
aircraft utilization.
	 The calculated operating cost data assumed an average n
yearly utilization of 3285 block hours.
	 The 1973 utilization attained by
Eastern -was 2742 bi.ock hours while that of Trans World was . 2986 block hours. -'i;
The effect of adjusting the calculat.eO cost to these utilizations at the
respective average . stage lengths is also " shown on Figure.2.	 As indicated,
this single change in the input parameters has a . sign ficant impact on the
:. operating cost levels.
Detailed comparisons of the performance and, operating cast data at the i
CAB average stage lengths for the two reporting airlines are shown in
Table 2.
	 As an example.of the. care that must be exercised when comparing.
these_ kinds of data 	 note that the block fuel, although quite different
on a total pozmds basis, is considerably closer when compared in terms of
gallons	 per block hour.
	
This is caused by the difference in block speed
reported versus calculated. :'The higher calculated speed gives a . lower . ^.
block time at the average stage length and-thus raises the calculated .
 fuel
. f per block hour nearer to the CAB reported value. g
The . direct operating . cost breakdown. of Table 2. is presented for both
the average yearly utilization of 3285 block hours and at the utilization }
as reported by each airline to the CAB. 	 As previously noted on the graphic
comparisons, the change in utilization substantially changes the total. direct.
operating cost.	 Table 2 also 'shows that the-DOC elements of insurance and
} depreciation are those affected by utilization. 	 In addition, since -these
are procedural_ related costs rather than performance related, airline =	 ^
policy becomes a factor.
	
For example, the Air Transport . Association (A'A'A) i
equations use the.straight line method for depreciation while the CAB allows
the airlines to use the double declining balance method for the first seven
years of the airplane's total depreciation period and the straight line method
thereafter.	 The double declining balance method gives considerably higher.
depreciation costs during the early years of an airplane's service life.
Table 2 also shows that while the calculated crew cost is close to that
reported by Trans World Airlines,..there is a-large difference in . this cost..
element as reported by Eastern Airlines,	 This may be due to the nature of
the Eastern route structure; shorter routes that allow less. crew utilization,
or simply to differences in Labor contracts. 	 It 'was concluded from the
foregoing comparisons that .the L--1011 airline data reported to the GAB for
the base ,.	 study year is ..distorted by the fact that the airplane was still in
its introductory service, life. 	 For a better measure of the correspondence i
of the two data sources, performance `'and cost data for the L-188 Electra
!{ :. aircraft .was utilized.
n	
t^
f 1.2	 L-188 Electra
N
During the base study .year . of 1973, the .Electra, saw. only limited. airline:.
service.' The type of service which the aircraft provided, shuttle and
backup to first line aircraft,:. was also considered to be nonrepresentative
for purposes of this study.	 An earlier year, 1967, was selected for
a
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establishing the baseline data.. 'That year represents an Electra operational
period that is well down the learning curare, approximately ten years after
initial airline service, thins eliminating any erratic performance and cost
data caused by new airplane introduction.	 The CAB cost data are also directly .
comparable to the 'calculated costs based on-the 1967 ATA methods. !
In order to obtain.a good representation of the L­188 Electra operating y
data, LAB data for six airlines was assembled.	 Table 3 presents a summary
`	 of these data as they appear in the CAB reports. 	 The direct operating cost
and performance data. were averaged to obtain the figures shown in the far.
r,
right column in Table 3.
An illustration of the fuel consumption and direct operating cost
comparison is. shown in Figure 3. 	 The: CAB data are shown for each of.the.six.
airlines as denoted by the symbols on the figure.	 The average block.fuel.,
operating cost and 'block: speed from Table 3 are also plotted and are noted
by the solid symbols in Figure 3.	 Although difference s are still apparent,
especially in;the.direct operating costs for particular airlines, the
comparison between the average.CAB data anad the calculated data shows.a c	 ^^
better correlation than the L--1011 results. 	 Referring to Figure 3 and,
Table 3, the CAB data summary for the six airlines selected shows a spread
in the reported stage lengths,. ranging from 150 to 197 nautical miles.	 Use. :..
of the average stage length of 176 nautical miles for a detailed comparison
of the fuel consumption and direct operating cost elements was therefore x
considered reasonable.
Breakdowns of the fuel consumption and direct operating cost comparisons
between the .calculated and .CAB ,data., axe. shown in, tabular. form, in Table 4. ^.
The calculated data are shown in these 'cables for the•1967 CAB average
utilization and at a payload commensurate with the average reported load
factor of 57 percent.	 Since the ATA equations used for the calculation of
direct operatng.cost are based on a;.statstical :study of the..1967 reported
costs, no cost modifiers were applied to these data to reflect the inflated
197.3 dollar values.
q
n.the performance sectio n, of the Table 4 ..comparison,.the CAB reported
block speed is lower than the calculated value. 	 However, the. difference
of 10 knots represents a difference in 'fuel flow of approximately one
percent . and the corr.esponding..impact.oa 'the direct.operating,.cost would be.
less then 0.2 percent, an insignificant amount.	 This same.diff.erence in;
block speed however does affect the fuel consumption data when the reported
t '	 CAB data in units of `gallons per block hour are converted to the study tnits
of gallons per nautical -mile	 A difference.of less than one percent. is
`	 magnified by a factor of six .in the conversion.	 The effect of 	 parameter`
on another must receive careful consideration when making comparisons of
this type.	 No:::: that at the average: stage length being considered, a`change
in ground,time: ofonly three minutes: would result in the, sameblock speed.
The fact that enroute 'C Inds are riot taken into ` account in the calculated
'	 data also impacts the fuel consumption comparison as do factors such as
n..
fuel spillage and evaporation which are inherent in the CAB data. ~.
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The cost section of the Table 3 comparison shows that the largest
disparity between .the calculated and the .CAB data is in the insurance cost.
The two percent rate used in the ATA equations appears to overstate this
cosh. The fact.that the Electra had-been in operation for ten years in 1967
t	 indicates that the book value of the airplane had decreased to the point
where': the insurance rates would be minimal as shown. by . the...CAB data.; ... The ATA g
equations also slightly overstate the maintenance cost,but it was felt that ..
the comparison on this element was within reasonable tolerance. 	 On the
basis of the average of the six airlines selected, the calculated Electra
direct operating cost and its elements appear to be reasonable:as,:determined
by using the study-adopted methodology.
mc While the foregoing comparisons are not conclusive, the results using
rt the CAB summary data are not unexpected. 	 Aircraft comparisons on the 'basis
of the CAB. data are. difficult and as indicated may be misleading.
	 Airlines
" reporting to the CAB are using the same or similar equipment under quite
different operating conditions and route otructures. 	 Block fuel, and speed a	 `^'
discrepancies are a direct result of these differences in operating conditions.
Operating cost .levels are also. affected by such factors as fuel price.
variation; lease versus purchase of aircraft, :individual airline accounting.
practices, and capitalization and amortization policies. 	 The particular
point that an aircraft model is at during its service life for a- reporting
period affects the .cost data •, initial operations of a new airplane type,
as noted in the L•-1011 comparisons; produce erratic operating cost figures,. G
As was shown in the detailed Table 3 comparisons, differences in. g
the total direct operating.cost levels are-a reflection of the wide ecursions x
in the levels of each .direct cost element between airlines. 	 These excursions
are, of course, associated with the variable factors.which affect the
:individual accounts making up each direct cost element {crew, fuel. and. oil,
;aaintenane	 etc.),	 Although . it is . possible to eliminate some of these'..
anomalies from the raw cost data by making adjustments using information .
contained in the Form 41 reports themselves, it was not possible during this
study to normalize all of the reported data as this 'would require details
.: on each variable factor from each individual 'airline.
- 1.3	 Idealized Data
Tables 5`through 8 present the fuel. consumption and operating cost data
as calculated: for the L--1011. TriStar.	 These data are tabulated for a series
of stage lengths including the 1973 CAB avers:ge stage length. 	 Fuel
. consumption is shown in terms of total block fuel and on both an airplane- .
nautical mile and. a..seat-nautical: mile ;basis- i n Table 5.. , .`.The.. seat-- zautical:
mile fuel consumption' is .shown in units of seat-nautical miles per'gallon
and. Btu's per seat-nautical mile,	 Total direct and total indirect operating
cost's are tabulated .in 'fable 6 while the detailed breakdowns of these costs
are shown in Tables' 7 ' and 8.;	 All of the .cost.. data.:are' presented sn'uni-b-f.,
cents per. available seat-7nauti.cal male. 	 In . addition, the total cost data
are presented in Table 6 i terms of dollars per block hour 
with 
the
corresponding block speed at each stage.. length indicated in an adjacent.;
column.
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Airline
Stage Length (n.r'i.)
EAL
724
TWA
1426
Data Source CAB Calculated CAB 1Calculated!
Utilization (hr) 2743 3285 27+3 2986 3285 2986
DOC ($/blk-hr):
Crew 332 260 260 264 26o 26o
Fuel 324 337 337 308 342 342
Insurance 37 60 72 36 6o 66
Maintenance 368 387 387 302 336 336
Airframe 135 115 115 89 95 95
Engine 100 124 124 114 111
Burden 133 148 148 129 127 127
Depreciation 553 388 465 582 389 428
Total DOC 1614 1+32 1521 1192 1387 1432
3
9
1
a
':j
Airline
Stage Length (zi.iui.)
EAL
724
TVA
1426
Data Source CAB, Calculated . CAB Calculated
Available Seats 245 273 208 273
Toad Factor (°f4) 41 41 43 43
Fuel Consumption:
(1b) 33 970 28 800 59 042 49 440
(gal/blk-hr) 2277 2206 2399 2237
(gal/n.mi.) 6:90. 5.85 6.og 5:10
(seat-n.mi./gal) 35.51 46.67 34.13 53.54
(Btu/seat-n.mi.) 3567 2707 3706 2365
Block Speed (kt) 330 377 394 439
u
F
F
3
A
Direct Operating Cost
17
Co	 TABLE 3.-- L--188 ELEC1'RA CAB DATA - 12 MONTHS ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1967
Aircraft Operating Expenses Airline CAB
American Braniff Eastern National Northwest WesternDOC -- $/Block Hr Average
Flying Operations
Crew 131.40 91.73 113.17 81.60 94.52 88.37 lo4.07
Fuel and Oil 67.96 62.89 64.10 66.97 70.08 72.00 66.69.
Insurance 2...0 4.46 4.22 4.74 3.84 1.o4 3.61.
Other .10 .94 .52 .01 .54 0.00 .34
Maintenance Flight Equipment
Direct Airframe and Other 85.85 67.67 47.33 50.86 51.15 54.79. 57.65
Direct-Engine 69.49 58.18 44.27 36.71 43.45. 41.24 48.13
Maintenance Burden 86.87 48.23 53.80 48.28 33.15 32.29 53.31.
Depreciation and Rentals
Depreciation-Airframe & Other 72.28 47.00 20.07 5.64 78.62 52.48 38.97
Depreciation--Engine 18.30 5.68 6.o6 3.77 18.40 0.30 .8..49
Obsolescence & Deterioration 5.18 1.38 1.26 4.87. 5.41 6.23 3.57
Rentals 0.00 11.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.04
Total DOC $/Block-HR 539.82
164
399.49
183
354.8o
197
303.46
3.50
400.25
162
348.74
189
385.88
176
Performance and Characteristics
Average Stage Length (n.mi.) .
Seat Load Factor W 60.0 53.3 57.2 56.5 51.9 57.2 56.6
Available Seats/Nautical Mile 75.0 80.9 82.9 81.6 77.0 94.2 82.1
Average Block Speed (mph) 214 249 235 279 225 256 233
(kt) 186 216 204 242 195 222 203
Fuel Consumed (gal/blk-hr) 681 682 666 691 " 643 634 691
(gai/n.mi.) 3.66 3.15 3.26 2.86 3.30 2.86 3..40
Cost of Fuel
	 (¢ gal) 9.729 9.117 9.249 9.373 10.332 10.796 9.373
TABLE 4.- PERFORMLVCE AND COST COMFPJ?ISOff
L-188 ELEcmk
Performance
Data Source CAB.Average(1967)*
Calculated
Data
Stage Length (n.mi.) 1-76 176
Available Seats 82 82
Fuel Consumption:
(lb) 3938 3480
(gal/blk-hr) 668 619
(gal/n.-mi.) 3.29 2.91
('seat-n.mi. /gal) 24.92 28.18
(Btu/seat-n.mi.) 5075 4485
Block Speed (-kt) 203 213
Direct Operating Cost
Data Source CAB Average(1967)*
Calculated
Data
Stage Length (n.mi.) 176 176
Load Factor W 57 57
Utilization (hr) 2515 2515
DOC ($/blk-hr):
Flying Operations
Crew io4.07 lad.
Fuel and Oil 66.69 71
Insurance and Other 3.95 18
Maintenance
Airframe and Other 57-65 60
Engine 48-13 58
Burden 53.-31 5.2
Depreciation and Rentals 52-07 70
Total DOC 385.88 433
*American, Braniff, Eastern, National, Northwest and Western
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FABLE 5. - CLACULATED FUEL CONSWTION - L-10il TRISTAR,PRE-ENERGY CRISIS
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb .
gal
ii.sni.
seat-n.mi.
gal .
Bt-u
seat-n.mi.
100 5 107 7.51 36.35 3480
. 200 8 938 6457 41 .55 3o44
400 16 oio 5. 89 46.35 2729
600 23 082 5.66 48.23 2622
1000 36 538 5.37 50.81 2489
2000 68 754 5.o6 54.00 2342
3000 101 952 5.00 54.60 2316
4000 138 981 5.11 53.42 2368
',.
TABLE 6. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS - L-1011 TRISTAR PRE--ENRRGY CRISIS
F
L
i
825	 - 30 855 5.50 49.60 2550
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed-
kt
Total DOC Total IOC
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/b3k-hr ^/seat--n.mi.
100 24o 1824 2.81 5512 8.48
200 305 16go 2.o4 3650 4.41
40o 36o 1538 1. 56 2530 2.57
60o 388 1464 1 .39 2028 1.92
1000 414 1412 1.25 1567 1.39
2000 449 1374 1.12 1201 0.98
3.000' 465 1366 1 .08 1068 0.84
4000 472 1368 l.o6 1080 o.84
825 405 1428 1.30 1735 1.57
TABLE 7.- DIRECT OPERATING COST BREAI DOWPI
D-1011 TRISTAR PRE ENERGY CRISIS
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n..mi.; )
DOC 0/seat-n.mi.
.100 200 100 6o0 1000 2000 .3000 4000 825
Grew 0.111 0.34 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.21 0_21 0..20 0.24
Insurance 0.09 0.08 1	 0.07 o.o6 0.05 0.05 0.05 o.04 0.05
Depreciation 0.61 0.52 0.11 0.37 0. 35 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.36
Maintenance 1.29 0.71 0.118 0.40 0.32 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.34
Fuel ( 1.5¢/gal)
Total DOC
0.42
2..81
0.39
2.04
0.33
1.56
0.32
1.39
0.30
1.25
0.28
1.12
0.28
1.o8
0.28
1.o6
0.31
1.30
rOO
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
F
IOC 0/seat-n.mi.
100 200 4o0 600 1000 2000 3000 4000 825
System. Expense. 0.15 0.22 0.07 o.o4 o.o4 0.03 0.03 0.02 0..04
Local Expense 2.32 0.97 o.49 0.39 0.23 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.29
A/C Control Expense 0.07 o.o4 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Hostess Expense 0.28 0..25 0.21 0.17 o.16 0.15 o.14 . o.14. 0.16
Vood and Beverage 0.27 0.24 0.20 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.16
Passenger service 3.,14 1.4o 0.79 0.52 0.31 0.16 0.11 0.10. 0.36
Cargo Handling 1.50 0.8o 0.4o 0.25 0.15 0.o8 0.05.. 0.05 0.19
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22. 0.22 0.22 0.22: 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0:01 0.01 0.01' 0..01 0.01. 0.01 6.01 0.01.. 0.01
General and Administration 0.53 0:36 0.16 0.15 0.11 o.0g: 0.08 0.07 0.13..
Total IOC 8.48 4.1 2.57 1.92 1.39 0.98 0.84.. 0.84 1.57
('
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r2.	 TRI:STAR FUEL CONSERVING OPERATIONAL PROCEDMES - TASK 2
The impact of operational procedures on the fuel usage of the L-1071 ?'
was investigated in this task. 	 Fuel allocations following the oil embargo
of .1973 forced . the airlines to place more emphasis .on. fuel Conservative..
primaryas aoperational procedures	 consideration in
	 P	 	 Y	 everyday operation.
Prior -to this time period, most airlines directed attention to procedures
for saving fuel for purely economic reasons. 	 Many identifiable fuel saving
operational. procedures noted in this study were implemented by certain
airlines or all airlines before or during the course of this.study. 	 However,
g since identification of all f`ael conserving procedures and the associated ^	 f
' potential fuel savings were required in this task, the fact that a parti^ular r
procedure was already its use was not used as a basis for. exclusion..
Operational procedures that are available to the airlines for fuel
savings were divided into two categories; flight profile management and
aircraft configuration management..	 The. first category encompasses those
procedures which relate directly to the way the airplane is flown; all
segments of the flight profile being examined to identify procedures which J
F offer fuel savings. 	 The second category.', aircraft configuration management,
includes maintenance-related-items which can affect the performance of the
airplane and also use--related procedures or procedures which may have in
_ the past been determined by airline policy but which with changes can result
in a net fuel savings. 	 Included in this second category were items such as
weight and center of gravity control.
Both the flight profile and aircraft configuration management categories
of procedures include options over which the airline operator has . some
degree of control.	 Mitigating against some of these options are the
# limitations imposed by the equipment itself and the environment within which
the airline must operate.	 Performance deterioration beyond the ability of
normal maintenance to remedy, and the air traffic control system are
representative of these limitations.	 Although the airline has no primary
control.over these externalities, they were included in this task since in
many cases the; can determine whether or to what extent certain fuel saving
t operational procedures can be implemented or should be implemented.
L
l:dentifi.cation .of.the magnitude of fuel conservation benefits to be realized.
ii from. changes in operational procedures generally depends on the baseline perform--
-k ance assumed.	 The baseline flight profile adopted for this study necessarily
assumed handbook performance under ideal conditions.	 Thus, for example, to
ensure consistent'data from the .study 'airframe . manuf'ac'turers; standard ground
and flight delays and operation at optimum altitudes were used in establishing
the performance of the several: classes of airplanes considered.
..
A'sutniary..of the.operating. procedures. considered . in this task is shown
k
in Table 10.
2
2.1 Flight Profile Management
r.	 The most significant payoffs in this category in terms of fuel savings
are in the cruise speed and cruise altitude selection. Race on the majority of
flights, the airplane is operated in cruise for the largest percentage of the
total mission time, small gains in fuel efficiency result in the most signifi-
- j	 cant improvements in terms of block fuel. usage. 'Wherefore, any procedure which
can be used to ensure that the airplane is operated at optimum speed and altitude
during cruise offers good potential for reduction-in overall fuel usage.
In terms of percentage of block fuel, the other items included under
flight profile management in Table 10 offer smaller savings. Except on the
shortex,,stage lengths, the time.spent in the takeoff, landing, climb, and
desce4t.7phases of the ,Flight are minimal, and., therefore, the large benefit
from small increment fuel consumption improvement is not available.
2.1.1 Cruise speed. - Prior to the energy crisis; the normal L-1011 cruise
speed in airline operation was Mach 0.85. This speed represented a good
compromise between the various factors of fuel consumption, scheduling, and
speed stability. With the advent of higher fuel costs, the fuel consumption
factor became More critical, and a.normal cruise speed closer to long range
cruise 'speed is more common today. The relationship of these speeds in
terms of fuel consumption can be seen by reference to a typical specific
range curve as shown in Figure 4.
5
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The most economical speed schedule would be one which allows the airplane
to fly at the maximum nautical mile per pound for the particular instantaneous
gross weight. Flight at these speeds in, practice, however, .is.complicated
by the reduced speed stability experienced in this regime. Since the data
of Figure 4 are calculated from. measured drag pours and engine specific
fuel consumption curves, accountability of the relatively large thrust
adjustments required to maintain a speed .with reduced speed stability is
not included. Experience has showrn. that s. slightly-higher cruise speed
that is simpler to flay will give improved fuel consumption'. Because of
the difficulty in theoretically accounting for speed stability, a long--range
cruise speed (LRC) has been,. defined within industry as that speed:. which
gives a theoretical reduction of one percent in the maximum nautical mile
per pound. Figure 4 shows that the LRC speed varies with gross weight and
also that a constant Mach 0.82 schedule more closely approximates .LRC over
the typical range of cruise gross. weights, than does the Mach 0.85 speed
schedule.
The relationship between. the Mach 0.82 and Mach 0.85 speed schedules
changes as cruise altitude is varied. This is .depicted in Figure s where
the fuel saved by cruising at Mach 0.82 in lieu. of Mach 0.85 is showra:a,.
Several stage lengths are also indicated showing the sig-vificantly greater
fuel savings at the longer stages.
Since operation at the various cruise speeds also entails changes in
block time as well as block fuel, consideration was also given to this
tradeoff. Figure 5 shows the additional block time required. to obtain
the fuel savi.ngs..of the lower speed, Mach 0.82 cruise. De pending on cruise
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altitude, a savings in fuel of 1450 to 3200 pounds is realized at the ?
expense of seven to eight minutes additional time at the 2000 mile stage ?	 1length.
Theracticalap	 t'' of flying a particular cruise speed schedule is an
important consideration if the identifiable fuel savings are to be realized.
In order to fly a constant speed ' schedule during cruise, the power mast be
changed as fuel is burned off.	 This can be seen by reference to Figure 6
where lines of constant throttle position have been superimposed on the
nautical miles per 1000 pound fuel data of Figure 4. 	 As an example, if
the thrust required to achieve long-range cruise speed at an initial gross.. 3
weight of 400 000 :pounds was not. reduced.. to maintain the desired speed as
fuel was burned, but instead the speed was allowed to increase with no change
in thrust setting, five percent more fuel would be burned on a 1 300 mile
stage length.	 While the average speed would be higher by approximately two A ...
percent, it would be obtained. at the expense of the extra: fuel consumed.. ij-
Since constant thrust changes to maintain a precise target speed are
themselves undesirable from a fuel consumption standpoint, a practical
gross weight/power reduction schedule must be determined. . In the example
?escribed earlier, reference to Figure 6 shows that thrust adjustments at
,weight increments of approximately 10 000 pounds (40 minute intervals) '-
should be made to approximate closely the long—range-speed schedule. 	 on
the L-1011, this can be accomplished by setting scheduled engine pressure
ratio (EPR) and then making any necessary thrust adjustment using the center
engine.	 It has been established in practice that this procedure is practical up
to the point . where it becomes necessary to set the center engine EPR in excess
of 0.015 more or less than the wing engines. 	 If this occurs, the wing engine
EPR should be increased or decreased 0.005 and the center engine again used for
thrust trimming.	 This method of thrust setting, although a proven practical.
procedure, can also result in constant thrust changes if a tolerance is not y
established on the desired speed schedule. 	 It has been .found on the L-1011
that positive speed stability can be maintained by assuring that the actual
speed is not permitted to drop more than 0.015 Mach, or five knots IAS below
the desired LRC speed.	 Examination of Figure 6 shows that even.. if the target
speed cannot be maintained, as long as positive speed stability exists, actual
range is slightly improved at the lower speeds. 	 Unless it is impossible to stay
within the suggested speed, range (operation at maximum cruise thrust),
reduction in'al.titude should not be considered:.. 	 It is much more economical.
to increase power (keeping within the prescribed limits) until the weight has
reduced to the point where the recommended schedule can be maintained.
As mentioned above, the airplane ts speed stability is an important
factor when considering the practicalities .offlying at the more fuel
conservative speeds. 	 Figure 7 is a plot of engine pressure _ratio required.
versus Mach number for several gross weights and graphically illustrates
speed .stability; a me ,sure of the airplane's ability to- ma I ntain a. selected
speed at a given thrust. 	 Examination of this 	 shows the sensitivity
of the desired speed to small changes in EPR when cruising at, or near, the
long--range cruise speed. 	 The area between the EPR required (gross weight)
line and any
 
given.thrust'setting (.maximum cruise the example) is the excess .
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thrust available and can be used'to accelerate the airplane to a speed a
where the thrust (EPR) available and the thrust required are equal.
	 Once
this stabili zed speed is reached, any loss of speed due to turbulence 
-yri L tend
to be restored by the excess thrust available at the lower speed.
	 The rate of
change of excess thrust with changing speed -is
 a measure of the airplane r s speed
stability.	 A large ratio is synonymous with a high degree of stability.
	 Quite
obviously, the airplane has lesser speed stability when operating near the long-
range cruise speed than when operating at a higher speed.
	 More attention is,
therefore,  required to conduct a long-range speed schedule operation.
	 use of the ;..y
thrust trimming technique described earlier in this section provides a practical
!. means of maintaining the desired speed schedules i	 ian the most efficient manner.
2.1.2	 Cruise altitude..- Cruise altitude selection also has a powerful !'
bearing on fuel consumption.
	 Figure 8 shows the effect of altitude on specific
range for the 'Mach 0.$2, Mach 0.85; and the.longrauge speed schedule discussed 9
in the previous section.
	 A mid-cruise -gross weight ty pical of transcontinental 'r
operation has been chosen for this illustration.
	 Assim]ng that the airplane is
flying at the.Mach 0.85 schedule, the fuel consumption is reduced by eight
percent by flying at 35 000 feet rather than 31 000 Feet.
	 A similar improvement
is realized when operating at Mach 0.82, while the reduction is Four to five
percent when operating at long-range cruise speed.
	 Vote that the fuel consumption
improves rapidly for each . of the speed schedules as alt i tude. is. increased.	 This
is true up to the point where a .limit is reached; maximum Cruise thrust, MeximuTfl.
operating speed, or speed for buffet onset.
As in the case of optimum cruise speed, .optimum cruise altitude is a
function of gross weight so that as fuel is consumed, the altitude for most
economical cruise increases.
	 Minimum fuel usage in cruise is therefore
obtained by flying a long-range climbing cruise, i.e., cruise at long--range
cruise speed .  at a continually increasing. altitude.. .y	 g	 The ability to fly in.
s this manner is limited by the current Air. Traffic Control (ATC) system.
	 On
heavily traveled routes, it is common practice today to use a constant
single altitude cruise procedure.
	 On less heavily traveled routes a single-
step cruise-climb is possible, .:using.an altitude . step of 4000 feet.	 The
4000-foot altitude increment is required under current ATC rules .because the
high altitude flight levels are at 2000-foot altitude increments with
alternate flight levels designated for opposite directions of travel..
	 On
some designated one--way routes a cruise-climb .
 using a 2000 foot step is
currently practical..;. if pending efforts to reduce the required separation to
1000 feet are successful., the 2000--foot step could be used on a larger
percentage.oy the routes..
Figure 9 shows the relationship of these cruise techniques for the T-1031.
Ideally, ` the 4000 - foot climb should be made in such `a manner that the higher
altitude is .reached at the ma.:imum cruise thrust point for the.speed.schedule
being used.
	 Figure 9 indicates the resulting altitudes referenced to the
optimum cruise--climb schedule.	 Assuming that the ,2000--foot step capability is
available through a reduction in allowable separation, a small improvement
in fuel .usage.results.	 Ability to conduct a cruise-climb.gives an additional
	 .
and larger improvement. 	 However, this latter improvement; as depicted in
Figure 9; also includes the incremental savings between flying `a constant
speed schedule. and flying at. the long range schedule which varies Mach as
fuel: is binned.
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A step--climb cruise at optimum altitudes was used in the L-1011 baseline
case data presented in the tables of Section. 1. 	 Relative to this base,
therefore, the small improvement resulting from using 2000-root steps can
be credited.
	 However, because ATC improvements are implied, this item was
included in the improved ATC section of the operating procedures ultimately
used in the UTRC Study,
2.1.3
	
Climb speed. - The third; item included in the flight profile management
section of the 'fable 10 summary, climb speed, offers only slight fuel
improvements relative to the baseline operation. 	 On the L-1011; several
climb schedules have been identified for the operators. 	 These schedules
have been optimized for different types of operation. including long-- range-
and high-speed.
	 A normal climb--thrust rating has also been provided in
addition to the usual maximum clirdb rating to achieve longer engine life
potential.
Figure 10	 shows the effect of the climb--speed schedule on climb fuel and'+
time for three representative L=1011 climb schedules.
	 The baseline for both
the fuel and time plots is the long-,-range
 climb at 250/300 /Mach 0.80
.(250 KCAS to 10 000 feet, accelerate to 300 KCAS at 10 000 feet, maintain
300 KCAS while climbing to altitude where 300 KCAS = Mach 0.80, constant
Mach 0.80 to cruise altitude).	 As shown, the long-range schedule offers fuel
savings of from 300 to 600 .pounds at the expense of two minutes of additional
flight time for the typical 1000-nautical mile stage length compared to the
high-speed schedule (250 /375/Mach 0.83).	 These fuel and time increments
take into account the necessity for comparing climb schedules at the same
j	 point in space; a Mach 0..82 cruise being used to accomplish this. 	 A climb
schedule that results in a shorter climb distance obviously entails a longer
cruise: segment and thus a cruise fuel increase._ By adding"this fuel penalty
to the climb fuel, a true comparison of the advantages or disadvantages of
different.climb schedules on a mission profile is obtained..
The effects of using the normal climb power rating; instead of the maximum
climb power rating are shown in Figure 11.
	 Several stage lengths are
considered: for each of three climb speed schedules. 	 Theadditional cruise
segment required to arrive at the same point in space as described above is
presented for cruise at both Mach 0.82 and 0.85. 	 Small but measurable fuel 3
penalties are paid when using the normal climb rating which must be weighed
against the improved engine life potential.
2.1.4	 Descent speed. - Since, in normal operations, the descent from
cruise altitude is conducted at flight idle thrust with the attendant low r
fuel flow, only small fuel savings can be identified between one descent
speed schedule and another.	 Optimum long-range and high-speed schedules
have been identified for the L-1011.	 The long--range schedule consists of
flight at a constant Mach 0.80 down to the altitude where a calibrated
.t
airspeed of 300 KCAS is reached and then holding a constant 300 KCAS down.
'	 to 10 000 feet whereupon a deceleration to the FAA required 250 KCAS speed
is conducted, this speed then being maintained down to sea level.	 The
high-speed descent. schedule uses a constant Mach 0..85 , to the altitude for
350 knots calibrated airspeed.	 Assuming that the airplane is at a final
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cruise altitude of 35 000 feet, a-fuel saving of approximately 150 pounds
can be realized by using the long-range speed schedule in lieu of the high-
speed schedule for the descent.
Another important consideration in the descent is its initiation.
Cruise should be maintained as long as practical by planning the descent so
that arrival. in the terminal area. is accomplished with a minimum of 'low altitude
level fl ight. In this way; the period of operation at the lower uneconomical
altitudes is minimized. In this same vein, when it is known that holding will
be required because of congestion in the terminal area, the hold should be
conducted at the highest . practical . altitude. For example, Figure 12 shows that...
a hold performed at 15 000 feet in the clean configuration can save approximately
four percent ,relative to one performed at 5000 feet with  the flaps at the
four degree position.
2.1.5 Takeoff. - The takeoff portion of the flight profile was also
examined for potential fuel savings. However, even though the fuel flows
are large during takeoff, they are relatively insensitive to thrust changes
of the. magnitude available using Alternate takeoff procedures. These procedures.
consist of operation at reduced takeoff power settings where field length
and/or gross weight pelt the potential for any significant fuel savings
during the takeoff is further reduced by.the short amount of time spent in
this segment.
2.1.5 Landing.. - As discussed above in the descent s peed section, the
descent should be delayed as long.as is practical, Making up distance at
the lower altitudes or while maneuvering in the landing configuration
increases the fuel consumption. In the lauding portion of the flight
additional fuel savings are available by using the lowest of the landing
flap positions consistent with the field conditions. On the L-1011, use of
the 33-degree flap position results in a 120 pound fuel saving relative to
the 42-degree flap position_ assuming as eight mile final with a 3 degree
glide slope.
2.2 Aircraft Configuration_ Management
The second category identified under procedure changes relates to
those items. of the airplane configuration, bothAnternal and external,
which can affect the fuel consumption. Generally, these items are associated
with the deterioration or wear of the e quipment with age c~ to airline
procedures which have became established from considerations other than fuel
consumption.:
2.2.1 Gross weight control_. -» The nautical mile per pound or fuel mileage
of the aircraft fora given set of altitude, speed, and temperature
conditions is a. direct function of the :gross weight of the aircraft. The
lower the gross Freight for a aarticula.r set ofconditions, the better the
''uel mileage. Therefore, if the weight at the and of a stage exceeds the
minimum required to perform the mission, the potential for significant fuel
savings exists.. Any reduction that can be obtained in the 'landing we ight
represents a reduction throughout the mission, thus the fuel savings are
ro
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multiplied. On a typical. L-1011"transcontinental mission, each one percent
in landing weight reduction translates to a one-half of one percent savings
in fuel burned. Weight reductions can be obtained in two areas: fuel carried
and operational empty weight.
The fuel remaining at the end of a mission consists of the reserve fuel
and any fuel which is tankered from the origin to the destination. On many
flights, more than the legally required reserves are carried either at the
option of the captain or because the airline has built in extra fuel to -their
basic reserve requirements. Inclusion of fuel for diversion to a specified
alternate airport under all conditions when no alternate is in fact required
(FAR Part 121.619 and .621) is an example of the latter. For maximum fuel
savings, the exact reserves required for the conditions of each flight should be
determined.
Reclearance is another procedure which can be used to reduce fuel loads.
This is the procedure where clearance is obtained for an airport short of
the destination; subsequent inflight reclearance to the intended destination
allows burning some of the original reserves thus giving a lower landing
weight. Reclearanee is currently used on some long haul segments to increase
payload capability, but it is an equally viable procedure on flights which
are not pe;; load limited to effectively reduce landing weights.
Fuel tankering is the procedure whereby fuel over and above the a-mount
required for a mission segment is carried to avoid refueling at the destination.
Reasons for this operation include both fuel price and a reduction in time
spent at an intermediate stop. Large amounts of fuel can be involved here
as maximum larding weight may be the only restriction. From both the fuel
conservation and operating cost standpoint, the extra fuel burned involved in
tankering should be weighed against the particular advantages.
Increased operational empty weight is an obvious cause of additional
fuel usage. Not so obvious, because of the gradual nature of the buildup,
are the ways in which operational empty weight increases. It has been
found that a one percent increase in empty weight can be expected in a five
year period. Added equipment, structural modifications, heavier replacement
interior trim and a general buildup of dirt, all contribute to empty weight
growth.
S:3_xice weight has such a powerful effect on fuel consumption, reduction
of empty weight should receive attention in addition to the control of its
growth. Empty weight reductions are effective on every flight operated with
the aircraft and are therefore more beneficial than reductions in fuel loads
as discussed above. Some of the areas worthy of consideration in efforts to
reduce empty weight include passenger service items, potable water, and
emergency equipment. On large wide-bodied aircraft like the L-1011, large
amounts of empty weight are made up of tie food and beverage service,
consumables and the potable water. If instead of a standard allowance for
these items, planned quantities are carried for each trip, fuel savings can
be realized. Loading of the meal service and water dependent on passenger
load and trip length is one way of accomplishing this. Carriage of emergency
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equipment dependent on the particular trip can also effec'. fuel. savings.
This is typified by overeater equipment being carried o: flights where it
is not required. A problem here is the necessity to offload and later onload
this equipment. Again the added time must be weighed against the potential
fuel and cost savings.
2.2.2 Center of gravity control. -- Control of the aircraft's center of
gravity, to result in operation at a more aft e.g., offers potential fuel
savings..through a reduction in trim drag. On the Z-1011, a fuel savings of
nearly three percent can be identified for the complete center of gravity
range. Figure 13 shows, however, that over the typical in--service range, the
attainable savings are closer to one-half of one percent, and relative to
the.current operation of the L-1011; the savings are reduced to 0.2 percent.
Strict control of passenger and cargo Loading are necessary to accomplish this
fuel savings. This Problem is eased somewhat by the more sophisticated
weight and balance systems available on the newer aircraft.
2.2.3 Aircraft cleanliness. - Besides the growth in operating empty weight
as the airplane gets older, deterioration in its aerodynamic integrity is
also experienced.. The causes of aerodynamic deterioration can be. divided into..
two areas: damaged surfaces and damaged. seals.
On a high-speed transport like the L-1011, it is important that the
design contours be maintained. Critical areas of the aircraft are the wing
and tail leading edges, the forward fuselage, and the engine inlets. Small
deviations in the design contours of these critical areas, caused by dents
or improper repairs, change the airflow and cause increases in the boundary--
layer thickness and thus the drag. Increased fuel flow is a direct result
of the increased thrust required to maintain speed. Of the critical areas,
the most important to monitor are the wing engine inlets. Here, a damaged
contour can effect airflow to the engine as well as to external boundary-
layer flow. In addition, the inlets are the most susceptible of the criti-
cal areas to ground service equipment damage.
There are two types of seals which require attention; those which are
used to improve the.aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane, and those
used to seal the pressurized areas of the fuselage. Aerodynamic seals are
providad for the most part to prevent airflow from occurring between an
area of high static pressure and one at low static pressure. Areas such as
these are the leading and trailing edge flaps. Leakage of air from the
lower to the upper surface of a flap disturbs the flow causing an additional
drag and thrust requirement. Prevention of this occurrence requires expeditious
repair or replacement of these seals.
The other group of seals subject to.deterioration are those used to
seal the pressurized areas of the fuselage at the passenger and cargo doors.
Because of the pressure differential, leakage around these seals causes a
disruption of the boundary layer and a consequent increase in drag and fuel
flow. Pressurized checks performed on the ground are a worthwhile means of
determining problem areas. The ground equipment interface is the major
cause of damaged seals in the door areas.
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2.3 Externalities
The ability to implement the identifiable fael savings is, to some
extent, dependent on considerations beyond the control of the airline.
Equipment limitations and limitations imposed by operations in controlled
airspace restrict the airline operatoo n s fuel saving capabilities. Engine
deterioration beyond the control of normal maintenance procedures, altitude
and speed assignments below desired optimums, and traffic imposed delays
both in the air and on the ground are all areas that confound the best fuel
conservation program.
Engine deterioration has become a major cause of fuel consumption
penalties. This problem appears to be more severe with the new generation
of high bypass ratio engines than with the older low-bypass engines. While the
engine manufacturers are currently addressing this problem and have identified
some of the causes, the experience to date is as shown in Figure 14. As can be
seen, large specific fuel consumption penalties have been experienced; as much
as five percent for some engines. Until changes are incorporated by the engine
manufacturers, there is little that can be done by the airlines beyond more
stringent overhaul procedures. It is believed that a one percent improvement may
be achievable with improved maintenance on the RB.211 engines powering the L--1011.
The air traffic control system has the largest effect on the ability
of an airline to implement fuel conserving procedures. As much as a thirty
to forty percent difference was observed during the course of this study
between the ideal handbook data generated by the manufacturers and the
operational service data as reported by the airline contractor. A large part of
this difference is attributable to air traffic control required procedures which
prevent the airlines from flying the ideal mission profile as assumed for the
handbook calculations. The inability to fly at optimum altitudes because of air
traffic will increase fuel consumption. Inability to conduct preferred climb
schedules due to altitude clearance problems also increases fuel consumption.
Holding times above planned allowances increase fuel consumption. Improvements
in the air traffic control system, therefore, offer significant potential for
fuel savings in that they would allow day-to-day operations more closely
approximating the optimum.
The task of quantifying.changes to the air traffic control system however
is not simple. Determination of what changes are possible and the cost of
implementation in terms of the ground and/or aircraft equipment is a study by
itself, well beyond the scope of this study. Identification of reasonably
attainable fuel savings with an improved air traffic control system was con-
sidered feasible. The magnitude of the fuel savings could then signal the need
to determine the cost of the required changes to the system followed by a
cost/benefit assessment.
2.4 Summary of Data.
The assemblage of fuel-savings data to satisfy the requirements of the
forecast studies involved a cooperative effort between the manufacturers and
the airline contractor. To accomplish this, the fuel savings for the identi-
fied operational procedures changes were calculated by the manufacturers for
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their respective aircraft models. These identified changes were then com-
bined and a List of block fuel reductions, with and.without ATC improvements,
was developed for each aircraft designated by NASA for use in the air transporta-
tion system analysis study. In this task, the Lockheed generated data for the
L-1011 were combined with the McDonnell-Douglas generated DC-10 data for use by
UTRC in the current three engine wide-bodied aircraft class. Figure 15
illustrates the relationship between the agreed to fuel savings and those
identified for the L-1:011.
During the preparation of the data discussed above, the fuel consumption
and operating cost data for the L--1011 'with selected operational procedure
changes were generated. Although these data were not used directly in the
air transportation system analysis study, they are presented in this section for
completeness. The format and presentation are the same as that used for the
L-10U data of Task 1. Fuel consumption and operating cost for the L--1011 as
operated. in 1975 are presented in Tables 11 through 14. In the 1973 baseline
flight profile of Task I., the airplane was flown along a high-speed climb and
cruise profile. For the 1975 basis of Tables 11 through 14, the climb speeds
were slowed to the long-range schedule and the cruise speed was reduced from the
pre-energy crisis Mach 0.85 to Mach 0.82. These changes are considered to be
representative of the steps which were taken by the airlines to save fuel
following the oil embargo. This level of performance is also considered to be
representative of the current operation of the aircraft on a handbook basis.
Tables 15 through 18 present the fuel consumption and operating cost data for
the L-1011 assuming that some additional procedure changes are implemented.
Included in these data are the low-speed climb and Mach 0.82 cruise of the 1975
basis L-1011 and in addition a general aerodynamic cleanup, a one percent aft
movement of the center of gravity and a two thousand foot step--climb cruise.
This cruise procedure would necessitate a change in the current altitude
separation criteria: the current 2000 feet would have to be reduced to 1000 feet.
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TABLE 10.- FUEL CONSERVING OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
AIRLINE OPTIONS
Flight Profile Management
• Cruise Speed
s Cruise Altitude
• Climb Speed
• Descent Speed
Takeoff
• Landing
Aircraft Configuration Management
• Gross Weight Control
Reserves
Tankerage
Operating Empty Weight
• Center of Grav_ty Control
• Aircraft Cleanliness
Externalities
• Engine Deterioration
• Air Traffic Control
,0ajZ.jV.M PAGE IS POOR
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fTABLE 11. - CLACULATED FUEL CONSUMP'T'ION -- L-1011 TRISTAR (1975 BASIS)
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100 5 089 7.48 36.50 3465
200 8 893 6.54 41.74 3030
400 15 871 5.84 46.79 2703
600 2? 805 F-5-59 48.84 2590
1000 35 906 5.28 51.70 2446
2000 67 049 4.93 55.38 2284
3000 98 893 4.85 56.32 2246
4136 139 300 4.95 55.12 2295
825 30 294 5.40 50.52 2515
TABLE 12. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS - L-1011 TRISTAR (1975 BASIS)
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC Total IOC
$/b1k-hr ¢/seat-n.mi. $/b1k-hr ¢/seat-n.mi.
100 233 1803 2.84 5394 8.50
200 296 1664 2.07 3730 4.65
400 349 1514 1.59 2540 2.67
600 376 1444 1.41 1978 1.93
1000 402 1396 1.27 1539 1.40
2000 436 1354 1.14 1177 0.99
3000 451 1338 1.10 1040 0.86
4136 458 1334 1.07 1050 o.81,
825 392
1
1420 1.32
1
1675 x..56 __F
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tTABLE 13.- DIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -
L-1011 TRISTAR (1975 BASIS)rn
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC 0/seat-n.mi.
100 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 4136 825
CRESJ 0.41 0.34 0.28 0.26 0.2h 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.25
INSURANCE 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
DEPRECIATION o.61 0.52 0.42 0.38 0.35 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.36
MAINTENANCE 1.30 0.75 0.48 0.40 0.33 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.35
FUEL (lW ga1) 0.42 0.38 0.34 0.31	 1 0.30 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.30
TOTAL DOC 2.84 2.07 1.59 1.41 1.27 1.14 1.10 1.07 1.32
r-
TABLE 14.- INDIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN --
L-1011 TRIST'AR (1975 BASIS)
I0C
Component_,.,-
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC ¢/seat--n.mi.
100 200 100 600 1000 2000 3000 4136 825
System Expense 0.15 0.12 0.06 0.01+ 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01
Local Expense 2.32 1.14 0.57 0.39 0.23 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.28
A/C Control Expense 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Hostess Expense 0.29 0.25 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.17
Food and Beverage 0.28 0.24 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16
Passenger Service 3.14 1.11 0.78 0.52 0.31 0.16 0.11 0.11 0.37
Cargo Handling i.50 0.81 0.39 0.25 0.15 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.18
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.54 0.1+0 0.21 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.12
Total IOC 8.50 4.65 2.67 1.93 1.10 0.99 0.86 0.84 1.56
TABLE 15.- CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION - L-1011
WITH CHANGES IN OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Stage Length
ti.mi.
Black Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi..
seat-n.mi
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100 5 002 7.36
.o
37.11 3408
200 8 731 6.42 42.52 2-974
400 15 471 5.69 48.00 2635
600 22 148 5.43 50.29 2515
1000 34 455 5.07 53.88 2347
2000 62 074 4.56 59.81 2115
3000 93 602 4.59 59.50 2126
4300 141 500 4..84 56.41 2242
825 29 340 5.23 52.40 2420
TABLE 16.- CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS - L-1011
WITH CHANGES IN OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC Total IOC
/blk-hr ¢/seat-n.ni. $/blk-hr ¢/seat-n.mi.
100 233 1799 2.83 5394 8.50
200 294 1660 2.07 3630 4.52
400 354 1507 1.56 2480 2.57
600 375 1436 1.40 1978 1.93
1000 400 1380 1.26 1530 1.40
2000 437 133.0 1.12 1178 0.99
3000 451 1325 1.08 1048 0.85
4300 460 1343 1.07 1060 0.84
825 392 1400 1.32 1685 1.59
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DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC ^/seat-n.mi.
100 200 4o0 600 1000 2000 3000 1+30a 825
Crew o.41 0.35 0.27 0.26 0.21+ 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.25
Insurance 0.10 0.09 0.07 o.o6 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
Depreciation o.61 0.53 0. 1+2 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.37
Maintenance 1.30 0.72 0.1+8 0.4o 0.33 0.26 0.24 0.21 0.35
Fuel (15¢/gal) 0.1+1 0.38 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.29
Total DOC 2.83 2.07 1.56	 1
A
1.40 1.26
I 1.12 i 1.08 1.07 x..32
r
TABLE 18.- INDIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -
L-1011 WITH CHANGES IN OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC 0/seat-n.mi.
100
0.15
200
0.11
400
0.06
600
0.01+
1000
0.04
2000 3000 4300 825
System Expense 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04
Local Expense 2.32 1.14 0.53 0.39 0.23 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.30
A/C Control Expense 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Hostess Expense 0.29 0.25 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.1T
Food and Beverage 0.28 0.24 0.20 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.16
Passenger Service 3.14 1.31 0.70 C.52 0.31 0.16 0.11 0.10 0.39
Cargo Handling 1.50 0.79 0.39 0.25 0.15 0.08 0.05 0.01+ 0.1$
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.54 0.50 0.22 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.11
Total IOC 8.50 4.52 2.57 1.93 1.1+0 0.99 0.85 0.81+ 1.59
tin
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3. TRISTAR FUEL SAVINGS MODIFICATIONS TASK 3
Fuel conserving modifications of the-L-1011 were studied in this task.
For purposes of the study, modifications were defined as those fuel conserving
improvements which could be incorporated either in new production airplanes
or as retrofits to already delivered airplanes and were not of such a drastic
nature as to remove the airplane from service for an undue Length of time.. fi-n
additional criterion was that the modifications were not so costly as to negate.
any fuel savings that might be identified; i.e., the modification must be cost
effective.
The selection of fuel conserving aircraft modifications must take into
consideration the time required for development, test, mod-incorporation,. and
recertification of the aircraft. Any modification which cannot be incorpo-
rated without lengthy development time is not likely to be a viable candidate.
Derivative aircraft or all new aircraft offering substantially greater fuel
r	 efficiency would displace the modified aircraft too soon after introduction.;
and the emulative fuel savings of the modified aircraft would therefore be
small and the cost of the modification could not be rationally justified.
a
I'
	
	
Potential modifications identified at the beginning of the study to be
considered in this task were as follows:
•	 Wing tip treatment
s	 Propulsion improvements
a	 Increased seating density
a	 Less sophisticated high-lift devices
a	 Wing leading edge modifications
During the course of the study some of these modifications proved to be
impractical and were therefore eliminated. On the other hand, study of these
particular modifications led to the discovery of other potential fuel saving.
modifications.
3.1 Wing Tip Treatment
The initial modification considered in this study task was an increase in
the aspect ratio of the L-1011 wing through a treatment of the wing tip. Fuel
savings would be inherent due to a reduction in both cruise and second segment
climb drag. A planar tip extension as well as a winglet were considered. The
results of an experimental and analytical study conducted at Lockheed with
independent development funds was drawn upon for this study subtask (Ref. 3).
The experimental study involved wand. tunnel tests of a, 1/30 scale L--1011 model
in both the Lockheed 8 by 12 foot low-speed and 4 by 4 foot transonic/
supersonic tunnels. The wind tunnel models are sho'^m in Figure 15.
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The results of the experimental study showed that transonic flow effects
severely degrade the performance of the winglet as compared to the tip exten-
sions. A winglet which gave the same drag reduction as a comparable tip
extension at low Mach number (M 0.2) was able to reduce the dra pr only one-half
as much as the tip extension at cruise .Mach number. Figure 17 esents these
tunnel results at Mach 0.84. on the basis of the net drag reduction per bend-
ing moment increase, the tip extension is the more efficient system. The wind
tunnel tests also indicated that the winglet gave a rapid increase in drag at
the higher Mach numbers which.would indicate reduced operational buffet limits
and higher Mach induced buffet loads at operational limit speeds.
Several other areas such as high lift performance, handling qualities,
flutter and aeroelastic effects, manufacturing costs and loads analysis have
to be considered in selecting between the wing-Lat and the tip extension as drag
reducing devices in an airplane design. In the case of the tip extension, the
investigation of these items is straightforward and well understood, whereas
the impact of the winglet on many of these items is not known at the present
time. This additional tEchnological risk in the case of the winglet plus the
unfavorable characteristics exhibited in the wind tunnel tests led to the
recommendation that a planar tip extension be used as a modification to improve
the fuel efficiency of the L-1011.
A three foot per side wing yip extension was selected for this study.
This particular size was basea on a study of the optimum increase in span from
both a performance and cost standpoint. With a three foot extension, a
three percent reduction in fuel consumption can be obtained and minimal wing
structure changes are involved. For retrofit on in-service L-1011 1 s, no rework
or strengthening of the wing is required, however, a reduction in maximum
takeoff weight from 430 000 pounds to 410 000 pounds will be required. For
operators whose route structures do not require full takeoff gross weight, this
retrofit may be suitable. Where full takeoff weight is required and the addi-
tional down-time and cost can be accepted, additional wing structural changes
would allow retention of the 430 000 pound limit. Figure 18 shows that the
same tip to wing joint interface of the basic L-1011 can t! retained. Also,
the existing tip section including the wing tip light installation can be
utilized although some rework of the Number 4 leading edge slat is required.
The existing anti--acing system was found to be sufficient, requiring no exten-
sion to the revised wing tips.
Tables 19 through 22 present the fuel consumption and operating cost data
for the L-1011 with the three-foot wing tip extension. These data zre tabu-
lated for a series of stage lengths including the 1973 CAB average stage length
as in Section 2. Note, however, that the maximum stage length shown is reduced
somewhat from the basic L-1011 data presented earlier. This is caused by the
reduced takeoff gross weight capability with the simplified tip modification
used. The long-range climb and Mach 0.82 cruise performance are reflected in
the data of Tables 19 through 22. This is consistent with the current (1975)
operation of the airplane, as discussed in Section 2. As in the previous
sections, fuel consumption is shown in terms of total block fuel and on
both an airplane mile and a seat mile basis in Table 19. The seat-mile fuel
consumption is shoi-rn both in units of seat-miles per gallon and Btu's per seat-
mile. Total direct and indirect operating cost data are shown in Table 20
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with the associated cost breakdowns following in 'fables 21 acid 22. All of.the
cost data are shown in terms of cents per available seat-nautica l .mile and the
total operating costs are additionally shown in units of dollars per block
hour with the applicable block speeds indicated.
f
The wing.tip extension is assumed to be accomplished after the delivery of
the 100th L-3011 and to be included thereafter. A 250 aircraft run was
assumed. The additional cost for the tip extension and the pro rata share of
the nonrecurring cost is included in the following airplane and spares prices.
The engine offers perhaps the best opportunity for modifications to
improve fuel.consumption. Flight test costs alone can consume the potential
savings of aircraft external aerodynamic modifications. For engine modifica-
tions, the certification flight testing required is usually not as extensive,
since items such as aircraft handling qualities, stall characteristics and
performance may not be required. Thus a gain of one percent in terms of engine
specifics can be more cost effective than one percent gained through an external
	 ?
configuration modification.
Continuing research at Rolls Royce has identified fuel flow reductions
on the order of two percent for improvements in internal components of the
RB.211 engine. These modifications consist mainly of revised sealing and	 i
improve.& tip clearances to reduce leakage in the core engine. 'these changes
	 i
could be incorporated by 1978 as indicated in Figure 19. Also shown.in  the
figure are additional fuel flow reductions that could be realized by 1982.
Included in the 1982 period are a mixed--flow exhaust and additional engine
sealing.
A large improvement in the specific range of the L--1011 comes about through
revision of the engine afterbody. The original configuration on the L--1011
incorporated a hot stream spoiler which deflected the core engine flow when
reverse thrust was selected. Since the core engine reverse thrust contribution.
is very small due to the high bypass ratio of the RB.211, the performance effect
of eliminating the hot stream spoilers is not significant. Removing the spoilers
allows revision to the external contours of the engine afterbody; the fairings
or stangs are removed and the core nozzle is reshaped which, combined with.a
lengthening and reshaping of the far: duct, allows improved flow over the after-
body. These changes are illustrated. in Figure 20 which compares the original
afterbody configuration With the modified .15 degree afterbody design. The
center engine installation is shown; the wing engine installat.ion.is similar.
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Flight tests with the 15 degree engine.afterbodies showed a 3.4 percent
improvement in fuel consumption out to a Mach number of 0.83. At higher Mach
.numbers even more significant savings were indicated caused by. a: delay in the
drag rise characteristics. Figure 21 shows these trends with Mach number.
This modification has been sold to some of the . current L-1011 operators
and it is planned as standard production on new aircraft in the near`.future..
In calculating the operating cost for this section of the study, $5000 was
assumed to be added per airplane with the additional cost being incorporated
into the engine price....
Tables 23 through 26 present the fuel consumption and operating cost data
for the L-1011 incorporating 15 degree engine afterbodies. The presentation
is as shown in the previous section,.including the use of the long-range climb
and 'Mach 0.82 cruise: The data of Tables 23 through 26 include only the
improvement due to the 15 degree engine afterb.ody and do not include the addi-
tional potential of the internal engine improvements discussed above.
3.3 Increased Seating Density
A study of the potential for fuel saving through increased seating density
in the basic L-1011-1 was accomplished. Under the study ground rules with.a
10190 split, 8 abreast seating configuration, the L--1011 carries 276 seats.
The airplane has been certificated for as many as 400 passengers as exemplified
by the Court Line delivery configuration shown in Figure 22. This configura-
tion requires that two- additional 'type A entry doors be incorporated in place
of the smaller standard Type 1 doors at the two aft fuselage locations. Attain-
ing this high seating capacity also involves 10 abreast seating with a tight
seat pitch of 30 inches. Nhi.le this configuration would probably not be accept-
able to domestic operators., it gives an indication of the upper limits of
increased density in the L-1011 fuselage size.
The potential for fuel savings with the increased seating density approach
a
	
	 lies in the additional seats flown for each unit of fuel. This provides sav-
ings in operating cost. Figure 23 shows that in a typical 2000-nautical mile
L-1011 mission, very large fuel savings can be attained with increased seating.
However, to retain consistency in the study an improvement of eight percent
was calculated as being the attainable fuel savings.while still complying with
the seating mix of the study. The eight percent savings could be accomplished,
for example, by incorporating below deck seating for sixteen additional pas-
sengers. This change, which involves modifications to the airframe and
eliminates the cargo capacity of the forward compartment, has been certified
for L-1011 commercial service. The below deck capability of the wide--bodied
l	 fuselage offers the means for increasing passenger capacity without compromis-
ing main deck comfort levels. Additional savings in seat-miles per gallon
could be attained by relaxing the study ground -rules in terms of seat pitch
and/or first class/tourist mix.
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While seating density can have a dramatic effect on the seat-mile per
gallon figure . attainable, the practicality ofthis . approach -needs to be I	
s
assessed.	 Definite fuel savings could be identified by substitution of high] a
density aircraft, on a study ro+ate structure but flying these same aircraft in
an actual airline operation with a fixed number of passengers offers no real i3
savings .  . With: increased demand, this option offers very real benEkfits, and, a
in addition,, it is an aircraft modification that can be accomplished in a short€
time period for minimum cost by the airline operator.	 Identification of where
and when this particular fuel saving modification might be incorporated was
4 deferred to the air:transportation system analysis studies.
3.4	 Less Sophisticated High-Lift Devices
Elimination .cF portions of the high lift system of the basic L-1011 was
considered in.this task.
	
The purpose was to decrease operating empty weight r
-{ which, as shown in Section 1, Task 1, can lead to significant fuel savings.
Company funded wind tunnel tests were used to verify whether the flaps-•-
deleted. confi,gurati:ons. were compatible with the lift and stability require
ments of the airplane.	 It was concluded from the test results that the
_ leading edge slats contribute a large portion of the maximum lift capability
of the L-1011 wing and that deletion of any of the segments leads to an
unacceptable degradation of this capability. 	 A rapid drag increase occurs
as the leading edge flow separates with slat deletion and this leads to an
unacceptable alteration of the lift coefficient/angle--of--attack characteristics.
Thus, while offering fuel savings through empty weight reductions., the possibil--
.:ity of deletion of leading edge slats on the L-1011 was-removed from further
consideration.
Elimination of trailing edge flap segments was also considered.
	 With the
larger component weights involved-, it was considered that this modification
might have potential payoff. 	 Tests were conducted with the outboard trailing
edge flaps retracted.	 The penalty in maximum lift capability was much smaller
than the cases. where the leading edge segments were deleted.. 	 The tests. show {
that a reduction in the airplane's static stability is experienced, up to a
s nine percent reduction at full flap extension. 	 This, however, was not con-
F sidered to be an insurmountable problem.
The fuel savings, due to the deletion of the outboard trailing edge Flaps,
were then assessed relative to the cost of modification:. 	 The total reduction
in empty weight amounts to 2372 pounds or ap.:oximately one percent.	 This
translates to . a 0.3 to 0.5 percent reduction .in.block fuel dependent .. on..the.
mission range considered.	 This small reduction in block fuel could not
be justified, however, on the basis of cost.	 Extensive flight testing to
recertify the L-1011 in all flap deflected configurations would be required. i
A qualitative judgment, weighing the certification costs and time involved
against the potential fuel and operating cost reduction, led to the elimination
of this option.	 Further consideration might be justified in a new fuel con-
servative airplane design but as a modification this option was not effective. f{
a
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3.5 Wikg Leading Edge Modifications
ii
1.
	
	 The results.of the wind tunnel-tests discussed in Section 3.4 indicated
that the present L-3071 leading edge slats are,rfequired to maintain suitable
stability and performance. The incorporatio of leading edge gloves which
would effectively modify the wing airfoil_,rd6ctions leading to possible operating
efficiencies was.therefore considered tG a impractical. The cost of.a glove.
wb--ch incorporated the slat system 4r uld eliminate any possible benefits to be
gained in fuel economy._
3.6 . Drag Cleanup
Considerati of the wiry; leading edge modifications discussed in the above
paragraphs 3 to a study of uhe effectiveness of the leading edge slats as
instal.	 on the production airplane. Flight tests have confirmed that a small
p- t of leakage is present between the lower and upper wing surfaces in the
area of the leading edge slats Improved inboard slat hold-downs and improved
lower surface . trailing edge slat seals have been tested and provide an improve--
	 s
mant of 0.5 percent in the-L-1011 cruise performance
i
3.7 Summary of Data
E	
i
At the conclusion of this study task, the following modifications were
recommended for incorporation into the L-1011 fleet: 15 0
 engine afterbodies,
drag cleanup, extended wing tips, and internal propulsion improvements. The
	 j
fuel savings identified for each of these modifications are summarized in
Figure 24. The savings to be. expected for the-three time periods; 1975,. 1978,
and 1985,  are indicated.
NASA designated McDonnell Douglas as the contractor responsible for sum-
marizing the Biel savings and cost information for-the modification options to
be used by UTRC in the air transportation system analysis studies. In the UTRC 	 i
study, the L-1011 and DC-10 were combined in the three-engined wide body class.
.	 Since the modifications to.the DC-10 resulted in fuel, savings approximately
equal to those identified for the L-1011, the figure of 7 . 5 percent as indicated
in Figure 24 was adopted-for the UTRC studies.
i
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iTABLE 19.- CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION -
L--1711 WITH WING TIP EXTENSIONS
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100. 4 962 7.30 37.40 3381
200 8 671 6.38 42.82 2954
400 15 474 5.69 47.98 2636
600 22 235 5.45 50.09 2525
1000 35 008 5.15 53.03
56.79
2385
2000 65 373 4.81 2227
3000 96 421 4.73 57.75 2190
3700 120 000 4.77 57.24 2210
825 29 453 5.25 52.00 2430
TABLE 20.- CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS -
L-1011 WITH WING TIP EXTENSIONS
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC Total IOC
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/lhlk-hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100 233 1745 2.75 5322 8.38
200 296 1630 2.03 3670 h.57
400 349 1497 1.58 2500 2.63
600 376 1437 1.40 1959 1.91
1000 402 1387 1.27 1522 1.39
2000 436 1346 1.13 1170 0.98
3000 451 1336 1.09 1043 0.85
3700 456 1342 1.08 1050 0.84
825 392 1405 1.33 1675 1.56
9
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TABLE 21.- DIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDO14N -
L--1011 WITH WING TIP EXTENSIONS
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC 0/seat-n.mi.
100 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 3700 8215
Crevr 0.41 0.36 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.25
Insurance 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
Depreciation o.61 0.53 0.43 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.37
Maintenance 1.30 0.69 0.48 0.40 0.33 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.35
Fuel (150/gal) 0.41 0.36 0.32 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.30
Total/DOC 2.75 2.03 1.58 1.40 1.27 1.13 1.09 1.08 1.33
..........
MON TABLE 22, INDIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -
L--1011 WITH WING TIP MENSIONS
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC ¢/seat-n.mi.
100 200 100 600 1000 2000 3000 3700 825
System Expense 0.15 0.12 0.07 0.011 0.01+ 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01+
Local Expense 2.21 1.04 0.59 0.37 0.22 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.28
A/C Control Expense 0.07 0.05 0.02 01.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 '0.01
Hostess Expense 0.29 0.25 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.17
Food and Beverage 0.28 0.24 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.11 0.14 0.16
Passenger Service 3-14 1.18 0.77 0.52 0.31 o.16 0.11 0.09 0.38
Cargo Handling 1.50 0.80 0.36 0.25 0.15 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.17
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.53 0.36 0.20 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.12
Total IOC 8.38 4.57 2.63 1.91 1.39 0.98 0.85 0.84 1.56
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TABLE 23. - CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION - L- .1011 W/150 ENGINE AF'IERBODIES
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100 4 911. 7.22 37.80 3346
200 8 582 6.31 43.26 2924
400 15 316 5.63 48.48 26og
600 22 007 5.39 50.61 2499
1000 34 649 5.10 53.58 2361
2000 64 702 4.76 57.38 2204
3000 95 432 4.68 58.36 2167
4270 139 500 4.80 56.82 2226
825 29 172 5.20 52.50 2400
TABLE 24. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS - L-1011 W/15" ENGINE AFTEMODIES
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC Total IOC
^/blk-hr 0/seat-.n.mi. $/b1k-hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100 233 1794 2.83 5393 8.49
200 296 1656 2.06 3600 4.48
400 394 1505 1.59 2470 2.60
600 376 1434 1.40 1978 .1.93
1000 402 1383 1.26 1534 1.40
2000 436 1342 1.13 1177 1.00
3000 451 1332 1.08. 1048 0.85
4270 459 1338 1.07 1050 0.84
825 393 1395 1.30 1680 1.57
i
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TABLE 25.- DIRECT OPERATING COST BE ICDOWN
L-1011 W/15 0 ENGINE AF'TERBODIES
DOC
C;Dziponent
Stage
Length (n.mi)
DOC Nseat -n.mi.
100 200 100 600 1000 2000 3000 4270 825
Crew o.41 0.36 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.25
Insurance 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
Depreciation o.61 0.50 0.42 0.38 0.35 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.35
Maintenance 1.30 0.75 0.51 0.40 0.33 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.35
Fuel (150/ga1) 0.10 0.37 0.32 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.29
Total DOC 2.83 2.06 1.59 1.40 1.26 1.13 1.08 1.07 1.30
o,
co
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC	 /seat--n.mi.
100 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 4270 825
System Expense 0.15 0.11 0.06 0.o4 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 o.o4
Local Expense 2.32 0.97 0.55 0.39 0.23 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.28
A/C Control Expense 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Hostess Expense 0.29 0.25 0.21 0.18 0.~7 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.17
Food. and Beverage 0.28 0.24 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.16
Passenger Service. 3.14 1.47 0.78 0.52 0.31 0.16 0.11 0.09 0.38.
Cargo Handling 1.50 0.80 0.36 0.25 0.15 0.08 0.05 0.05 o.18
Other Passengek Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0..22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.53 0.36 0.20 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.12
Total IOC 8.49 . 4.48 2.60 1.93 1.40 1.00 0.85 0.84 1.57
TABLE 26, INDIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -
L--1011 4x/15 0 ENGINE AF'TERBODIES
4. TRISTAR AND ELECTRA FUEL SAVING DERIVATIVES -- TASK 4
This section reports compliance with NASA Specification No. 2-2+968, State-
ment of Work Study Task 1.4.1.4 dated. June 3, 197+, regarding analysis of fuel
conservation potential of Lockheed existing-production aircraft derivatives
suitable for fleet operating service prior to 1980. The noted NASA Specification,
in effect, specifies analysis of derivatives of the Lockheed L-1011-1 and L-188
Electra aircraft. The Lockheed L--1011-1 is currently in production and will so
continue for some time to coma, however, the Lockheed L-188 Electra is no longer
in production. Because the P-3C, the military version of the L--188 Electra is
still in production, it is reasonable to assume that a new derivative L
-188
could be produced uff the same production line; therefore, a basic P-3C conver-
sion for commercial use was considered which incorporates an interior arrange-
ment and passenger capacity equivalent to the original L--188.
For the purpose of this study, a derivative aircraft is defined as a modi-
fied basic production aircraft whose modifications are cost effective and are
such that they are not suitable for incorporation as a retrofit for delivered
aircraft; i.e., the modifications are suitable only for new production aircraft.
Aircraft modifications such as redesigned wings, incorporation of growth engines,
and stretched or reduced fuselage lengths were investigated.
It was found that a redesigned wing, supercritical or otherwise, was not
cost effective nor compatible with the pre-1980 initial operating capability
requirement for any of the Lockheed airplanes. It was determined that their
derivatives incorporating reduced or increased passenger-carrying capacities
were plausible candidates for aiding air transportation system fuel conservation.
The following pages present the outcome of the Lockheed analyses involving
the following derivative aircraft configurations:
I. L-1011 Long Body	 466 000 pounds TOGW 	 407 Pax
2. L-1011 Short Body 	 325 000 pounds TOGW 	 200 Pax
3. P-3 Commercial	 L--188 Fuselage Length 	 85 Pax
4. P-3 Commercial	 Stretched Fuselage	 105 Pax
Each derivative aircraft is summarily .defined and four idealized calculated
data tables for each present the fuel consumption and operating cost information.
These four tables for each derivative aircraft have been developed using the
applicable adopted study ground rules and methods as noted in study Task 1 for
the baseline aircraft data development. These data are tabulated for a series
of stage lengths including the estimated 1973 CAB average stage length. Fuel
consumption is shown in terms of total block fuel and on both an airplane-
nautical mile and a seat-nautical mile basis in the first table. The seat--
nautical mile fuel consumption is shown in units of seat--nautical miles per
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gallon and Btu's per seat-nautical mile. Total direct and total indirect
operating costs are tabulated in the second table while the detailed breakdowns
of these costs are shown in the following two tables. All of the cost data are
presented in units of cents per available seat-nautical mile. In addition, the
total cost data is-presented in the second table in terms of dollars per block
hour with the corresponding block speed at each stage length indicated in an
adjacent column.
4.1 L--1011 Long Body Derivative
Lockheed conducted extensive detailed design studies on stretched fuselage
versions of the L-1011 TriStar aircraft during 1973 and 1974. One family of
stretched versions incorporated a basic stretch of 360 inches with an airplane
TOCW limit of 466 000 pounds. Propulsion options included three different Rolls
Royce high-bypass ratio turbofan engines of 42 000, 43 500, and 48 000 pounds
sea level static thrust each. Passenger capacities ranged from 407 to 500.
One of these L-1011 derivatives was selected for evaluation in this study.
The L-1011 Long Body derivative considered in this study incorporates the
addition of constant diameter barrel sections in the fuselage fore and aft of
the wing. The engines are changed from the Rolls Royce RB.211-22B to the RB.211--
524. Extending the fuselage increases the passenger capacity from 273 to 407.
The aircraft takeoff gross weight is increased from 430 000 pounds to 466 000
pounds. The wing incidence is increased by 20 -- 40 T
 to maintain the same after-
body rotation ground clearance (main landing gear unchanged).
The L-1011 Long Body aircraft general arrangement is shown in Figure 25,
Figure 26 indicates how the basic L-1011-1 airplane is stretched for the long
body derivative. Table 27 is a summary of the aircraft characteristics. fable
28 and Figure 27 describe the aircraft interior arrangement. fable 29 presents
a comparison of engine characteristics between the engines installed in the basic
L--1011-1 aircraft and the engines installed in the long body derivative aircraft.
The operational equipment installed weight breakdown and the aircraft weight
summary for the L--1011 Long Body derivative aircraft are presented in Tables 30
and 31, respectively.
The airplane direct operating costs (DOC's) are calculated for two pricing
concepts for the derivative aircraft. One concept assumes that the aircraft are
modified before the breakeven production quantity is reached and that the prorata
share of the original basic model development cost is included in the airplane
price along with the additional development cost for the modification. The
other concept assumes that introduction of the derivative takes place after the
250 breakeven quantity and that the original, basic model development cost is
eliminated. The latter case is the most probable when considering the number of
L-1011's produced to date and the scheduled time for derivative initial operating
capability. The cost for the airplanes and spares are shoe,z below.
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Long Body L--1011 - Original R&D included
Production Cost	 Spares
Airframe	 $21 277 225
	
$3 191 583
Engine	 _ 4 400 000	 660 000
TOTAL	 $25 677 "25	 $3 851 583
Long Body L-1011 - Original R&D excluded (Basis used for DOC calculations)
Airframe	 $18 858 417	 $2 828 762
t
Engine	 4 400 000	 660 00o
TOTAL
	
$23 258 417
	
$3 488 762	
1 ,...^
Table 32 presents the L-1011 Long Body derivative airplane total block fuel
consuanption for various stage lengths. Table 33 presents airplane total operating
c-osts and block speeds for various stage lengths. Tables 34 and 35 are tabula-
tions rf the detailed cost increments which comprise the airplane total direct
cperatirg costs and total indirect operating costs in terms of cents per seat-
nautical mile for the various stage lengths.
4.2 L-1011 Short Body Derivative
The initial basic engineering and economic data for this version of the
TriStar were developed under Lockheed 1974 IRAD studies and adapted to this study.
The results of the 1974 TRAD work are documented in Lockheed Report LR 27019-
dated 10 January 1975, entitled L-1011 Short Range Derivative Study - 1974,
(Lockheed Private Data). This IRAD study investigated two and three-engined
shortened--fuselage derivatives of the L-1011-1 designed for the same short range
mission. The basic aircraft design re quirements utilized are shown in Table 36.
A three-engined short-bodied L-1011 aircraft version was developed which utilized
the Rolls Royce RB.211-22B engine operating at a 7 percent lower thrust level
than the engines of the basic L-1011 configuration for ptu^poses of improved
operating ecoror*r. A twin-engined short-bodied L-10+11 a.Ireraft version was
developed which utilized the Rolls Royce RB.211-524 engine.
The results of a comparison of the two and three-engined L-1011 derivatives
in terms c)f economics ended in a stalemate; i.e., they were economically equival-
ent aircraft in terms of DOC on a cost/seat-nautical m ,.le basis over a 500
nautical male range. However, the takeoff performance of the three--engined ver-
sion was clearly superior, providing generous takeoff !:iargins which in turn gave
more desirable hot day, high altitude airport capabilities for operational
flexibility. The twin-engined version, using the full thrust rating of the
RB.211-524 engines, did not meet the field length requirement even though its
maximum TOGW was significantly less than that of thf: tri-Jet.
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Table 37 presents a listing of the changes in the basic L-1011-1 aircraft
required to obtain the L-1011 three-engined short-bodied derivative selected for
evaluation in this study. The resulting short-bodied L-1011 aircraft basic
weights are also noted. Figure 28 presents the general arrangement of the short
body airplane and indicates the overall length comparison with the baseline
L-1011-1 TriStar. Figure 29 presents the short body airplane passenger accommo-
dations and cabin interior arrangement.
As noted in the previous section regarding airplane direct operating cost
calculations for the Long Body L-1011; the DOC calculations for the Short Body
L-1011  aircraft were also performed using two pricing concepts, one which
includes costs of basic model R&D (before breakeven), and one which excludes
costs of basic model R&D (after breakeven). The latter pricing concept is
likely to prevail in view of the Short Body derivative schedule for initial
operating capability. The cost of the airplanes and spares under each of the
pricing concepts follows:
Short Body L-1011 - Original R&D included
Aircraft	 Spares
r
Airframe
	 $14 865 567	 $2 229 835
Engine	 4 054 433
	
6o8 165
TOTAL
	 $18 920 000	 $2 833 000
Short Body L-1011 - Original R&D excluded [Basis used for DOC calculations)
Airframe
	 $12 446 759	 $1 876 013
Engine	 4 054 x+33
	
6o8 164
TOTAL
	
$16 501 192
	
$2 475 177
Table 38 presents the L•-1011 Short Body derivative aircraft total block
fuel consumption for various stage lengths. Table 39 presents airplane total
operating costs and block speeds for various stage lengths. Tables 40 and 41
are tabulations of the detailed cost increments which comprise the airplane
total direct operating costs and total indirect operating costs in terms of
cents per seat-naLt,,cal mile for the various stage lengths.
4.3 F-3 Commercial -85 Pax and 105 Pax
The U.S. Navy land-based antisubmarine patrol P -3 aircraft was derived from
the Lockheed L-188 Electra turboprop commercial-airplane whose various interior
arrangements accommodated 85 to 97 passengers. The Electra basic fuselage length
was reduced by 88 inches forward of the wing for the conversion to the P-3.
The current production P-3 ASW aircraft is designated P--3C. Figure 30
.
 depicts
the general arrangement of the P--3C aircraft.
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1This portion of the derivative aircraft analysis effort, under study Task 4	 }
investigates the conversion of the P-3C airplane into a commercial transport.
The major premise is that the conversion will be accomplished with miniTnim modi
fication. The modifications and other cost factors used in the derivation of
	 i
the direct and indirect expenses are outlined in the following. Two conversions
are considered: 1) converting the P-3C back to the original L-188 configuration,
and 2) stretching the fuselage to increase the capacity from 85 passengers to
105 passengers.
Deletions and additions to P--3C airframe 	 ^..,.
B	 Deletions
i	 Wiring to bomb bay, avionics wing stores, and armament
i	 Sonobuoy chutes
a	 MAD boom
0	 Flight station e;zit
•	 ASW avionics racks and equipment
•	 Window for periscope sextant
•	 Water injection system
•	 ASW antennas.
a	 Additions
a	 88 inch fuselage plug forward of the wing for 85 passenger
configuration, and an additional plug for 105 passenger configu-
ration also forward of the wing.
a	 Passenger door and self-contained stairs
a	 Passenger windows
m	 Passenger accommodations
a	 Convert bomb bay into baggage hold
s	 Move electrical load center.
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A quantity of 100 vehicles is assumed for the amortization of the R&D. The
costs for the vehicles and spares are:
PRODUCTION COSTS ($-MILLIONS)
Aircraft:	 85 Pass. Config.	 105 Pass. Config.
Airframe	 4.1.9	 4.9Q
Engine
	
1.10	 1.10
TOTAL	 5.29	 6.00
Spares:
Airframe	 0.629	 0.735
Engine	 0.165	 0.65
TOTAL	 0.794	 0.900
The airframe and engine costs are high because of the additional items and
w=ight that are required for the ASW airframe. If these items and weight (bomb
bay, etc.) are removed, the nonrecurring cost becomes high and the cost of their
removal would cost as much per airplane as the additional weight would cost
because of the low production quantity. The direct and. indirect operating costs
are tabulated in Tables 42 and 43. The block speed and fuel consumption data is
shown on Figures 31 through 34.
The data shown by Figures 31 through 34 and data noted in `fables 42 and 43
were originally presented. in LR 26986-5 Interim Study Report dated May 1975.
This information has been extended to increased stage lengths and restructured
in form to agree with the data format used in the other parts of this report.
These new data are included as Tables 44 through 47 for the 85 passenger P-3
Commercial airplane, and 'fables 48 through 51 are included for the 105 passenger
P-3 Commercial airplane.
The commercial P-3 performs well in terms of fuel consumption but is high
in DOC due to the high purchase cost in terms of passengers carried.
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85 PASS. CON FIG
105 PASS. CONFiG
Configuration 360--2
Engine Thrust -. SLS, 84 OF 48 000
Design Weights
Takeoff 466 000
Landing 393 000
Max. Zero Fuel 363 000	 .
Operating . Empty	
_
274 984
Wt. Limit Payload > 88 016
Space Limit Payloads 90 170
Pass. - Cargo Accommodations
Number of passengers 407	 .
Galley Location Lower .
ID-3 Containers 14
Performance.
Range, Full Pass.	 Bag..- n.mi.* 1850
TOFL, SL Std. + 13.9 °C - ft 845o
LFL at Design Landing Wt. - ft 6070
`Based on 150 lb/passenger t baggage and cargo at 10 7b/cu ft
I`	 TABLE 28.- L--1011 LONG BODY DERIVATIVE INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT -
L-1011-300
.	 i-	 1
87
1'	 1
r,
{
i^
rr
Rolls--Royce . Engine RB . 211-22B 13.21:1-524:
Sea bevel Static Thrust 42 000 lb 48 OOO lb
Takeoff Flat Rating Temperature 8?+ OF 84 OF
Maximum Cruise 'gust 9400 lb 10 980 1b
Maximum Cruise Thrust Rating 6 °F °77	 F.
Temperature
Core Engine AfteYbody 11" 150
E TABLE 30. = OPERATIODTAL E^PMENT WEIGHT BREAED OWN Z-10 - 30012
ri
f
a	 ;
88
id
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n..mi
gal
Btu
seat--n.mi.
100 4 911 7.22 56 .37 2244
200 8 840 .6.50 61.62 2020
400 16 599 .6. 10 66.69 1896
boo 24 064 5.90 69.00 
_ 1833
1000 38 3o6 5.63 72.25 1751
2000 75 138. 5.52 73.67 1717
3000 113 935 5.•59 72-.87 1736
3275 125 500 5.62 71,81
1751
1170 44 315.. 5.57 73. 00 1750
l
i^
E
K
J
-r.
r
i
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TABLE 33. CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS L-1011 LONG BODY -5 2 4 kNGINES
Stage
Length
.n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC Total IOC
$/blk-hr ¢/seat--n.mi. $/blk--hr 0/seat-n.mi,
100 208 1910 2.25 6371 7.51.
.
.
200 282 1.803 1.57 4750 4.14
400 .333. 1675. 1.24 3320 2.45
600 375 1615 1.06 2641 1 .73
1000 408 1569 0.94 2094 1.26
2000 .439 15.35 o.86 1620 0.91
3000 451 1533. 0.83 1449 .0.79
3275 452. 1532 .0.,83 .1420.. 0.77
:1170 415 1560 0.92- 2000 1.18
3a
89 -

i0C
Component"
Stage
Length (n.mi'.)
IOC .0/sear-n.mi.
100 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 3275 1170
System:: Expense 0.12 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 . , 0 .,02 0.03
Local:. Expense 1.68- 0.80 0.45 0.28 0.17 o.0.8 0.06. 0.05 0.15
A/C Control Expense 0.0:5 0.04 0.02 0.01. 0,01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
:Hostess Expense 0.30. 0.22. 0.18 0.16 o .15 o.14 0.14 0`.13 0.15
Food and Beverage 0.31 0.25 0.20 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.16
: Passenger Service 3.14 1.40 0.79 0.52 0.31 0.16 0.11 0.10 0:27
Cargo Handling. :1.24 0.80 0.39 0.21 0.12 0.06 O.04 o A - 0.10
'Other Passenger Expense 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21. 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
Other Cargo ,
 
Expense	 0.01	 0.01	 0.01	 0.0:1	 0.01,	 0.01	 0.01	 0.01	 o.01
'General and Administration 	 O,46	 0.33	 0.16	 0.12	 0.10	 0.0'j	 0.07	 0.07	 0.09
t€i
ja
6.
l3
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1
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TABLE 36.- iSUMMARY SHORT RANGE I,--10111 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS -- 1971+
Characteristics
e, 200 Pax, 20F/180Y (L-»1011--1 Comfort Standards)
® 5000 1b Maximum Cargo Capacity
a Minimum Serb-ice Above Deck Galley (One Meal Capacity)
a Seat Dimensions -- Equivalent, to L--1011-1 for 8 and 9 Abreast Seating
a Self Sufficiency -- L-1011--1 Minus 10% GSE Value per Station
a Community Noise - FAR 36 Minus 8 EPNdB Takeoff and Minns 5.EPNdB
Approach
Fly-Thru Capability - 1000 n.mi. Range at Full Pax-Load after First
Stop (Objective)
Performance
e Optimum Cruise Speed - 0.78 Mach
a Field "Length 7.000 'ft at S ..L .. and'f. 8.4 °F for Full Payload P ange
Mission. A Range of 500 n.mi. Achievable with a TOFL of 6000 ft
a Range with Full Pax Load Plus 5000 lb Cargo - 1500 n.mi.(Domestic Deserves)
e Fuel Efficiency - Equivalent to L--1011 (200. Pax) Minus 10% in
Pounds/Seat--Nautical. Mile at '500 n.mi. Range
Economics.
a Airplane DOC Maximum -- 80% of L--1011--1 at 500 n.mi. (Objective 75%)
s Seat Nautical Mile DOC Equal to L-1011-l.at
 500 n.mi.. (Mixed,
Class and All-Coach Seating Standards)
• Fly-Away Price In Proportion to L-1011--1 Fly-Away Price to Meet
DOC Ratios as Above and Allow.Pxogram Profitability Based on EL
Lour Risk Market of Approximately 325 Airplanes
Availability
® FAA-Certification - First Quarter 1979
Suggested Design Limitation'
a. Simplified 2 and 3 Engine L-1011-1 Versions (Low.Development Cost)
_...	 _^ .	 e . __.	 , .
x-
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TABLE 38.- CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION -- L--1011 SHORT BODY
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat--n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100 4 518 6.64 30.12 4199
200 7 858 5.78 34.60 3655
400 14 340 5.27 37.95 3333
600 20 332 4.98 40.16 3149
1000 31 430 4.62 43.29 2922
1500 45 574 4.47 44.74 2827
2000 59 128 4.35 45.98 2751
2600 76 612 4.3.3 46.19 2738
600 20 332 4.91 40.16 3149
TABLE 39.- CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS - L-1011 SHORT BODY
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC	 Total IOC
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. 
100 233 1565 3.37 4154 8.93
200 294 1460 2.48 2720 4.62
400 357 1328 1.86 1910 2.67
600 380 1268 1.67 1531 2.02
1000 413 1225 1.48 1197 1.45
1500 432 1202 1.39 1008 3.17
2000 442 1189
1180
1.34 905 1.02
2600 448 1.32 830 0.93
600 380 1268 1.67 1531 2.02
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TABLE 4o. - DIRECT OPERATING COST BREMOWN -
L-1011 SHORT BODY
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC ¢/seat-n.mi.
100 200 x+00 600 1000 0 600
Crew 0.5 2 o .42 0.36 0.32 0 . 29
150
0
0
0p0. 28
200
^Q0. 28
2
^
600
0 . 27 0. 32
Insurance 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.07 o.o6 o.o6 o.o6 0.06 0.07
Depreciation 0.71 0.58 0.45 0.43 0.40 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.43
Maintenance 1.52 0.90 0.55 0.47 0.38 0.33 0.31 0.29 0.47
Fuel (15¢/gal) 0.51 0.48 0.42 0.38 0.35 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.38
Total DOC 3.37 2.48 1.86. 1.67 1.48 1.39 1.34 1.32 1.67
F
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IOC
COMPONENT
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC 0/seat-n.mi.
100 200 x+00 600 1000 1500 2000 2600 600
System Expense 0.18 o.14 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05
Local Expense 2.39 l.14 0.58 0.4o 0.24 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.4o
A/C Control Expense 0.10 0.01 0.01+ 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Hostess Expense 0.29 0.24 0.21 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.18
Food and Beverage 0.28 0.23 0.20 0.18 0.16 o.16 0.15 0.15 0.18
Passenger Service 3..14 1.38 0.74 0.52 0.32 0.21 0.16 0.12 0.52
Cargo Handling 1.75 o.84 0.10 0.29 o.18 0.11 0.09 0.07 '0.29
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.58 0.35 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.16
Total. IOC 8.93 4.62 2.67 2.02 1.45 1.17 1.02 0.93. 2.02
TABLE 42. -- 85-PASSENGER COMMERCIAL P-3
t
DOC $/blk--hr
Range (n.mi.) 174 261 348 435 522
Crew 235 235 235 235 235
Fuel 103 103 103 103 103
Insurance 20 20 20	 i 20 20
Depreciation 141 loo 144 144 140
Maintenance 371 321 290 271 256
870 819 788 769 754Total
IOC $/blk-hr
System Expense 48 41 37 35 33
Local Expense 220 166 134 112 96
A/C Control 25 19 15 13 11
Hostess Expense 68 68 68 68 68
Food & Beverage 55 55 55 55 55
Passenger Service 338 257 205 172 148
Cargo Handling 44 34 27 22 19
Other Pass. Exp. W 46 49 51 53
Other Cargo Exp. o.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
Gen. & Admin. 82 71 65 61 57
Total 920 758 656 590 541
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TABLE 43. - 105-PASSENGER COIMRCIAL P-3
DOC $/blk-hr
Range (n.mi. ) 174 261 301+ 435 522
Crew 235 235 235 235 235
Fuel 109 109 107 107 109
Insurance 22 22 22 22 22
Depreciation 152 152 152 152 152
Maintenace 385 334 318 281 266
Total 903 852 834 797 784
IOC $/blk-hr
System Expense 49 43 41 36 34
Local Expense 236 179 162 120 101+
A/C Control 25 19 17 13 11
Hostess Expense 68 68 68 68 68
Food & Beverage 68 68 68 68 68
Passenger Service 417 317 287 213 183
Cargo Handling 48 37 33 24 21
other Pass. Exp. 50 56 59 63 65
Other Cargo Exp. 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
Gen. & Admin 90 78 74 65 62
Total 1051 866 810 671 617
-A
TABLE 44.- CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION - P-3 COMMERCIAL 85 PAX
rt
Block reel Consumption
Stage Length
n.mi. lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100 2 500 3.68 23.10 5475
200 3 800 2.79 30.47 4151
400 6 500 2.39 35.56 3557
boo 9 000 2.21 38.46 3289
1000 14 000 2.o6 41 .26 3065
1500 20 300 1.99 42.71 2961
2000 26 800 1.97 43.15 2931
2295 30 500 1.95 43.49 2908
300 5 182 2.54 33.50 3775
^
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TABLE 45.-- CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS a P--3 COMMERCIAL 85 PAX
Stage Length
n.mi..
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC Total IOC
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr '^/seat-n.ml.
100 170 861 5.98 1259 8.74
200 222 767 4.o6 907 4.80
400 268 699 3.o6 644 2.82
60o 294 670 2.68 530 2.12
1000 314 643 2. 11 432 1.62
1500 322 627 2.29 373 1.36
2000 327 618 2.22 344. 1.23
2295 329 612 2.19 328 1.17
300 217 725 ?.1+1 715 3.51
i 8.
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TABLE 46. - DIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -
P--3 COMMNRCIAL 85 PAX~o0
DOG
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC/seat-n.ani.
100 200 400 600 1000 1500 2000 2295 300
Crew 1.18 0.90 0.75 0.70 0.64 0.62 0.61 0.62 0.80
Insurance 0.13 0.10 o.o8 o.o8 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.08
Depreciation 0.95 0.73 0.60 0.57 0.51 0.50 0.49 0..49 0,65
Maintenance 3.05 1.83 1.21 1.01 0.81 0.74 O.`70 0.70 1.43
Fuel (150/gal) 0.66 0.51 o.43 0.39 0.37 0.36 0.36 0.36 o.45
Total DOC 5.98 4.o6 3.06 2.68 2.41 2.29 2.22 2.19 3.41
L,
TABLE 47, 	 INDIRECT OPERATINC COST BREAICDOWN
P--3 COMMERCIAL 85 PAX
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC ^/sear-n.mi.
100	 200	 400	 600	 1000	 1500	 2000	 2295	 300
System Expense 0.39 0.21 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.18
Local Expense 2.05 1.02 0.51 0.36 0.21 o.14 0.10 0.10 0.69
A/C Cnntrol Expense 0.23 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.08
Hostess Expense 0.47 0.36 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.32
Food and Beverage 0.38 0.29 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.25
Passenger Service 1.57 0.79 0.54 0.31 0.20 0.16 0.16 1.05
Cargo Handling
F3.14
 
0.58 0.29 0.22 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.x+0
Other Passenger Expense  0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration o.69 o.41 0.26 0.22 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.32
Total IOC 8.74 4.80 2.82 2.12 1.62 1.36 1.23 1.17 3.51
0
TABIX 48.- CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION - P-3 CMMCT_AL 105 PAX
Stage Length
n.mi..
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat--n.mi. Btu
seat--n.mi.gal
100 2 669 3.92 26.79 4728
200 4 057 2.98 35.18 3593
400 6 939 2.55 41.18 3073
600 9 608 2.36 44.59 2837
1000 14 946 2.20 47.77 2648
1500 21 672 2.12 49.42 2559
2000 28 612 2.10 49.90 2534
2145 30 700 2.10 49.88 2535
300 5 549 2.72 39.00 3275
I
i
1
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TABLE 49.- CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS - P-3 COMMEROIAL 105 PAX
i
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC 'Total IOC
$/blk--hr	 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr /seat-n.mi..
100 170 896 5.03 1451 8.15
200 222 797 3.42 1044 4.47
400 268 726 2.58 738 2.62
600 294 697 .2.26 boo 1.94
1000 314 667 2.02 493 1.49
1500 322 650 1.92 425 1.26
2000 327 642 1.87 387 1.13
2145 328 640 1.86 382 1.11
300 2-50 750 2.86 855 3.26
102
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TABLE 50. - DIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -
P-3 COMWERCIAL 105 PAX
DOC
Component
Stage
Leng'h (n.mi.)
DOC ¢/seat-n.mi.
100 200 100 600 1000 1500 2000 21+5 300
Crew 0.97 0.74 0.61 0.57 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.66
Insurance 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07
Depreciation 0.81 0.62 0.51 0.48 0.44 0.43 0.42 0.42 0.55
Maintenace 2.57 1.54 1.01 0.84 0.68 0.60 0.58 0.59 1.18
Fuel (15¢/gal) 0.57 0.46 0.37 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.1+0
Total DOC 5.03 3.42 2.58 2.26 2.02 1.92 1.87 1.86 2.86
o	 TABLE 51. - IN€3IRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN
P-3 COMMERCIAL 105 PAX
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC ¢/seat--n.mi.
100 200 400 600 1000 1500 2000 2145 300
System Expense 0.33 0.20 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0. 16
Local Expense 1.78 0.89 0.45 0.32 0.18 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.60
A/C Control Expense 0,19 0. 09 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.07
Hostess Expense 0.38 0.29 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.26
Food and Beverage 0.38 0.29 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.26
Passenger Service 3.14 1.57 0.79 0.55 0.31 0.20 0.16 0.16 1.05
Cargo Handling 1.12 0.56 0.28 0.10 0.11 0.07 0.06 0,06 '0.37
Other Passenger Expense 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.62 0.36 0.23 0.19 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.27
Total IOC 8.15 4.47 2.62 1.94 1.49 1.26 1.13 1.11 3.26
^R
In addition to the methods studied to reduce the fuel consumption of the
air transport fleet in the previous study tasks, a series of new fuel conserv-
ing aircraft was parametrically designed and evaluated. The purpose of this
task was to evaluate the fuel savings to be realized if new near-term aircraft
were designed from the outset with the current high and possibly higher future
fuel cost environment as a design criterion. Near-term for pur poses of this
	 4
task was defined as 1980 initial operations capability,
	 '. 1 =
The design mission requirements for the new aircraft of this task were
defined by NASA in the proposal request. Three payload/range classes, with 	 E
airplanes designed to four particular criteria in each class, were included.
All of these aircraft were to incorporate turbofan engines, and in addition
a turboprop aircraft was to be studied for one of the payload/ranges. The
three size classes were a 200 passenger aircraft for $ 1500 nautical mile
design mission, and both a 200 and 400 passenger aircraft for a 3000 nautical
mile mission. In designing aircraft for each of these missions, minimum
direct operating cost as well as minimum fuel design criteria were utilized.
The minimum direct operating cost criterion was further divided by the specifica-
tion of three fuel costs: 15, 30, and 60 cents per gallon. The 200 passenger,
1500 nautical mile payload/range was stipulated for evaluation of the turboprop
aircraft. 'fable 52 summarizes this matrix of payload/range and design criteria.
5.1 Turbofan Aircraft Designs
As a first step in the parametric evaluation of the Table 52 designs,
preliminary sizing and conceptual design studies were performed. These
studies established the basic configurations, sizes, and weights for the
three classes of airplanes to be considered. Preliminary configuration
drawings were then prepared and used as a basis for assessing the drag,
propulsion, stability and control re quirements, and the structural and
weight relationships as required for each of the aircraft.
It was projected that for introduction in 1980 the most likely candidate
airplanes in the payload/range classes being considered would incorporate
wide body fuselages and the current high bypass ratio engines or derivatives
of sage. The b-1011 fuselage diameter was chosen with four conventional
wing/pylon mounted high bypass ratio turbofan engines being selected.
Aircraft ;-ystems were chosen compatible with b-1011 design practice.
The 1980 service introduction was also a consideration in determining the
fuel efficient technologies to be incorporated. A supercritical wing and
limited use of advanced composites in cost effective secondary structure
were selected as offering the most potential for incorporation in an airplane
designed for 1980 service. Active flight controls and composite primary
structure were eliminated as viable candidate technologies for this time
period.
i^
f
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Aerodynamic, weight, and cost data representative of these advanced
tee'an.ologies were then generated in parametric form. Scalable engine data
wens generated in deck form based on the cycle performance and weight of the
Rolls Royce RB.211 high bypass ratio turbofan engine. The fuel consumption
of the RB.211 class of engines is consistent with the expected capability of
engines to be available for 1980 service. This is evidenced by the new ten-ton
engines being developed today which exhibit SFC trends essentially the same
as the current large high bypass ratio engines.
With these component characteristics defined in parametric form, para-
metric aircraft studies were conducted using the Lockheed Advanced System.
Synthesis and Evaluation Technique [ASSET) computer program. This program
was used to size preliminary design airplanes in each of the mission classes
for a range of Mach numbers, wing aerodynamic parameters, wing, and thrust
loadings. This design matrix is shown in Table 53; repeated for each of the
three payload/range classes, 12 288 parametric airplane designs result. The
selection of this matrix was based on extensive in-house preliminary studies;
this accounts for the lower limit established on sweep angle for example
where it was found that for the range of thickness ratios considered, only
very small additional fuel and operating cost benefits were achieved with
further reductions in sweep angle.
The automatic plotting capability of the ASSET program was used to
generate carpet plots of takeoff gross weight, block fuel, and direct operat-
ing cost for each of the three fuel costs. The full range of wing aspect and
thickness ratios shown in Table 53 were thereby combined for each of the
selected tying and thrust loadings. Figures 35 through 39 present an example
set of the ASSET generated autoplots; in this case for the 200 passenger,
3000 nautical mile airplane. These data represent one variation in the
parameters of Mach number, wing sweep, and wing and thrust loading.
The minimum, takeoff gross weight, minimum block fuel., and minimum direct
operating costs were selected from these autoplots and tabulated along with
the appropriate wing geometry (aspect and thickness ratios). Summary plots
of the minimum values were then prepared over the range of thrust and wing
loadings at each Mach number as shown in Figures 40 through 44. This
presentation format allows incorporation of the field length constraint
line which is shown as the dashed line on these figures.
Use of the tabulated minimum value data obtained from the autoplots and
the plots exemplified by Figures 40 through 44 allowed the construction
of the variation of wing geometry with Mach number for each of the payload/
range combinations. An example is shown in Figure 45. In performing this
step of the procedure, the minimum direct operating cost and minimum fuel 	 ^..'
criteria were used and were modified when necessary by the field length 	
`£^r
constraints. Note that in Figure 45, one curve, represents all wing
loadings since the geometry was found to be insignificantly affected over
the range of wing loadings considered.
Final summary plots showing the variation of takeoff gross weight, 	 !!
block fuel, and direct operating cost with Mach number were then constructed
(examples shown in Figures 46, 47, and 48). This was accomplished by again
referring to the computer plotted data and the summary plots as showm in
Figure 45. The final Mach numbers were selected from the data typified by
Figures 46 through 48.
Tables 54 through 57 summarize the characteristics of the final selected
design point airplanes for the minimum DOC and minimum fuel criteria. These
tables we47e constructed from an additional set of ASSET computer output for
each design-point airplane which was run at the specific wing geometry and
cruise Mach number selected as discussed above. A complete set of geometry,
weight, performance, and cost data was therefore available for each of the
final selected airplanes. Examples of the ASSET printout data showing the
detailed breakdown of these data are presented in Tables 58 through 61. The
configuration geometry output data of Table 58 give sufficient details to
allow a three-view general arrangement drawing to be constructed. The ASSET
printout of Table 59 is an example of the weight output including a break-
down of the manufacturers empty weight into its major components. A summary
of the airplane performance over the mission profile is shown by the example
of Table 60 where the time, fuel, and distance variables are tabulated for
each of the mission profile segments. The cost summary of Table 61 includes
	 =
breakdowns of both the manufacturing and engineering costs as well as the
	 S''
direct operating cost information.
The effect of optimizing the wing for minimum direct operating cost at
different fuel costs and for minimum fuel usage irrespective of cost is ,.•^
shown graphically in Figure 49.	 Here the wing geometry for the various designs #	 "'
have been overlaid in each payload/range size.	 Once the fuel price reaches
approximately 30 cents per gallon, the sweep has been reduced to near the
25--degree limit imposed, and further fuel price increases call for increased
aspect ratio.
	
The minimum fuel designs have the highest aspect ratios.
	 These
trends are sha n in Figurer,.50 through 52 where the wing design parameters
plus cruise speed, and tal^eoff gross weight have been plotted versus fuel cost.
The parameters for the minimum fuel designs are also indicated as noted by the j
shaded symbols.
Tabular data in the format specified for the UTRC study are included as
Tables 62 through 115. 	 For that study the 15 cent fuel designs were
eliminated so that these data are shown for the 30 and 60 cent fuel designs
and for the minimum fuel designs. 	 These data are tabulated for a series
of stage lengths including one predicted to be the average CAB stage length
assuming these aircraft were in service. 	 Fuel consumption is shown in terms
of total block fuel and on both an airplane-nautical mile and a seat-nautical
mile basis.	 The seat-nautical mile figures are further subdivided into units of
seat-nautical miles per gallon and Btu's per seat-nautical mile. 	 Total direct
and indirect operating costs are tabulated assuming fuel prices of 15, 30, and
60 cents per gallon.	 'These total cost figures are shown in units of dollars per
block hour with the corresponding block speeds indicated at each stage length and
are also shown, in units of cents per available seat-nautical mile. 	 The latter
units are also used for the detailed breakdowns of the direct and indirect costs
Dote that for the same airplane design a small change In the indirect operating
costs is indicated as fuel price is varied. 	 This is caused by the fact that the
estimated IOC General and Administration Mcpense is a function of the direct s
operating cost. y
v
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5.2 `turboprop Aircraft Designs
The 200 passenger/1500 nautical mile paylca O /range was stipulated for
the turboprop design. In this aircraft size class, the turbofan parametric
study airplanes optimized at cruise Mach values of 0.75 or higher. This
indicates that the block-timo fiactor is still a powerful one when cor_siderino
direct operating cost as a design criterion even at elevated fuel prices.
It was also shown that for aircraft powered by the turbofan engines investigated
in this study, the h:gh fuel cost/minimum direct operating cost design does not
differ drastically from one designed strictly from a minimum fuel standpoint
in terms of the design Mach number.
These high cruise speeds, considered in the context of the 1980 time
period for this task, complicate the consideration of turboprop designs.
Current propeller designs limit the design speed of a turboprop powered
aircraft to approximately Mach 0.65, a speed that was judged to be unacceptable	 ^..
from the standpoint of compatibility with current aircraft that will still be
in the fleet in 1980. Advanced propellers such as the Hamilton Standard
Prop-Fan which would allow operation at speeds up to Mach 0.8 or better will
not be available until sometime after the desired 1980 introduction date.
The turboshaft engine for use in the time period of this task was an
additional consideration. While available turboshaft engines offer specific
fuel consumption benefits relative to even the current high-bypass turbofan
engines at competitive cruise speeds and larger benefits at reduced cruise
speeds, none offer sufficient power for the size aircraft envisioned..
With these considerations as a basis, it was decided that for purposes of
this task some relaxation of the ground rules should be accepted. It was,
therefore, assumed that a current turboshaft engine could be made available
in an appropriate size class for incorporation on an aircraft designed to
cruise at lower Mach numbers with conventional propellers. At the other end
of the speed spectrum an aircraft incorporating a new design engine and
propeller was exained.
While several designs in each of these classifications were examined,
typical examples are discussed here. The first of these, illustrated in
the three-view drawing of Figure 53 is a four engined airplane designed to
cruise at Mach 0.65 using a conventional four bladed propeller and an uprated
version of the Rclls-Royce Tyne powerplant. A wide body fuselage was used here
for compatibility with the other aircraft of this task. The wing sweep
has been :_-educed to a value of 15 degrees, sufficient for the lowered
cruise speed. The high aspect ratio wing found to be optimum for the turbofan
airplanes is retained. A design like this offers seat-mile per gallon figures
approximately 25 percent better than the new near--term turbofan airplane.
While these improvements are significant, the cruise speed incompatibility
of this type of design could out weigh the fuel savings.
Preliminary design turboprop airplanes designed to cruise at Mach 0.8 are
typified in Figures 54 and 55. These airplanes were studied and performance
data obtained using the available information on the Hamilton Standard Prop--Fan
108
k	 propeller concept and the Pratt and Whitney STS476 study turboshaft engine.
While these data were preliminary in nature at the time of this study, it was
'	 felt that an indication of the performance levels attainable would at least
help to define the potential of an advanced turboprop aircraft.
It was found again that the seat--mile per gallon levels attainable with
the higher speed turboprops were sufficiently improved over the turbofans
to call for additional study.
As discussed previously, the time period originally specified for
Y	 introduction of the near-term aircraft in this task placed limitations on
the study of the turboprop powered aircraft. The large fuel savings identified
i	 in the preliminary design turboprops, however, led to modifications of both
of the airframe manufacturer's contracts. A more detailed design of a high
speed turboprop and comparison with an equal technology turbofan aircraft
was specified in the Lockheed study while McDonnell Douglas was assigned
x	 the task of studying a turboprop in the DC -9 size class. A complete discussion
€	 of the follow--on turboprop study is included in Section 7, Task 7 of this
report.
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Figure 38.•ASSET autoplot direct operating cost ($0.30/gal fuel)
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CHARACTERISTICS WING HORIZ VERT
AREA {ft2 ) 2000 600 236
ASPECT RATIO 12 6 1.6
SPAN 40 154.9 60 19.43
ROOT CHORD On.) 238.4 171.5 224.2
TIP CHORD (in.) 71.5 68.5 67.3
TAPER RATIO 0.30 0.40 0.30
MAC (in.) 169 125 153
SWEEP C/4 (deg) 15 20 35
T/C ROOT N 18 12 12
T/C TIP M 14 12 12
i'
— — 754 tt - 7 7 In.
.43 ft
9 in.
- t	 ^
154 ft - 10 in.
N
Figure 53.—M 0.65 t ,.rboprop transport
:i
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Figure 54.--M 0.80 turboprop concept - 4 engine
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-`	 Figure 55 ' -- M O. 0O turboDrop concept - 2 engine
M 0.70 0.75 0.82 0.90
Sweep 25 30 35 40 25 30 35 40 25 30 35 40 25 30 35 40
Angle
t/c 9 12 14 16 9 12 14 16 9 12 14 16 7 9 11 13
AR 7 9 12 14 7 9 12 14 7 9 12 14 5 7 9 12
W/S 110 120 125 130 110 120 125 130 110 120 125 130 110 120 125 130
T/W .22 .26 .30 .32 .22 .26 .30 .32 .22 .26 .30 .32 .26 .28 .30 .34
i
TABLE 52.— PAYLOAD/RANGE AND DESIGN CRITERIA
Size
Passengers 200 200 400
Range (n.mi.) 1500 3000 3000
Design Criteria
Minimum DOC (15¢/gal Fuel) X X X
Minimum DOC (30¢/gal Fuel) X X X
Minimum DOC (60¢/gal Fuel) X x X
Minimum Fuel X X X
Powerplants
Turbofan X X X
Turboprop X
4
t
	 {
TABLE 53,- NEW NEAR--TERM AIRCRAFT PARAMETRIC DESIGN MATRIX
Pax 200 Pax 200 Pax 400
Range 1500 Range 3000 Range 3000
MCRUISE
0.82 0.82 0.81
AR 8.6 9.3 8.6
t/c 13.4 12.8 13.9
TOGW 246 850 303 251 524 993
Wing Area 2057 2527 14200
W/S 120 120 125
T/W 0.32 0.28 0.27
Total Thrust 78 988 84 908 141 748
Wing Sweep 26° 2611 2 50
Block Fuel 33 562 70 60l 122 065
Payload (58% Pax) 23 200 23 200 46 400
OEW 160 634 179 572 300 066
tz
r_
^}}r
Irre
t	 TABLE 54, CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY - MINIMUM
DOC WITH 15¢ PER GALLON FUEL
Pax 200 Pax 200 Pax 400
Range 1500 Range 3000 Range 3000
MCRUISE 0.85
0.85 0.84
AR 7.1 8.2 6.8
t/c 13.0 11.7 13.3
TOGW 248 816 306 177 531 918
Wing Area 21+5 2510 4255
W/S 116 122 125
T/W 0.32 0.282 0.27
Total Thrust 79 620 86 344 143 616
Wing Sweep 280 280 280
Block Fuel 36 4ol 74 162 134 133
Payload (58% Pax) 23 200 23 200 46 400
0mq 155 oho 178 512 293 482
TABLE 55.- CHfiRACTERISTICS SUMMARY - MINIMUM
DOC WITH 30¢ PER GALLON GUEL
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Pax 200 Pax 200 Pax 400
Range 1500 Range 3000 Range 3000
MCRUISE 0.81 0.78 0.76
AR 9.9 11.8 10.8
t/c 13. 4 14 15.1
TOGW 249 529 305 145 531 863
Wing Area 2079 2543 4255
W/S 120 120 125
T/W 0.32 0.28 0.27
Total Thrust 79 848 85 44o 143 600
Wing Sweep 250 250 ^ 5"
Block Fuel 32 354 66 275 115 556
Payload (58% Pax) 23 200 23 200 46 400
OEW 164 847 186 291 314 308
TABLE 56 .. -- CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY -- MINIMUM,
DOC WITH 60¢ PER GALLON FUEL
TABLE 57.- CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY - MINIMUM FUEL
TABLE >8. - ASSET PRINTOUT - CONFIGURATION GEOMETRY
ENERGY CONSERVATION AIRCRAFT/200 PASS/3000 N.MI./M = 0.78 MISS
T/C
	
T/R	 AR	 LAM
	
W/S
	 T/W
14.00 0.30 11.80 25.00 120.0 0.280
Wing Area Span Taper CA L.E. L.E,R/
(sq ft) (ft) Ratio Sweep Sweep Chord
( deg ) (deg)
25+2.9 173.22 0.300 25.000 27.110 0.0
CR CT MAC CRE S Wet Ref L
(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (sq ft) (ft)
22.58 6.78 16.10 20.80 4586.0 16.10
Wing Tank CBAR 1 CBAR 2 FTL MING FVBOX
(ft) (ft) (ft) (cu ft) (cu ft)
20.80 7.92 70.5+ 212+.61 521.69
Fuselage Length S Wet BWW Equiv D SPI
(ft ) (sq ft ) ( ft ) (ft) (sq ft)
155.87 7143.0 19.58 19.57 300.95
BW BH SBW FV'B
(ft) (ft) (sq ft ) (cu ft)
19.,8 19.58 7143.00 3333.00
Tail Sht SHTX HT Ref L SVT SVTX VT Ref L
(,.-q ft) (sq ft) (ft) (sq ft) (sq ft) (ft)
689.63 454.19 12.10 529.45 356.77 16.60
Propulsion Eng L Eng D Pod L Pod D Pod S No. Pods Inlet L
(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) Wet (ft)
7.85 5.10 11.44 5.15 (sq ft) u. 0.0
741.10
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TABLE 59. -- ASSET PRINTOUT - WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
ENERGY CONSERVATION AIRCRAFT/200 PASS/3000 N.MI./M T 0.78 MISS
T/C	 T/R AR	 LAM	 W/S	 T/W
14.00 0.30 11.80 25.00 120.0 0.280
Pounds 0/0 Pounds	 NO
Design Gross Weight 305145. 100.00
Fuel 78853. 25.8+
Zero Fuel Weight 226292.
Payload 10000. 13.11
Operating Weight Empty 186292.	 61.05
Operational Items 10230. 3.35
Standard Items 3311. 1.08
Empty Weight-Mfg. 172752.
Wing 39+35. 12.92
Tail 5332. 1.75
Body 37089. 12.15
Landing Gear 14132. 4.63
Flight Controls 4244. 1.39
Nacelles 4626. 1.52
Pro"ilsion Systemr 275+6. 9.03
Engine	 20912.
Air Intake	 903.
Exhaust	 1+051.
Cooling	 0.
Oil System (Less Oil)	 11.
Engine Controls	 117.
Engine Starting	 361.
Tanks	 1191.
T_nsulation	 0.
Fuel-Plumbing	 0.
Instruments 880. 0.29
Hydraulics 1892. 0.62
Electrical 6126. 2.01
Electronics 2146. 0.70
Furnishings and Equip. 22663. 7.43
Air Conditioning 5258• 1.72
Anti.-Icing 266. 0.09
A­ iliary Power Unit 1116. 0.37
Miscellaneous 0. 0.0
Design Reserve 0. 0.0
No. of Passengers 200.
No. of Crew 10.
Struc Ural T/C 17.33
Fuel Volume Reqd 1550.1
Wing Fuel Volume Available 2646.3
132
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TABLE 60. - ASSET PRINTOUT -- MISSION SUMMARY
t
Energy Conservation Aircraft/200 Pass/3000 n.mi./M = 0.78 Miss
Segment
Init
Altitude
(ft)
!nit
Mach
No.
Init
Weight
(lb)
Segmt
Fuel
(lb)
Total
Fuel
(lb)
I	
Segmt
Dist
(n.mi.)
Total
Dist
(n.mi.}
Segmt
Time
(min)
Total
Time
(min)
Extern
Store
Tab ID
Engine
Thrust
Tab ID
Extern
F Tank
Tab ID
;.vg
LID
Patio
^:g
if-f/,!
Takeoff
Power 1 0 0 305 1 4 5 395 395 0 0 9.0 9.0 0 -340 101 0 5
~'!
Power 2 0 0 304 750 189 584 0 0 0.h 9.4 0 380 401 0 0 _'70^
Climb 0 0.378 304 561 1649 2232 17 17 3.8 13.2 0 340 201 0 20.56 :'.55	 j
Accel 10 000 o.456 302 913 249 2481 3 20 0.6 13.8 0 340 2ol 0 19.17 G.j
Climb 20 000 0.547 302 664 8110 10 591 233 254 32.0 45.8 0 340 201 0 18.01 0.^5=
Cruise 37 000. 0.780 294 554 54 124 64 714 2622 2876 351.7 397.5 0 -340 101 0 19.05 0:.66,3
Descent 41 ODD 0.780 24o 430 523 65 238 87 2963 12.3 409.8 q 340 301 0 15.96 -0.178
Decel 10 000 0.547 239 907 46 65 283 5 2967 o.8 410.7 0 340 301 0 17.07 4.4.73
Descent 10 000 0.456 239 861. 479 65 762 -	 35 3002 7.9 438.5 0 340 301 0 18.57 8.281
Cruise 41 oo0 0.780 239 382 19 65 781 1 3003 0.1 418.7 0 -340 101 0 18.86 0.663
Loiter 1500 o.410 239 364 494 66 275 0 3003 3.o 421.7 0 -340 iol 0 17.67 0.730
Reset n I	 0 238 869 0 66 275 0 3003 0 421.7 0 0 0 0 0
Reset .0 0 238 869 0 66 275 -3003 0 -421.7 0 0 0 0 0 0
Climb q 0.378 238 869 1220 67 495 13 13 2.8 2.8 0 340 201 0 18.44 0.5,E
Accel 10 000 0.456 237 65o 183 67 677 2 i5 0.5 3.3 0 340 201 0 16.85 04557
Climb 10 00C 0.547 237 467 3266 70 943 74 89 10.6 13.9 0 340 201 0 14.89 0.6,5
Cruise 30 000 0.680 234 201 220 71 163 10 100 1.5 15.4 0 -340 101 0 17.83 C.6,
Descent 30 000
1
0.780 233 981 355 71 518 54 154 8.0 23.g 0 340 301 0 14.83 -2.486
Decel 10 000 0.547 233 626 45 71 563 4 159 P-8 24.3 0 340 301 0 16.79 4.495
Descent 10 000 0.456 233 582 388 71 951 29 188 6.5 30.8 0 340 301 0 118.32 9.195
Cruise 30 000 0.680 233 194 247 72 197 12 200 1.7 32.5 0 •-340 101 0 17.79 0.656
Cruise 0 0.378 232 947 314 72 511 0 200 2.0 34.5 0 -340 101 0 18.31 047<
Cruise 30 000 0.680 232 633 6409 78 920 q 200 45.6 79.5 0 -340 101 0 17.64 0.657
TOORNT = 305 145.0
	 Fuel A = 78 853.1	 Fuel R = 78 920.0
i +cl
W
Y
w TABLE 61. - ASSET PRINTOUT - COST SUMMARY
Wing 201.00: i
.'ail 2a3 -51.8-
Landing Gear ?'_
Flight Controls 240 992.91 i
.nacelles 267 451.91
Propulsion
Engine 25 948.94
Air Induction 52 192.23
Fuel System 216 391.69
Start System 5926.05
Engine.Controls 2353.13
Exh/Thrust Rev. 4944.67 3<
Lube System	 - 2139.02
Total Propulsion 309 895.56
Inst:.t=ents loo 757.19 i
Hydraulics 5-3.69 E
Electrical 523 7.11.9;
electronic Racks 125 ,9.19
Furnishing 476 589.06
Air Conditioning 431 180.75
Anti Icing 21 9l0.6L i
APU 122 810.38
Sys. Integration 217 340.75
Total Empty Mfg. Cost 6 6624 ^7p.00 i
Sustaining Engineer 469 994.13
Technical Data 0
Prod. Tooling taint. 622 051.31
Misc. 165 880.31 R and D
Eng. Change Order 0 Development Technical Data 9 493 74^
Quality Assurance 619 286.56 Design Engineering 211 O7= 040
Airframe Warranty 425 064.44 Developmen: Too ing 12, o'•' y2e
Airframe Fee 1 338 952.09 Development Test Article 33 96l 7 .1'Airframe Cost 10 265 306.00 Fl toht "•'s' aC =' 50 91?
Engine Warranty 121 482.38 Scecia'_ Support EaLipment 2 532 895
Engine Pee 313 695.44 bevelopment Scares it s 8 X20
Engine Cost 2 927 825.00 Engine Development
Avionics Cost 500 000.00 Avionics Development
Research and Development 1 781 829.00 Total R and D 44= =; !^_
Total Fly Away Cost 15 4 74 9a0.o0
.M
TABLE 61. - Concluded.
Direct Operating Cost-Dollars/n. mi.
0/0
Crew 0.6084 2L.LO
Airframe Labor and Burden Maint. 0.1946 7.80
Engine Labor and Burden Maint. 0.1509 6.05 Range
Airframe Material Maint. O.C820 3.29 n.mi. 756 1130 1505 1379 2254 2629
Engine Material Maint. 0.1374 5.51 DOC
Fuel and oil 0.3:965 19.91 C/ASM 1.5242 1.4012 1.3395 1.3024 1.2776 i.2599
Insurance 0.1102 4.1,2
Depreciation ( Including Spares) 0.7131 28.60 TB-hr 2.0038 2.8u12 3.6765 4.51 59 5.3533 6.1906 %30
$/Trp 2303 3167 4031 1,895 5760 6623. r ya,
Total Doc $/n.mi.	 2.4932	 100.00
W
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Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
 
Speed
kt
Total DOC * Total IOC*
$/blk--hr ¢/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr ^/seat-n.mi.
100 235 1326 2.85 3731 8.02
200 293 1190 2.02 2520 4.28
400 348 1106 1.59 1726 2.48
boo 376 1070 1.43 1394 1.86
1000 411, 1039 1.27 1106 1.35
1500 428 1028 1.26 94o 1.10
2000 438 1011 1.16 849 0.97
2449 443 1010 1.14 84 0 0.95
475 36o logo 1.49 1570 2.15
TABLE 62.- CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION -
NEW NEAR-TERM 30¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N-MI. RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100 3000 4 .42 45.33 2790
200 54o0 3.97 50.38 2511
400 9600 3.53 56.67 .2232
600 13 800 3.38 59.13 2139
1000 21 700 3.19 62.67 2018
1500 31 4o0 3.08 64.97 1947
2000 41 700 3.07 65.23 1939
2449 51 134 3.07 65.14 1942
475 11 1 4h - 3.45 57.6o 2190
TABLE 63•- CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS -
NEW NEAR-TERM ;0¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE 	 =;'
j
TABLE 64.- CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS .
NEW NEAR-TERM 30¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N-MI. RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total. DOC* Total IOC*
$/blk--hr 0 /seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100 235 1482 3.19 3739 8.04
200 293 1383 2.35 2440 4.15
400 348 1293 1.86 1736 2.50
boo 376 1264 1.69 1404 1,87
1000 410 1239 1.51 lll6 1.36
1500 428 1222 1.43 930 1.09
2000 438 1216 1.39 860 0.98
2449 443 1213 1.37 820 0.93
475 360 1285 1.76 1590 2.18
x`30¢/gal Fuel Cost
TABLE 65. CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW NEAR-TERM 30¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC* Total. IOC*
$/blk--hr 0 /seat-n.mi $/blk--hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100 235 1795 3.86 3756 8.08
200 293 1733 2.95 2460 4.18
400 348 1668 2,40 1756 2.52
boo 376 1651 2.20 1424 1.90
1000 410 1638 2.00 1137 1.39
1500 428 1632 1.90 960 1.12
2000 438 1626 1.86 881 1.01
2449 443 1625 1.83 840 0.95
475 36o 1660 2.27 1605 2.20
*60¢ /gal Fuel Cost
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TABLE 66. DIRECT OPERATING COST BRD-AKDO14N -
NEW NEAR-TERN! 30¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC 0/seat-n.mi.
100 200 400 600 1000 1500 2000 2449 475
Crew o.48 0.40 0.32 0.30 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.31
Insurance 0.10 0.09 0 .07 0 .06 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0. 06
Depreciation o. 66 0.56 0.44 0.41 0.37 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.43
Maintenance 1.28 0.68 0.49 0. 40 0.32 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.43
Fuel (150/gal)
Total DOC
0.34 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.26
2.85 2.02 1.59 1.43 1.27 1.20 1.16 1.14 1.49
Fuel (3N/gal)
Total DOC
0.68
3.19
0.62 0.54 0.52 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.53
2.35 1.85 1.69 1.51 1.43 1.39 1.37 1.76
Fuel (600 /gal)	 1.35
	
1.22
Total DOC	 3.8(-	 ­ 95
1.08 1.03 0.98 0.95 0.94 0.92 1.04
2.40 2.20 2.00 1.90 1.86 1.83 2.27
..^.^. __ ,.<^^^ ....... ........ ........e:...,n..:m.....,,..^.., _..^,..-_,.x.v.a.a: 	__-tea.	 ww.r^.....^	 ..aasw^^._...
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi..)
IOC ¢/seat-n.mi *
100 200 400 600 1000 1500 2000 2449 475
System Expense 0.15 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.05
Local Expense 1.82 0.75 0.44 0.30 0.18 0.12 0.09 0.07 0.37
A/C Control Expense 0.10 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 O.ui 0.02
Hostess Expense 0.29 0.25 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.19
Food and Beverage 0.28 0.24 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.18
Passenger Service 3.14
1.51
1.40 0.79 0.52 0.32 0.20 0.16 0.15 0.66
Cargo Handling 0.74 0.37 0.25 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.31
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 :`.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.53 0.37 0.19 o.16 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.18
Total IOC T8- 4.15 2.50 1.87 1.36 1.09 0.98 0.93 2.18
*`300/gal Fuel Cost
HW
w
TABLE 68. - CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION -
NEw NEAR-TERM 60¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.M.Z RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100 3 000 4.41 45.35 2790
200 5 4oc 3.97 50.38 2511
Wo 9 500 3.49 57.27 2209
600 13 500 3.'31 60.45 2092
1000 21 000 3.09 64.77 1953
1500 30 4o0 2.98 67.10 1885
2000 40 100 2.95 67.83 1865
2488 49 912 2.95 67.79 1866
475 11 o47 3.42 58.50 2150
TABLE 69. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW NEAR-TERM 600 FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
 
Speed
kt
TOTAL DOC K 'OTAL IOC*
$/blk-hr ^/seat--n.mi. $/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100
200
230
287
1346
1270
2.89
2.13
37+2
2420
8.o,
1.25
X00 344 1145 1.62 1719 2.49
600 374 1081 1.44 1397 1.86
1000 405 10+3 1.29 1.098 1.36
1500 423 1025 1.20 910 1.08
2000 432 lo14 1.17 843 0.98
2+88 438 1010 1.18 820 0. 94
475 360 1120 1.53 1550 2,12
1.41
.t
I^
^j
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TABLE 70. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS W
`i	 NEW NEAR-TERM 60¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N-MI. RANGE
t,
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
 Speed
kt
Total DOCK Total IOC*
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk--hr ¢/seat--n.mi.
100 ?30 1503 3.23 3751 8.06
200 287 1395 2.44 2400 4.20
400 344 1300 1.89 1729 2.51
600 374 1270 1.69 1407 1.88
1000 105 1234 1.52 1109 1.37
1500 423 1212 1. 43 940 1.11
2000 432 1208 1. 40 853 0.99
2488 438 1210 1.38 820 0.94
475 360 1290 1.77 1600 2.19
*300/gal Fuel Cost
TABLE 71. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COST'S
NEW NEAR-TERM 600 FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N-MI. RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
`Total DOCK` Total IOC* 
$/blk--hr /seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr /seat-n.mi.
100 230 1816 3.90 3767 8.10
200 287 1745 3.05 2460 4.31
400 344 1668 2.42 1748 2.53
600 374 1649 2.20 1427 1.90
1000 405 1616 2.01 1129 1.39
1500 423 160.? 1.90 960 1.14
2000 432 1597 1.85 874 1.01
2488 438 1600 1.83 825 0.94
475 36o 1660 2.27 1610 2.20
6'0^/gal Fuel. Cost
ti
ti
^Y
TABLE 72. DIRECT OPERATING COST BREAK 0141 --
NEW NEAR-TERM 60¢ MEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC ¢/seat-n.mi.
100 200 400 600 1000 1500 2000 2488 475
Crew o.48 o.4o 0.33 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.31
Insurance 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
Depreciation 0.67 0.53 0.45 0,42 0.39 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.43
Maintenance 1.30 0.80 0.51 0.41 0.33 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.46
Fuel (15¢ /gal)
Total DOC
0.34 0.31 0.27 0,25 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.27
2.89 2.13 1.62 1.44 1.29 1.20 1.17 1.18 1.53
Fuel ( 3Wgal)
Total DOC'
0.68 o.61 0.53 0.51 0.47 0.46 0.45 0. 45 0.51
3.23 2.44 1.89 1.69 1.52 1. 4 3 1.40 1.38 1.77
Fuel (60¢/gal)
Total DOC
3.35 1.20 1.05 0.99 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.90 1.01
3.90 3.05 2.42 2.20 2.03 1.90 1.85 1.83 2.27
TABLE 73. INDIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -
NEW NEAR-TERM 60¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC ¢/seat--n.mi.*
100 200 400 600 1000 1500 2000 2488 475
System Expense 0.15 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.05
Local Expense 1.83 0.80 D.44 0.33. 0.18 0.13 0.09 0.08 0.38
A/C Control Expense 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 •0.02
Hostess Expense 0.29 0.25 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.16 ^.15 0.18
Food and Beverage 0.28 0.24 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.17
Passenger Service 3.14 1.40 0.79 0.52 0.32 0.20 0.16 0.15 0.67
Cargo Handling 1.51 0.74 0.37 0.25 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.31
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.53 0.36 0.20 0.16 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.18
Total IOC 8.06 4.20 2.51 1.88 1.37 1.11 0.99 0.94 2.19
*30¢/ga.l Fuel Cost
w
TABLE 74. - CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION --
NEW NEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100	 3 000 4.41 45.35 2790
200 5 400 3.97 50.38 2511
400 9 500 3.49 57.27 2209
60o 13 300 3.26 61.35 2o62
1000 20 000 2.94 68.00 1860
1500 29 000 2.84 70.34 1798
2000 38 000 2.79 71.58 1767
2537 48 117 2.79 71.71 1764
475 3-0 982 3.4o 59.00 2125
TABLE 75• - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS -
NEtd NEAR-`PERM MINIMUM 'FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
 Speed
kt
Total DOC Total IOC
$/b1k-hr /seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr ¢/seat-n.mi.
100 220 1392 3.13 3639 8.19
200 280 1300 2__, 23+5 4.16
400 329 1154 1.76 1670 2.55
6o0 353 1111 1.57 13+8 1.91
1000 381 1068 1_4o 106+ 1.39
1500 392 1025 1.31 goo 1.15
2000 405 1036 1.28 816 1.01
2537 410 1020 1.24 745 0.91
x+75 34o 1125 1.67 1505 2.23
*150gal Fuel Cost
TABLE 76. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW NEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE
Stage Length.
n.mi.
Block
 
Speed
kt
Total DOC'^ Total IOC'
$/blk--hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100 220 1542 3. 47 3647 8.21
200 280 1425 2.53 2330 4.14
4o0 329 1329 2.03 1679 2.56
boo 353 1287 1.82 1357 1.92
1000 381 124o 1.62 1073 1. 41
1500 392 1218 1.55 910 1.16
2000 405
410
1209 1.49 826 1.02
2537 1208 1.47 790 o.96 
475 34o 1312 1.95 1550 2.30
3 0q;' /gal Fuel Cost
TABLE 77. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS -
NEW NEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE
F
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC K` Total IOC*
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100 220 1841 4.14 3663 8.24
200 280 1760 3.12 24o0 4.26
400 329 1678 2.56 1697 2.59
boo 353 1638 2.32 1376 1.95
1000 381 1582 2.07 1091 1.43
1500 39C 1562 1.99 925 1.18
2000 405 155+ 1 .92 844 1. o4
2537 410 1553 1.. 89 810 0.99
475 340 1.660 2.46 156o 2.32
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC ¢/seat-n.mi.
100 200 400 600 1000 1500 2000 2537 475
Crew 0.52 0.42 0.35 0.33 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.34
Insurance 0.12 0.10 o.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07
Depreciation 0.76 0.60 0.51 G.48 0.44 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.50
Maintenance 1.41 0.80 0.55 0.45 0.37 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.51
Fuel (150/gal)
Total DOC
0.34 0.31 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.25
3.13 2.23 1.76 1.57 1.40 1.31 1.28 1.24 1.67
Fuel (300/gal)
Total DOC'
o.68 o.61 0.53 0.50 0.45 0.43 o.43 o.43 0.53
3.47 2.53- 2.03 1.82 1.62 1.55 1.49 1.47 1.95
Fuel (600/gal)
Total DOC
1.35 1.20 1.07 1.01 0.90 o.85 0.85 o.85 1.04
4.14 3.12 2.56 2.32 2.07 1.99 1.92 1.89 1	 2.46
I0C
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC ¢/seat--n.mi.*
100
0.17
200
0.11
hoo
0.07
600
0.05
1000
0.04
1500	 2000
0.03	 0.03
2537 475
System Expense 0.02 0.06
Local Expense 1.92 0.83 0.47 0.32 0.19 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.42
A/C Control Expense 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03
Hostess Expense 0.31 0.25 0.21 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.20
Food and Beverage 0.29 0.24 0.20 0.18 0.17 o.16 0.16 0.15 0.19
Passenger Service 3.14 1.4o 0.79 0.52 0.32 0.20 0.16 0.15 0.67
Cargo Handling 1.51 0.7^ 0.36 0.25 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.32
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.54 0.33 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.18
Total IOC 8.21 4.14 2.56 1,92 1.41 1.16 1.02 0.96 2.30
TABLE 79. INDIRECT OPERATING COST BRMCDOWN ~
NE51 NEAR-TERM MINIMW I''C1EL DESIG -A 200 PAX/1500 N.MI. RANGE
TABLE 80. -- CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION
NEW NEAR--TERM 30¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N-MI. RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat--n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100 3500 5.15 38.83 3255
200 6000 4.41 45.3; 2790
400 10 500 3.86 51.81 2441
600 15 000 3.68 54.35 2325
1000 23 000 3.38 59.17 2139
2000 43 900 3.23 61.92 2041
3000 66 100 3.24 61.73 20zg
3899 87 946 3.32 6o.24 2098	 I
570 14 302 3.69 54.70 2340	 I
TABLE 81. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW NEAR--TERM 300 FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGFF
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC* Total 1OC*	 I
$/blk-hr ¢/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr 0/sear n.mj .i
100 203 1334 3.27 3519 8.62
200 265 1250 2.46 2750 5.16
400 34o 1168 1.84 2000 2.95
600 378 1120 1.48 1466
1000 4og 1078 1.32 1150 1.40	 i
2000 436 1045 1.20 871 1.01
3000 448 1039 1.16 774 0.86
3899 452 1050 1.19 750 0 ^^
570 372 1125 1.49 1500 x.99
'150/gal Fuel Cost
148
ur ..
TABLE 82. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS --
NEW NEAR-TERM 300 FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/30on N.MI. RANGE
Stage
Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC' Total IOC`
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk--hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100 203 1495 3.66 3527 8.64
200 265 144o 2.82 2830 5.31
400 340 1373 2.15 194o 2.86
600 378 1331 1.76 1477 1.96
1000 4o9 1290 1.57 1161 1.42
2000 436 1260 1.45 883 1.01
3000 448 1250 1.41 785 0.88
3899 452 1272 1.44 790 0.87
570 372 1338 1.77 1525 2.02
*30¢/gal Fuel Cost
TABLE 83. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW NEAR-TERM 30¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
Stage
Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC * Total IOC'
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr /seat-n.mi.
100 203 1815 4.45 3544 8.68
200 265 1803 3.48 2850 5.34
400 34o 1775 2.75 1980 2.92
boo 378 1755 2.33 1500 1.99
1000 409 1713 2.09 1183 1.44
2000 436 1689 1.94 . 905 1.o4
3000 448 1703 1.90 809 0.90
3899 452 1728 1.96 810 0.90
570 372 1755 2.33 1550 2.05
R]-'CT OPERATTNG COST BREAKDOWN -
ri 14EAR-TERM 300 FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.K. RANGE
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC	 /seat-n.mi.
100 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 3899 570
Creza 0.57 o.48 0.37 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.31
Insurance 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06
Depreciation 0.74 0.59 0.46 0.40 0.37 0.35 0.34 0.34 0.40
Maintenance 1.46 o.94 0.63 o.43 0.35 0.29 0.27 0.28 o.44
Fuel (15^-/gal)
Total DOC
0.39 0.36 0.31 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.26 0.28
3.27 2.46 1.84 1.48 1.32 1.20 1.16 1.19 1.49
Fuel (300gal)
Total DOG
0.79 0.72 0.62 o.56 0.52 o.49 0.50 0.51 0.56
3.66 2.82 2.15 1.76 1.57 1.45 1.41 1.44 1.77
Fuel 1,600gal)
Total DOC
1.57 1.38 1.22 1.12 1.03 0.99 0.99 1.03 1.12
4.45 3.48 2.75 2.33 2.09 1.94 1.90 1.96 2.33
i
TABLE 85. INDIRECT OPERATING COST BREAIMOVM -
NW NEAR-TERM 30¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.M1. RANGE
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
IOC ¢/seat-n.mi.*
100 200 I+00 600 1000 2000 3000 3899 570
System Expense 0.17 0.13 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05
Local Expense 2.23 1.10 0.59 0.37 0.22 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.38
A/C Control Expense 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Hostess Expense 0.33 0.29 0.23 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.19
Food and Beverage 0.32 0.28 0.22 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.18
Passenger Service 3.14 1.90 0.78 0.52 0.32 0.16 0.11 0.11 0.54
Cargo Handling 1.55 0.93 0.47 0.26 0.16 0.08 0.05 0.05 0..27
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.58 0.38 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.16
Total IOC 8.64 5.31 2.86 1.96 1.42 1.01 0.88 0.87 2.02
*30¢/gal Fuel Cost
N
Y
TAB	 -LE 86. CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION
NEW NEAR--TERM boo FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
_. r
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat--n.mi.
100 3 500 5.15 38.83 3255
200 6 000 4.41 45.35 2790
4o0 10 500 3.86 51.81 24hi
boo 14 300 3.50 57.14 2216
1000 21 900 3.22 62.11 2037
2000 41 500 3.05 65.57 1930
3000 62 300 3.05 65.57 1931
39+5 83 477 3.11 64.31 1968
570 13 760 3.55 56.34 2245
TABLE 87. -- CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING -)STS -
NEW NEAR-TERM 6o¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MT. RANGE
F
r
1 _.
Stage
Length
n.mi .
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC K Total IOC'
$/blk-hr ^/seat-n.mi. $/blk--hr ¢/seat--n.mi .
100 195 1338 3.41 3402 8.68
200 260 1265 2. 44 2555 4.92
400 330 1180 1.78 1800 2.72
600 365 1118 1.53 1434 1.96
1000 394 1071 1.36 1119 1. 12
2000 418 101+0 1.24 851 1.02
3000 429 1032 1.20 756 o.88
39+5 432 1o45 1.21 750 o.87
570 362 1130 1.55 1450 1.98
TABLE 88. -- CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW NEAR-mmm 60O FUEL rESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
Stage
I,Dngth
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC* Total I0C'^
$/blk--hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk--hr ¢/seat-n..mi.
loo 195 1492 3.80 3410 8.70
200 260 14:. 2.76 2580 4.97
400 330 1360 2.06 1800 2.72
600 365 1314 1.80 1444 1.97
1000 394 1268 1.61 1129 1. 43
2000 418 1234 1.47 -861 1.03
3000 429 1232 1.44 767 0.89
3945 432 1240 1.43 780 0.90
570 362 1320 
-T 1.81 1475 2.02
X30¢/gal Fuel Cost
TABLE 89. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS -
NEW NEAR-TzRM 60¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
Stage
Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC* Total IOC`
$/blk-hr ¢/seat--n.mi. $/blk-hr 0./seat--n.mi.
100 195 1800 4.59 3426 8.74
200 26o 1775 3.42 2660 5.12
400 330 1736 2.63 1840 2.78
boo 365 1705 2.33 1465 2.01
1000 394 1654 2.1.0 1150 1.46
2000 418 1624 1.94 882 1.05
3000 429 1632 1.90 788 0.92
3945 432 1646 1.90 820 0.95
570 362 3.708 2.34 1500 2.05
P	 TABLE 90. DIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -
NEU NEAR-TERM 60¢ FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N,MI. RANG£
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC 0/seat-n.mi.
100 200 4o0 60o 1000 2000 3000 3945 570
Crew o.6o 0.48 0.37 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.33
Insurance 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.07 o.o6 o.06 o.o6 0.07 0.07
Depreciation 0.79 0.58 0.44 0.42 0.39 0.37 0.36 0.36 0.42
Maintenance 1.57. 0.93 0.60 0.45 0.37 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.46
Fuel (150/gal)
Total DOC
0.39 0.35 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.27
3.41 2.44 1.78 1.53 1.36 1.24 1.20 1.21 1.55
Fuel (30¢/gal)
Total DOC'
0.79 0.67 0.57 0.52 0.49 0.47 0.47 0.45 0.53
3.80 2.76 2.o6 1.80 1.61 1.47 1.44 1.43 1.81
Fuel (600/gal)
Total DOC
1.57 1.33 1.14 1.07 0.98 0.93 0.93 0.92 1.07
4.59 3.42 2.63 2.33 2.10 1.94 1.90 1.90 2.34
I0C
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
-	 -
IOC ¢/.eat-n.mi.
100 ?0O I100 600 1000 2000 3000 3945 570
S;rstem Expense 0.18 0.111 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05
Local Expense 2.24 .1.30 0.55 0.37 0.23 0.11 0.08 0.08 0.38
A/C Control Expense 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Hostess Expense 0.35 0.30 0.23 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.J-6 0.16 0.19
Food and Beverage 0.33 0.?8 0.22 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.18
Passenger-Service 3.14 1.ho 0.74 0.52 0.32 0.16 0.11 0.09 0.53
Cargo Handling 1.55 0.85 O.4o 0.26 0.16 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.27
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.58 0.40 0.22 0.17 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.17
Total IOC 8.70 4.97 2.72 1.97 1.43 1.03 0.89 0.90 2.02
^b
n
O
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VABLE' 91 .	 ; `IDTR C'i`	 BREAKDOWN
N',,W T IXAR-TEM.l ()Ow FIJI ;,I, DESIGN x OO PAX/3000 N.M; . RANGE
TABLE 92. - CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION --
NEW NEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
Stage Length
n.mi.
Block Fuel Consumption
lb
gal
n.mi.
seat-n.mi. Btu
seat-n.5gal
100 3 500 5.15 38.83 3255
200 6 000 4.41 45.35 2790
400 10 200 3.75 53.33 2372
boo 14 300 3.50 57.14 2216
1000 21 900 3.22 62.11 2037
2000 41 000 3.01 66.45 1906
3000 61 000 2.99 66.89 1891
396 4 82 392 3.o6 65.36 1933
570 13 682 3.53 56.66 2232
TABLE 93. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS -
NEW ITEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
Stage
Length
n.m;..
Block
Sieed
kt
Total DOC K Total IOC`
$/b?k-hr Hseat
-n.rr_i. $/bik-hr	 0/seat-n.mi.
loa 190 1358 3.60 3314	 8.78
200 252 1295 2.43 2420 4.78
000 322 1209 1.87 1775 2.75
boo 355 1138 1.6o 1411 3.99
1000 381 1o94 1.43 1102 1.44
2000 Loo 1056 1.31 837 1.o4
3000 414 1o46 1.26 744 0.90
3964 417 _1055 1.27 750 0.90
570 352 11f 1.63 1450 2.06
^/ % Fu-G.
'
 Cos`,
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TABLE 94. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW NEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
Stage
Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total IOC'
^
$Total DOC*
/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr	 0/seat-n.mi.
100 190 15o6 4.o0 3322	 8.80
200 252 1445 2.78 2600	 5.14
40o 322 1370 2.12 1800	 2.79
60o 355 1328 1.87 1421	 2.00
1000 381 1281 1.68 1111	 1. 46
2000 404 1242 1.54 847	 1.05
3000 414 1235 1.49 754	 0.91
3964 417 1242 i.49 730	 0.38
570 352 1330 1.90 1450	 2.06
*30¢/gal fuel Cost
TABLE 95. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS -
NEW NEAR-- 'PERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N -MI. RANGE
Stage
Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOCK Total IOC`
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100 190 1802 4.78 3337 8.84
200 252 1783 3.48 2660 5.25
4o0 322 1743 2.70 1860 2.88
600 355 1708 2.41 1441 2.03
1000 381 1656 2.17 1132 1.48
2000 404 1613 2.01 867 1.07
3000 414 1612 1.95 774 0.94
3964 417 1630 1.96 76o 0.91
570 352 1710 2.43 1500 2.13
*60¢/gal Fuel Cost
157
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TABLE 96. DIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN
NEW NEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
DOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC ¢/seat--n.mi.
100 200 1400 600 1000 2000 3000 3964 570
Crew 0.63 0.52 0.40 0.34 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.35
Insurance 0.13 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07
Depreciation 0.86 0.68 0.53 0.46 0.42 0.40 0.39 0.39 0.47
Maintenance 1.59 0.77 0.54 0.46 0.39 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.47
Fuel (150/ga1)
Total. DOC
0.39 0.35 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.27
3.60 2.43 1.87 1.60 1.43 1.31 1.26 1.27 1.63
Fuel (300/gal)
Total DOC
0.79 0.69 0.58 0.54 0.49 0.46 0.45 0.45 0.54
4.00 2.78 2.12 1.87 1.68 1.54 1.49 1.49 1.90
Fuel (6oO/gal)
Total DOC
1.57 1.39 1.16 1.07 0.98 0.93 0.91 0.92 1.08
4.78 3.48 2.70 2.41 2.17 2.01 1.95 1.96 2.43
TABLE 97. INDIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -
NEtd NEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 200 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
System Expense
IOC ^/seat-n,xi.*
100
0.19
200
0.14
400
0.07
600
0.05
1000
0.04
2000
0.04
3000
0.03
3964
0.02
570
0.05
Local Expense 2.30 1.26 0.61 0.38 0.23 0.12 0.08 0.07 0.41
A/C Control Expense 0.10 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02
Hostess Expense
Food and Beverage
0.36
0.35
0.33
0.32
0.24
0.22
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.20
0.18
Passenger Service
Cargo Handling
3.14
1.55
1.58
0.77
0.78
0.37
0.52
0.26
0.32
0.16
0.16
0.08
0.11
0.05
0.10
0.04
0.53
0.27
Other Passenger. Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.60 0.43 0.24 0.17 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.18
Total 10C 8.80 5.14 2.79 2.00 1.46 1.05 0.91 0,88 2.06
*3N /gal Fuel Cost
N
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TABLE 98. CALCULATED FUEL CONSUMPTION
NEW NEAR-TERM 300 FUEL DES T-GN 100 PAX/3000 N.W. RANGE
Stage Length
Block ..Fuel Consumption
1b
gal
n.mi
seat-n.mi.
gal
Btu
seat-n.mi.
100 6 400 .9.41 42.51 2976
200 10 900 8.02 49.88 253+
400 18 500 6.80 58.82 2151
600 25.000 6.13 65.25 1938
1000 39 000 5.74 69.69 181+
2000 75 100 5.52 72.46 1746
3000 113 800 5.58 71.68 1764
X048 157 105 5.71 70.05 1805
1300 .49769 5..63 x1.00 1775
TABLE 99. -
 CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW ].NEAR-TERM 300 FUEL DESIGN 400 PAX/3000 N-MI. RANGE
Stage
Length
n.mi..
Black
Spud
kt
Total DOC Total. IOC
$ /bIk-hr 0/:seat-n.mi. $/blk-h2.- ¢/seat--n.m .
100. 215 2129 2.45 6934 7.97
200 278 1995 1.80 4775 4.30
40o 34.0 1830
1.35
3380 2.49
.600 375 1692 1:13 2728 1.82
1000 4,73 1626 1.01 2131 .1.32.
2000 431 1578 0.92 .1630. 0.95
3000 443 1572 0.89 :L451 0.82
40,48 448 1595 .0.89 4125 0.79
1.300 416 1600 , 0.95 1875 1.12
x`15¢/gal Fuel. Cost
16o
'.	 Y
- 
rt
Block
Speed
kt
215
278
344
375
x+03
481
443
448
x-16
Stage
Length
100
200
400
600
.1000
2000
3000
4o48
x:300
TABLE 100. CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS -
NEW NEAR-TERM 300 FUEL DESIGN 400 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
Total Doc
$/blk-hr ¢-/seat-n. ml, .
2441 2.81
2270 2 ,o4 
2120 1. 56
2au3 1.36
1979 1.23
1.1319#2
19 +9 1.10
1.985 1 .11
1960 1.17
Total IOC
$/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi.
6951 8.00
4910 4.33
345o 2.54
27+7 1..83.
2150 1.33
16+9. o.96..
x+71 0.83
1+40 0..80
1950 1.16
*300/gal Fuel Cost
TABLE 101. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATINT COSTS :.
NEW NEAR-TERM 30.0 FUEL DESIGN 400 PAX/3000 N.Mr. RANGE
Stage	 Block	 Total DOCK` 	Total IOC'`
Length	 Speed
n.mi.	 kt	 $/blk-Yir. 	 0/seat n.mi..	 $/blk-hr	 0/seat-iz.m .
100	 215
	
3066	 3.53	 698+	 8.03
200 278 2950 2.:66 5100 4.59. a	 s
400 340 2815 2 :08 3550 2..62
F
4
600 3'T5 2144 1.83 ' 278 + 1 .85
t
1000 443 2685 1.65 2187 1.36
2oao 431 2669 1.55 1688 0 .98
3000 44 3 2704 1.53 1511 0.85
4648 . 448 2765 1.54 1500 0. 84
1 300 416 2680 1.60 1985 1.18 J. 73
*6o ./gal Fuel Cost
j
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.:DOC
entComponent
Stage
Length (n.:mi.)
DOC 0/seat-n.m3.
100 200 400 6o0 l000 2000 3000' 4M 1300
Crew
. 0-33 . 0.28 0.2'3 o.19 o.18 0.17 . . o.16 o.16 o.17
. Insurance 0 .08 ^0-07 m6 o. o5 0.05 m4 0,04 o . 04 m4 f
Depreciation .0-54 o:. 4-( . 0-37 0.-31 0. 29 0.27 0.27 0.27 .0.28.
Maintenance 1.14 0.66 o . 46 0-34 0.28 0.22 0.-21 0.21 0.25
Fuel (150/ga-1)
Total DOC.
.0-36 0.32 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.21 0 21 0.. 21 0.21
2.45, 1.80 -.135 1.13 . 1-01 - . o.92 0.89 0.89 0.95
Fuel (300,/gal)
Total DOCt
0.72 6.56 0-50 o.47 o.44 o.42 o.43 o.43 0.43
2. 81' 2.o4 1.56 1-36 1.23 1.13 1.10 1-11 1-17
Fuel (00/gal).
Tot. al DOC
1_44 1.18 o.96 A.94 o.88 o.84 0.85 o.86 o.-86
3.53 2.66
.
2.o8 1.83 : 1.66 1.55 1.53 1. 54 .1.60
v
I
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TABLE 103. INDIRECT OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN-
NEW NEAR--TERM 300 FUEL DESIGN Wo FAX/'3000 N.M.I. RANGE
IOC
Component
Stage
Length (n,. ml:.
IOC 0/seat-n.m1.*
100 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 4048 1300
System Expense 0.11 0412 0:.:07 0.04 0.. 03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0!.03
Local Expense 1.:93 0.82 0..43 0:. 32 0.;19 0.10' 0,.06 0.05 0.15
A/C .Control Expense 0.05 m4 0.03 0.01. 0.01 0.01 0.01 a..01 0:01
Hostess Expense 0.29 0.25 0.19 o., 17 o.A 0.15 d:.14 0.13 0 .15	 .
Food and Beverage 0.30 0.26 0.20 0. 17 0.16 0.15 o..15 o.14 0.15
Passenger:Service 3.14 1. 4.1 0.78 0.52 0:.31 0.16 0.11 0:10 0.23
k Cargo Handling 1.42 0.85 0.42 0:.94 0.14 0.07 0.0.5 0.05 0.11
E : Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0..22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 O.OI 0.01 0.01 0.:01 0.01 0:..01P'
General and Administration 0.51 0.3.5 o.19 -. -14 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.10tM
SO
Total zoc 8 00 x+.33 2.`54 1.83 1:33 0,96 0.83 0.80 .16
rNEW NEAR-'BERM 606 FUEL DESIGN 1 0o PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
Block Fuel Consumption
stage Lengthg	 t ^ ga.. •.seat , n.rai. Btu
n.m lb n ml ga seat-n;.. .
100 6 400
.	 .	
9.41: 4.2651 2976
200 10 900 8.01 49.91+ .2534
400	 :. 17 800 6.5'x+ ^1i6 2069
_ 6o0 24 o00 5 .88 68.03 1860 a
1000. 37 200 547 73.13 1730
2000: 71 200 5.24 76.34 1655
:j
3000 107 5oa: 5.27 75:90 1666
4098 150 500 5.40 7?+. 07 708
1300 41 100::; 5 .36 75,.aO: 1700
TABLE 105. - CALCULATED 'TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
nv NEAR-TERM 6o¢ FUEL DESIGN Wo PAX/3000 N-MI. RANGE
Stage
Length
n.m .
Block
Speed.
kt
Total DOCK` Total 100
$/calk-hr
	 .. O/seat-n m:i. : _ $/blk-hr 01,seat=norm.
100 .200 2059' 2.57 644.4 8.o6
200 2689+0 82 X650 4.36
WO 326 1770 1.36 3320 2.55
boo . 359 1673 a,:.76 2643:. 1.84:
1. 34.lono 386 16ag 1. o4 2o68 .
2000 410 1559 0.95-. 1579 o.96
3000 417 15+8 0.93 1401 o.84 .v
6 8^+ 9 422 1 605 0. 29 13 035 0.80	 .. ;
1300 39; 1580 0 .98 1850 1.15
41
*30¢/ga'l Fuel Cost
TABLE 107. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW NEAR—TERM 60¢ FUEL DESIGN 400 PAX/3000 N.MC. RANGE
^^^\
^^
¢
^

1300 47 294	 5.35	 75.09.
	
1700
.
'FABLE .1 1. - CALdC -LA
	 iOTAL OPERATING COSTS w
NEW NEAR-TERM MINimim Fum DEsiGN 400 PAX/3400 N.MI..RANGE
l	 r
Block Fuel Consumption
Stage Length gal- seat-n.mi. Btu
X00 6 400 42,$i 2976'
200 io goo 8.o 49.94 2534
400 i7.800 654 61.16 2069
600 24 000 5.88' 68.03 1860
x:000 37' 200 ` 5 .'x 7 73 ].3 1730
2000 71 000 5.22 76.63 1651
80.0.0 1o6 obo 54-0 76.92. 1643
41,o7 148 389 5.31 75.33 1680
r 
rTABLE 112. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS _.
NEW NEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 400 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE 	 m
F
Stage
Length
Block
Speed
kt
Total DOC* Tata1 IOC*
$/b1k-hr ¢/seat-n.mi. $/blk-hr 0/seat-n.=.
100 200 2+26 3.03 6,525 8.16
200 268 2275 2.13 4750 4.45
400 326 2125 1.63 3330 2.56
60o 355 2o44 i.44 2656 1.87
1000 382 1977 1.29 2082 1.36
2000 403 1926 1.19 1585 0.99
3000 412 1917 1.A 1415 o.86
4107 417 1925 1.15 1370 0.82
1300 392 196o 1.24 1890 1.19
'300/gal Fuel Cost
TABLE 113. - CALCULATED TOTAL OPERATING COSTS
NEW NEAR-TERM MINI1vR)ML FUEL DESIGN 4o0 PAX/300 N:MI. RANGE
Stage
Length
n.mi.
Block
Speed.
kt
Total DOC* Total IOC*
$/blk-hr Oseat-n.mi. $/blk-hr 0/seat-n.mi.
100 200 3000 3.75 6555 8.19
200 268 288o 2.70 4870 4.57
400 326 2745 2.13 3430 2.64
000 355 2681 1.89 2691 1.89
1000 382 2615 1..71 2116 1.39
2000 403 2568 1.59 1623 1.01
3000 412 2570 1.56 1449 0,88
4107 417 2580 1.55 1420 0.65
1300 .392 2600 1.64 1910.	 1.20
TABLE 114. DIRECT OPERYPI HI G COST BREAKDOWN -
a	 I.EI-7 HEAR-'PEHM b`INIMLUJ1I FUEL DESIuI y hOO PA-=/3000 N.M1. RANGE
DOC
Comporient
Stage
Length (n.mi.)
DOC 0/sea.t-n.mi.
100 200 1100 600 1000 2000 3000 1107 1300
Crew 0.37 0.27 0.24 0.21 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.19
Insurance 0.10 0.09 0.07. 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Depreciation 0.65 0.55 0.41 0.36 0.3'4. 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.3:3
Maintenance 1.20 0.65 0.43 0.36 0.30 0.24 0..23 0.23 0.26
Fuel (150/gal)
Total DOC
0.36 0.32 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.20 0..20 0.20 0.20
2.67 1.88 1.11 1.21 1.0:9 0.99 0.96 0.97 1.0.3
Fuel (3N/gal)
Total DOC'
0.72 0.57 o.48 0.15 o..42 0.10 o.4o 0.38 0.4j
3.03 2.13 1.63 1.44 1.29 1.19 . 1.16 1.15 1.21
Fuel (600gal)
Total DOC
1:.1+4 1.14 0.96 0.90 0.84 0.80 0.79 0.7°8 0.81
3.75 2.70 2.11 1..89 1.71 1.59 1.56 1.55 1.64
I
,4
TABLE 115. INDIRECT OPERATING COST BREAK-DOWN
NEW NEAR-TERM MINIMUM FUEL DESIGN 400 PAX/3000 N.MI. RANGE
I0C	 y
Cc^,:ui:nt IOC ¢seat-n.m.^`
Stage
Length (n.mi..) 100 1	 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 4107 .1300
System Expense 0.14 0.12 0..07 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03
Local Expense 2:.02 0.91 0.1411 0. 34 0.20 . 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.15
A/C Control .n:pense 0.05 0.01+ .0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Hostess Expense 0.31 0.27 0.21 0.18 0.16 o.16 n 15 o.14 0.16
Food and Beverage 0. 33 . 0.30 0. 24 0. 18 0. 17 o.16 o.16 .0.15 0.17
Passenger Service 3.14 1:.37 0.73 0.52 0.31 0 .16 0 .11 0.10 0.23
Cargo Hand1ing 1.42 0.85 0.42 0.24 0.14 0. 07 0.05 0_.05 0.17:	 .
Other Passenger Expense 0.22 0.22 0.22' 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22	 1 0.22
Other Cargo Expense 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
General and Administration 0.53 0.36 0.20 0.15 0.11 0 .09 0. 08 0.07 0.10
Total IOC 8.16 4.45 2.56 1.87 1 .36 0.99 0.86 0.82 1.19..;
*30¢ /gal. Fuel Cost
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6. RECOMMMMTIONS ' OF FUEL SAVING OPTION'S - TASK 6
The objective of this task was the . selection of the airplanes to be employed
in the air transportation system analysis studies by United Technologies Research
Center (UTRC). These. airplanes .were. to include the current aircraft representative
of the United States domestic fleet and airplanes selected by the airframe manu-
facturers from the foregoing tasks of the study. The latter includes selections
from current aircraft operating with procedure changes, modifications to and
derivatives of current aircraft. anti all new aircraft designs (,Tasks 2 through 5).
Because one of the main results of the selection process eras to arrive at
a fleet mix of aircraft for the .UTEC study that was representative of the average
domestic fleet, United Airlines also submitted fuel and cost data for their Fleet.
In this way, current airplanes not included in the airframe manufacturers Task 1
studies were made available
It became obvious at this stage of the study that, for a set of data to be
representative of the average domestic fleet, it would, necessarily have.to
include data from both the airframe and airline contractors. This in.tLrn meant
that performance data based on different sources would need to be made consist-
ent. The airframe manufacturers used handbook (ideal) performance levels and
generated their data using the agreed.to  flight profiles while-the United Air-
lines data was representative of their fleet experience in day to day operation.
Coordination among the contractors and NASA led-to the recommendation that
the United Airlines service data be used for the current aircraft task and that
the manufacturers data he used in all of the other tasks with.appropri.ate.
factors applied to result in estimated airline service data for all tasks. This
method insured that the UTRC objective of estimating future fleet fuel usage as
.realistically as possible was met.
The factors applied to the airframe manufacturers handbook data Cairline
factors) account for air traffic control delays and routing, weather, perform-
ance deterioration, and the other items which make up the difference between
ideal and in-service performance. These were developed by comparing block time
and block fuel data for aircraft common to both the United and Douglas data
base, the DC-10-10 and the DC-8-5o. These comparisons, reproduced here as
Figures 56 and 57, show that in terms of i-ock time, the differences between
handbook and in-service were in close agreement:for.both aircraft. A shift
was noted in the block fuel comparisons, and it was assumed to be caused by
the difference in service life of the DC-10-10 and the DC-8-50. The DC--10
aircraft in the United fleet showed closer correlation with the handbook cal-
culated block fuel data than the DC-8=50 aircraft which are considerably alder,
and presumably, experiencing more performance deterioration. It was therefore
decided to use an average factor based on these data as indicated by the fairing
shown in Figure 57 to arrive at amid-service life fleet of aircraft.
The airline factors .plus the aircraft options to be considered in the
UTRC fleet system studies were developed at a coordination meeting held on
August 11 and 12, 1975, between the contractors and the NASA technical monitor.
As discussed above, the factors are those shown in Figures 56 and. 5'j. The
1
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aircraft options to be considered in three of the five classifications in the
UTRC study,. the source of these data and the usage of the airline factor
were also determined at the coordination meeting. For completeness, these
data as originally released by NASA are reproduced here as Tables 116, 117,
and 118. In Table 116, Current Aircraft, note that an airline fuel factor was
also applied at a constant percentage to the existing wide bodied aircraft. This
was done to adjust the United Airline's data on these aircraft to mid-service life.
Also note that in Tables 117 and 118, Modif'- ad and Derivative Aircraft, respectively,
although usage of the airline factor is not specified, both the block time and
block fuel factors were to be applied to these data as su lied by the. airframe
manufacturers. These airline adjustments are discussed in Reference 4.
Agreements on the remaining two tasks, Task 2, Operational Procedure
Changes, and Task. 5, New Near-Term Aircraft, were also concluded at the
August 11-12, 1975 coordination meeting.
Lockheed and Douglas agreed on further coordination to (1) develop .a list
of fuel saving operational. procedures which could be applied by UTiRG on a basis
consistent with their adopted baseline aircraft data, and C2) determine if
common Lockheed/Douglas new near-term, aircraft performance data could be derived.
A list of percentage fuel savings for each aircraft in the UTRC base was devel-
oped for both the current air traffic control system and-
 an advanced air traffic
control system. These data are reproduced here as Table 119. An important
point here is that it was not the intent of this study to identify the costs
involved with an improved. ATC. System; rather the fuel .savings which would be
possible if such a system existed were to be identified. In this way, any
large cumulative fuel savings resulting from the UTRC study could serve as an
incentive for .further study in this area.
in the new near-term aircraft of Task 5, it was determined that a common
set of performance data could be generated- from that developed by each airframe .
manufacturer, The derived: airplane geometries in each of. the payload/range
classes were in close agreement so that average values of block fuel, block
time and operating costs were reasonable to assume. The minimum fuel designs
differed in the wing sweep parameter... The Douglas .designs incorporated a .
straight wing while the Lockheed designs used a quarter chord sweep angle of
25 degrees. It was determined that the Douglas 	 fuel designs could
possibly be oversized for present airports due to their large wing spans and
in addition their low cruise Mach numbers might be incompatible with current
airline fleets. On this basis 	 Lockheed swept wing designs were us:eel with
the fuel and cost data modified to retain consistency with the averaged
minimum cost design airplanes
173
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fTABLE. 116. - CURRENT AIRCRAFT-UTRC STUDY
Aircraft Data Source
Airline Factor?
Time	 Fuel
Existing:
DC-9-10 DAC Yes Yes
727.100 UAL No Igo
DC-8- 50 (707-120B, 720B} UAL No No
Dc-8-62 (707-320B) UAL No No
DC-8-61 UAL No No
DC-8-20 (880, 720) UAL No No
747-100 UAL No Yes (3z)
Existing & Eligible for New' -BLys
DC-9--30 DAC Yes Yes
737-200 UAL No NO
727-200 UAL No No
DC-10-10 (L-1011-1) UAL No Yes (41	 %)
747-200 UAL No Yes (32 %
1
t
f
I	 7-
1
j	 ^.
Aircraft Modification
A-rerage
Fuel Saving
L-1011 Wingtip extensions (2-1/2%) and
engine afterbody (3-1/2%)
7-1/2%
DC-10 Winglets	 W-:ng root fairings
and drag cleanup (5%)
747
DG-8--20, 50, 61 Winglets (.2%) and. drag cleanup (3%) 5%''
(707-12.0B, 720B)
DC-8-62 Winglets (2%) 2%
(707-320B).
DC-9-10, 30 Winglets (1-1/2%) and drag cleanup
727-100, 200 (2-1/2%) 4%
737-WQ
r
a
ii t
1
3
TABLE 117. -MODIFICATIONS. - JTRC STUDY
RETROFIT MODIFICATIONS
AERODYNAMIC ONLY
RETROFIT MODIFICATIONS
AFRO AND ENGINE
{
(Includes all modifications in previous "Aerodynamic Only Retrofit
	
r
Case" with the following additions:)
i
Aircraft Modification
Average
Fuel Saving
DC-8-20 Winglets, drag cleanup and JT8D . 35.%
Refan
DC8-50, 61 Winglets, drag cleanup and JT8D 15%
(707--120B, 720B) Refan
DC8-62 Winglets and JT8D Refan 12%
(707-320B)
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Percentage Reduction in: Block Fuel
With Current ATC With Improved ATC
?seduce 2000 Load Reduced!DelnysDesig- LAB Av.nation Base- Block Speed Foot to Rcduce Improved
Aircraft UTRQ line Distance to Step Aft ASP OEW Engine Climbing
Model St.ldy Mach (n.ml.) LRC Climb c.g. Cleanup 1% Standard Cruise I Holding Terminal
In ,Production
DC-9=3o	 02ELBD :0.73 290 0* 0* 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.,5 0* 1.:6 2.5
$737-200	 C2ELBB 0.73 266 0* 0l► 0.2 0.4 0.3 0,.5 0 1.7 2.7
8727-200	 C3ELB 0.80 421 0.2 0.1 0,.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.1 1.1 1.7
L
-101110
-1	 03MM-1011 0.83 870 1.0 0.3 0:;2 0.5 0.4 1.0 0.4 0:7 1.0
B747-200	 c4EHB 0684 1636 1.2 0:.5 0.2 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 o.4 0.5
Out of Production
DC-9-10	 same 0'.73 300 D.4 0* 0.2 0.h 0.2 0.5 0# 1.5 2.6
B727-100	 Saute 0.80 477 0.2 0.1. 0.2 0.5 0.4, 0.5 0.1 1.0 1.7
DC-B-20.
(eV880, 13720)Same o.8o 862 1,.0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 o.8 1.9
Dc-8-50	 Sane(B1?0B,:720B) 0.80 731 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0:.8 1.9
D 03
(B707-320B)	 Same 0. 0 1243 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3 o.4 0.8 1.9
Dc -8=61	 Same 0:80 800 1.0 0.3. 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.-4 0.8 1.9
-.,	 i ^	 y	 ..;	 -,W
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The fuel saving advantages of the turboprop propulsion system, identified
in Task 5, led to a zodification to the cont ract encompassing additional follow-`
on studied of this propulsion system. The turboprop airplanes studied in Task 5
were limited to cruise speeds in the Mach 0.6 to 0.7 range by the conventional
propeller. designs employed. Utilization o` chese state-of-the-art propellers
was dictated by the . '1980 service introduction date specified in.Task 5. Because
operation. at Mach 0.6 to 0.7 is not practical in the current air traffic con-
trol environment and since the longer block times adversely affect direct
operating costs. by increasing crew costs and decreasing utilization, the
follow-on study envisioned turboprop operation at a more compatible cruise
speed of Mach 0.80,
f Conventional propellers exhibit a sharp falloff in efficiency beyond
approximately Mach o.65 as the compressibility effects on the blading become
significant.. A new design high speed propeller which delays these compress -
ibility effects to higher Mach numbers has been identified by the Hamilton
Standard Division of United Te.ehnolog%QS Corporat. an (Refs. 5 and 6.). This
concept, designated the Prop-Fan, is a multibladed, highly loaded and variable
pitch propeller that is envisioned to be used with an advanced turboshaft
engine.. The blades are thin, incorporate tip sweep, use supercritical airfoils,
and are integrated with a spinner/nacelle.shape designed to reduce the. speed of
the axial flow through the blades. The Prop-Fan would be able to operate at
Mach numbers competitive with the turbofan. Figure 58, showing an airplane
model developed under Lockheed independant development .fonds, typifies the
Prop..-Fan installation.concept,
The objective of the follow-on effort, identified as Task 7 was to examine
the potential of this new propulsion system when installed in an advanced tech-
nolog;;y a^:r.frame Coinparlson of. a prapfan powered airplane with an equal technology1
airplane equipped with turbofan. engines was the method used to assess the potential.
Me desired result of this comparison was the definition of the research and
technology required to ultimately implement the propfan concept assuming that
adequate: benefits were shown.:
A
study. Eastern Airline's role as consultant included overall study—assessment
from an airline operators standpoint. As the largest current operator of the
Electra turboprop aircraft`, their experience was sought in the area of
passenger aeceptance
. .,.mainte.nance and costs.
Ground ,rules established for the comparison study are shown in Table 120.
To take advantage of the extensive parametric study performed. in Task 5, the
airplane size of 20.0 passengers. and the mission range of 1500 nautical miles
were selected from the payload/range specified 'by the NASA in that task. The
parametric airplanes of Task 5 were wide "':odied airplanes with four wing
mounted engines; this configuration was maintained. Arn initial cruise altitude
capability of at. least 30 OOO . feet was chosen to maintain acceptable ride
quality and to assure compatibility of the new design airplanes with a fleet
composed of current and/or proposed transports. The field length and approach
speed shown in Table 1:20 were selected from the ground rules used for the 200
passen9er/1500
 
nautical mile range airplane in the Task 5 study.
The-selection of a four engine design was questioned at the onset of the
study since in terms of the size classes of turbofan engines currently avail-
a7-le .  6r, proposed, a tri jet design would be suitable for the design mission..
Since the propfan concept results in much smaller diameters than conventional
propellers, more latitude is available in-terms of engine placement. Location
cf the propfan on the aft fuselage or tail surfaces is not therefore precluded
because of diameter. The additional: complexity of the aft mounted configura-
tion., with possible adverse impact on fuel usage, was the deciding factor in the
selection of the wing mounted configuration. For purposes of comparison, it was
decided that the turbofan powered airplane should also incorporate wing mounted
.engines . The :fact that this selection requires: scaling of the JTIOD.turbofan
engine to a smaller size not at present envisioned for production was not seen
as a compromising factor.
The general approach taken in the study is shown in the block diagram.pre--
sented as-Figure 59• As discussed previously, the basic design configuration of
the study airplanes was obtained from the parametric design studies of Task 5.
A reopti.mization of these baseline designs to include technologies commensurate
with the . desired 1985 service date was used to refine both.the turbofan and turbo-
prop designs. The final turbofan design, including the detailed performance
characteristics, was determined at this stage of the study and the remainder of
the effort was devoted to the detailed design and performance computations for
the turboprop airplane. The general thrust requirements of the turboprop. air-
plane were defined from the reoptimization study and further parametrics were
used to define the sensitivities of airplane sizings to propelJer diameter/disc
loadin. g. Using these. data, the subcontractors, Pratt and Whitney and :Hamilton
Standard rematched the engine . and propfan system to meet . the airplane require-
ments. As.shown in the last block in Figure 59, final aircraft assessments, the
comparisons and the sensitivities to changes in the basic parameters were the
concluding effort performed..
Selection of the 200 passenger/1500 nautical mile c lass of'airplanes from
Y
Task .5 narrowed 'the choices to four point-des-
	 gn airplanes, those designed for '
minimum direct operating cost at the three fuel prices plus the minimum fuel
airplane.	 The airplane designed	 	 fined for minimum _direct ..operating cost with 60 cents
per, gallon fuel was selected with concurrence of the NASA as the baseline design
for this. study.
	 The aspect. ratio of. this. design, g,g, was rounded to 10 and
the wing thickness was modified to ].2 percent : from '13 . 4 percent . '` The thickness: ^
revision was due. to results obtained _- from a refined process for drag analysis
that became available.
	 This procedure is documented in Reference 7 and results
in` a less optimistic drag level for wings employing supercritical airfoils.
Table. 121 presents the advanced technologies incorporated into the baseline
designs.	 Extensive in-house and contract studies (Ref. S) indicate that for
the 1:885 time period,.advanced eomposxte meterals: 'will not be generally avail-
able for widespread replacement of aluminum in primary aircraft structure;' ?a
thus, usage is limited primarily to secondary, structure..: Because development
and manufacturing costs can negate the structural and weight benefits of
advanced xateri als, only cost effective structure was considered. 	 Preliminary
^
analysis indicates the savings offered by composites are in applications that -;J
are suitable for either turbofan or turboprop aircraft :	 Therefore both aircraft "'
concepts were treated equally, i
In the study airplanes, secondary structure employing composite materials.
_ includes the fixed wing leading edge, fuel tank baffles, floor supports, interior
doors,. and dividers. 	 The total empty weight reduction attributed to composite
structure is 3.3 percent:	 While this reduction is 'small,. it should be noted
that resizing of the airplane is not included. 	 The reduction in the fuel .
required to perform..the 'design mission results . in.a...gene.ralreduction in . . ?
aircraft size and commensurate costs which could-be credited to the use of
composite materials, ;r
Active controls can be used to conserve fuel for either turbofan or turbo-
-prop aircraft by allowing smaller, lighter airframes to accomplish the same
mission.	 A three percent reduction in wing weight was obtained in the study =>
. airplanes by employing .active. ailerons to provide maneuver and gust load
alleviation.	 This weight reduction: occurs due to an inboard transfer of span-per-
wise wing loads during critical maneuvers and. gust loads.	 Relaxation of the
static stability margins througl. the use of an active horizontal tail results F
in'a.reduction in tail size and a corresponding. 30 percent reduction in tail
weight.
	 The automatic pitch control system. can be incorporated to handle
power-on effects which will be present Frith the turboprop installation. 	 Total $
empty weight reduction due to incorporation of active controls on the study
airplanes: was 1.2 percent-.
..
Incorporation of advanced composites and active controls commensurate with
z
the l g$5 study airplane time period resulted in a total empty weight reduction
.	 effects	 percent'.	 To t,count for these weightexclusive of res:izing:.	 . of .,5
engines selected ..^ ar...benefits and also for the incorporation of the specific 	 f
both the turbofan and the turboprop, design, further parametric studies-were x
performed.
	
For both airplanes, variations in wing and power loadings combined
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with the mission constraints were used to define the point design, airplanes.
In ea^.h case minimum direct operating cost was used as the selection criterion.
7.1 Turbofan. Concept
Figure 60 depicts a summary of the parametric study used to resize the
turbofan powered airplane. The minimum direct operating cost airplane is seen
to be determined by the approach speed constraint, all airplanes which .fall
below the hashed line A in Figure 60 violate this constraint. If higher
approach speeds were acceptable, the direct. operating costs could be reduced
to the minimum shown. The initial cruise altitude capability of 30 000 feet
shown as the dashed line 3 would then limit the design slightly by requiring a
greater thrust to weight ratio than the absolute minimum operating cost airplane
shown. The 135 knot approach speed constraint was not relaxed thus assuring a
design compatible with the current wide-bodied airplanes. Note that this speed
is that which would be realised at the landing weight for the design mission:
Speeds in excess of 135 knots would be attained at the shorter mission ranges
when the payload carried exceeded the full passenger complement of 200 It
was round that the de.ired takeoff field length of 7000 feet can be achieved
by all of the airplanes represented in Figure 60:.
The point-design turbofan airplane concept is shown in the general arrange-
ment drawing of Figure 61. The aspect ratio 10 and sweep of 25 degrees for
the supercritical wing are, as discussed previously, the results of the minimum
operating cost/high fuel cost environment design philosophy. The very small
horizontal tail surfaces are the result of the incorporation of active flight
controls to allow relaxed static stability. When comparisons are made with
the L-1:011, it should also be noted that a`relatively longer tail arm results
since the mounting of all of the engines on the wing of the CL 1320-1i means
that the wing is positioned considerably more forward on the fuselage. This
,eight and balance effect is an additional factor which, when combined. with
the active controls concept, allows the reduced tail size. As shown in
Figure 61, the other aspects of the design are conventional. The four engines
are mounted under the wing on pylons; this arrangement having been .proven to
offer the lowest drag and interference penalties while offering superior
maintenance accessibility. In the CL 1320
-11 design; engine ingestion of runway
debris is not a concern; the clearance between the ground and the lower inlet
lip is 76 inches. Part-of this clearance is the result of the landing gear
length being designed to maintain adequate tail clearance on aircraft rotation,
but it is also partly the result of the relatively small engines required. As
previously noted, the Pratt and 	 MOD-2 engine was scaled for this
application; the resulting sea level static thrust rating is 14 672 pounds per
engine.
`l.'he general characteristics of the CL 1:320-11 turbofan design are shown
in Fable 122. Note that the takeoff weight has been considerably reduced from
the weight required in the Task 5 airplane of the same mission capability. A
large part of this reduction is the result of incorporating composites and
active controls in the CL 1320-11, and the subsequent resizing of the airplane.
This weight improvement is of course significant in providing additional fuel
conservation in the CL 1.32.0-11 design.
t
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Engine features of the scaled JT10D-2 turbofan engine are highlighted in
Table 123.
	 This engine has an overall pressure ratio of 28:1 and a maximum
combustor :exit temperature of 2.400 °F.
	 Since the.JT10D-2 is'an'engine in the
1 advanced development stage, detailed performance data including sceling capability r
were already available. 	 Concurrence from Pratt and Whitney in the use of the: data
plus additional costing and maintenance data relative to the stiwY turboshaft
engine were .obtained.
7.2	 Turboprop Cone.ept
r	 ,^
'. R While the turboprop airplane cart, in general, retain the geometry of the
turbofan design, several considerations must be taken into account in its
design.
	 The propeller diameter, slipstream effects, the nacelle design,
propeller induced loads, and acoustic treatment .
 are all turboprop--unique.
considerations that must be dealt with..
	 The Prop-•Fan concepts being studied
by Hamilton Standard include various propeller configurations in terms of blade
"number and tip speed..	 At the initiation of this study, their efforts indicated
that an eight-bladed Prop-Fan operating at a tip speed of 800 feet per second
was near optimum.
	 Blade number and tip speed were therefore held constant.
Installation guidelines also developed by Hamilton Standard were applied where
appropriate.
7.2.1
	 Installation considerations. - Selection of the propeller disc loading
and diameter is dependent upcn the tradeoff between propeller efficiency and
installation weights and the impact on airplane performance.
	 A first approxi-
mation. of these effects was obtained by consideration of the propeller weight
;. plus mission fuel required variation with disc loading.
	 This data is shown in
Figure 62.	 Although the propeller efficiency increases as disc loading is
decreased, the weight effect of the larger propellers effectively shifts the
best disc loading to a higher value.
	 In the .Figure 62 data the best efficiency
disc loading of approximately 28 horsepower per square foot becomes 36 horsepower
per square-foot, when propeller weight is included. 	 Note that these data arej
presented for Mach 0.8 cruise at 30 000 feet; disc loading varies with speed
and altitude as a result of the horsepower changes. 	 Three disc loadings,
selected as indicated by the arrows in Figure 62., were then used in sensitivity
r
studies to determine the variation in airplane performance. {
The propeller sensitivity studi'e.- involved the parametric design of a
large number of additional airplanes. 	 For each of the selected disc loadings,
the wing and thrust loading were varied in a fL% shion similar to that described ,
previously (see Figure 60 for example). 	 The same constraints in terms of
altitude capability, approach speed, and takeoff field length were also
employed.	 The characteristics of the optimum airplanes obtained for each
propeller disc loading were then combined to arrive at the s ummary data shown
i in Figure 63.
	
This curve represents an envelope of the airplanes selected from {
the parametric design studies again .using minimum direct: operating cost as the
criterion.
	 Even though the resulting variation is quite insensitive to
propeller diameter, the smallest diameter gives the lowest operating cost.
' Note that the block fuel shown in the upper portion of Figure 63 is minimum at
a larger diameter than is the case for the operating cost.	 The cost of the
fuel saved does not compensate for the higher initial price paid for the j
_
aircraft with a larger diameter propeller.
R
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Figure 64 shows a detailed breakdovn of weight effects which produce the
performance variation with propeller diameter. Note: that the weight scale has
been expanded here to better definer the small differences. The propeller
weight penalty paid for the improved efficiency of larger diameter is the major
factor in driving the selection to the smaller diameter. . :This penalty is
magnified as shown by the additional weight penalties which accrue when the ry,larger diameter propeller is installed on the airplane. Additional structure
is necessary in the components such as the gearboxes, nacelles, and the wing.
All of these weight effects are multiplied and each of the other airplane
structures are impacted as resi.zing is required to maintain the design mission .	1
range. The engine is the.only component which .decreases in weight as the
propeller diameter increases.; this is caused by the smaller torque requirements
of the more efficient propeller
Several nacelle configuration were considered in the'design of the turbo 
prop airplane. Representative .
 configurations are shown in Figure 65. Of the
over=wing designs studied, the one which employed an-offset gearbox as shown
at the upper left portion of the fagure was judged superior, but it was rejected
because of the possibility,
 of excessive nacelle/wing interference drag and
poorer accessibility compared to an underwi:ng design.. Of these latter conf .gu-
rations, the one with an inline gearbox {upper right portion of Figure 65} was
eliminated due to the Larger overall nacelle size dictated by the length of
the inlet duct required to obtain a smooth airflow at. the.. engine' f-406, Annular
inlets were also eonsidered, but the scoop inlet, as used in the selected
	
I
configuration, offers superior inlet pressure recovery, The offset gearbox	 k^
emplo yed in. this configuration allows a more direct Plow of air to the engine
while keeping the required inlet length to a minimum.. The aerodygamic shape_
of the nacelle is determined by the desired flow velocity through the root 	 <^
sections of the propeller. Guidelines established by Hamilton Standard were
utilized. it is expected that the aerodynamic shape will digitate the overall
nacelle size rather than any	 one imposed by the housing of necessary
internal components.
Comparison of the selected nacelle configuration with the.Lockheed Electra/
P-3 nacelle Figure 66, shows the remarkable similarity in physical size even
though the study turboprop produces over twice the shaft horsepower. Likewise,^
a comparison of the turboprop and turbofan nacelles of the final point-design
airplanes shows the same similarity in physical size.
Propeller spacing guidelines postulated by Hamilton Standard, Figure 675
suggest an 80 percent diameter clearance between the fuselage and the inboard
propeller to help alleviate passenger cabin noise. This. compares .to less than ;q
a 25 percent clearance on the Electra L-18$. For the 25-degree wing sweep of
the study airplane, the spacing between propellers is 33 percent diameter,
again considerably more than on past turboprop airplanes. A six-foot clearance
from propeller to ground was also specified. These guidelines. were . al . con-
sidered in the final design point propfan airplane.
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As a result of the diameter . sensitivity studies which led to the adoption of a
small propeller diameter, the landing gear leng =th heeded to Mikintain the six
foot groundclearance was.not critical. In the final selected airplane design,
the propeller clearance exceedssix feet and is nea:•ly identical to the inlet
to ,ground clearance of the turbofan airplane, Figure 68. The landing gear
length for both airplanes was dictated by the limiting aircraft rotation angle
on 
.takeoff (12. degrees)
7.2.2 Performance considerations. The 'basic characteristics of the turbo-
prop installation introduce`` differences that require careful performaahae
accountability when compared to the.turbofan airplane. The most obvious of
these is the drag treatment to allow for propeller slipstream effects. The
Velocity increment in the slipstream will cause an increase in the friction
drag of the nacelle and that portion of the wing immersed in the slipstream
..(:scrubbing drag:).... For the propeller diameter selected in this study, the
velocity,
 increment amounts to approximately 40 feet per second for the Mach 6;80
cruise case, giving an 0.8 percent increase in total.. airplane drag.
This same propeller sZ pstr_.eem velocity increment will also create higher
local lift over the immersed portion of the wing, which will relieve the li,ft
generj%tionrequired by those portions, of the wing outside the slipstream. This
will offer a reduced wing angle-of'-attack requirement and a favorable drag
cuange, sstimated ;,o be 1.7 percent of airplane drag.
The effects of propeller slipstream on _drag rise characteristics of swept
j	 supercritical wing aircraft have-not been established at this trade. Available
infoftatioft.on conventional wings differs widely; while these effects would
generally be considered to be unfavorable, beneficial: effects were shown for
a swept, high aspect ratio wing in Reference 9 This disparity may be because
on swept wing airplanes the propellor- disc plane 3s further forward of the wing
leading edge. In view of these. conflicting trends., zero influence . of slip-
stream velocity on drag rise has been assumed. If necessary, local win& or
nacelle contouring May Offer a means for alleviating a possible problem.
Buoyancy or blockage effects of the spinner-^nagel. l a wing components on
propeller performance were treated analytically. The reductions in propeller
disc inflow characteristics were determined and their influence on propeller }
fk	 performance was predicted by Hem.lton Standard.	 The impact is included in
the installation effects..
Nacelle/wing interference is another area where the turboprop installationG	 presents potential difficulties since the nacelle will be located closer to the
wing.	 A wide range of data can be found.	 Figure fig presented is the increase
in uaeelle drag when tested in the presence of a - ijig over and above that Which i
Is measured for the isolated nacelle.. With conventional pylon-type mounting
used in current turbofan installations, nacelle /wing interference is.mi.nimized.
(1a titre." other hetld, the Electra L-18$ and past e^rper3ence (Reference ZO) indi-
cites excessive interference "drags for large nacelles near wing surfaces .	 Tests r
c6neLucted on the Lockheed Jet Star slipper Pixel tank, a configuration not unlike
the proposed turboprop installation in terms of forebody length to di"ameter -
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ratio, indicated slightly over 20 percent increase in the tank drag when Ainstalled on the wing. 	 A conservative increase in nacelle drag of 30 percent
was selected for the study airplane pending definitive tests.
During takeoff and other power-on flight conditions, the extended flaps
and landing gear can interfere with the propeller ability to produce thrust by
presenting a blockage in the propeller slipstream.	 Table 1.24 shows a compari-
son of the thrust interference factors used in this study with those of past
propeller driven aircraft.	 The flap interference factor was determined by
consideration of the geometric relationship of the flaps and propeller.	 The
relative. sizeof the propeller and flaps is, expressed as a ratio of the flap
chord to the propeller diameter while the distance betw een the propeller disc
plane and the flaps in their extended positions is nondimen siohalized by
dividing by the Propeller diameter. 	 The relatively larger -flap chord and
small propeller diameter of the CL.1320-15 turboprop design give higher dimen-
sional ratios and thus a larger interference factor as shown. 	 Also noted is
the fact that the landing gear of the present design offers no interference
to the propeller as it is completely outside the slipstream.
The acoustic environment at the external fuselage wall caused by the prop
fan operating at supersonic tip speeds during cruise differs from the more
familiar situation of earlier turboprop installations. The nature and character
of the shock wave patterns shed from the propeller plus the frequenqy of blade
passage and its associated harmonies become the doMiliant characteristics which
must be considered. In this study, sufficient analysis was accomplished.to
independently predict the sound levels at the external fuselage wall for the
selected propfan configuration. However, further trade studies on blade number,
tip speed, tip to fuselage clearance, and fuselage diameter will be required
in the future.
Figure 70 shows bow, when operating at a supersonic helical tip Mach
number, M-H, an external sound pressure is generated by impingement of the
pressure field betwden the shock -waves which have a fixed, -position relative to
the rotating propeller blade.	 The pressure signature on the cabin wall has at
any instant of time a sonic boom type N wave distribution along the streamwise
direction between the bow shock and the trailing edge shock.	 The time
dependence at the fuselage is caused by the blade rotation.	 Notice that the
shock wave intersection with the fuselage is aft of the propeller disc plane,
and-moves farther aft as the propeller clearance is increased.
Figure 11 gives the necessary geometric data to determine the coordinate
transformation between blade fixed coordinates and fuselage fixed coordinates
at any instant of time as expressed parametrically -via the blade position angle
Rt.	 Since the shock strength depends on the slant clearance YCL which
depends on, *; then the geometry of this figure allows the shock pressure vs
time for any point on the fuselage to be calculated.	 The region -between the
two shocks is called the shock impingement region.
4	 j
There is an additional pressure comp 	 called the scattered (oron n
reflected) field. The scattered field arises because the normal component of
the velocity field. caused by the blade must be cancelled at the wall (con-
sidered rigid). In the shock impingement region., this defines the reflection.
factor. . Outside the shock . 3mpngement region; the scattered field determines
the entire sound field. It is'found by solving the subsonic convected wave
equation relative to fuselage coordinates with the flight speed as the convec-
tion velocity. The driving force for the scattered field is the negative
norms:: compoAerit of the free velocity field imposed- by the rotating blade in
the shock impingement region, which acts like a loudspeaker diaphragm.
The analytical procedure used to calculate the external sound pressure in
the shock impingement region i.gnoring.the scattered (or reflected) field
consists of two key steps. The first is determination of the pressure time
history of the blade passage field which was accomplished by a superposition of
the individual blade bow shock overpressures. A typical pressure time history
is shorn in Figure 72. The second step consists of . a Fourier analysis of the
time history which provides the sound pressure of the blade passage frequency
and its harmonics,
Both blade design. and atmosphere variables affect . the results .  The
important blade design elements are the geometric variables of leading edge
radius, thickness to :chord ratio., and the operational variables of helical tip.
Mach number and advance angle. These were considered in the analysis which
resulted in the external sound pressure Levels shown in 'table 1 :25 compared to
those predicted by Hamilton standard. The sound pressure levels for the blade.
passage frequency are it close agreement. For the higher harmonics, the
Lockheed estimate indicates a roll-off as the harmonic number increases; whereas
Hamilton Standard predicts the: same sound pressure level for the blade passage
frequency and the higher harmonics. In Table 12S the 	 helical tip Mesh number
of 1.06 is taken from the Hamilton stand ard evaluation of the propeller sweep
effect for the propfan.
For the eight-bladed, 800 foot per second propfan used in this, study, an
attenuation of kQ dB is required to achieve the target overa]1 sound pressure
level of 90 dB. Based on the assumption that the cabin wal l exhibits mass-
like behavior, suppression of the low Frequency propeller tones of the order
of 40 dB is believed attainable.
Figure T3 demonstrates the approximate frequency ranges associated with
stiffness control ^nd mass control noise transmission loss. The low point or,
dip in these curves. is the transition point between the stiffness control
region to the left acid the mass control region to the right side of'the.figure:.
The narrow lines are based on data obtained from noise tests on a 0-130 air-
plane; the solid lime representing the bare untreated fuselage measurements
and the dashed line the results obtained with a modest acoustical treatmxu vt .
The heavy wide lines indicate the expected response of the CL 1320-15` tu3boprop,
the dashed line representing what could be achieved with massive acoustical
treatment applied to its double wall fuselage. Note the shifting to lower
frequency of the stiffness to mass control transit ion point When acoustical
treatment is applied.
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Among the many natural modes - of a thin walled cylinder is the breathing
mode in which the gross section of the-.cylinder-remains circular but .fluc-
tuates in area (uniformly over its entire length with no nodal lines). The
n natural frequency of this mode is called the ring frequency (fr). 'she ring
frequency is equal to the velocity of sound-(of the material from which the
cylinder is made) divided by its circumference. For an aluminum fuselage.,
for instance,
f 	 20 600
r .. Circumference
Although the breathing mode is probably never excited ., it marks an
important transition point in cylinder dynamic response. In particular,
i	 immediately above and below the ring frequency lies a large number of modes
whose flexural wave .speed is higher than the speed of sound in air. These
modes, whose wave fronts travel predominately in the axial direction, are
very efficient radiators of sound. Figure 74 illustrates that the modal density
(i.e., the number of modes per one Hertz band width) of modes of the above type
is very high near the. ring. frequency.. The above considerations suggest that
it may he unwise to have a propeller harmonic fall near the ring frequeuc..y.
j	 However, existing information is insufficient to confirm this. It is possible,
for instance, that even though these modes exist in abundance, the propeller
noise field may not be capable of exciting even. one of them to a Significant
degree. Figure T4 indicates the relationship between the ring frequency and
the first and second harmonics of the blade passage frequency for the CL 1320 _15
turboprop airplane
E	 Table 126 shows the analytical relationship used to calculate the noise
t transmission loss through a double wall in which both walls behave as pure masses
with no mechanical vibration paths between them. 	 MT represents the mass per
square foot of the total wall and Q.0 is the impedance of air for .a 6000 foot.
cabin pressurization (approximately 2.2 slugs /ft2s).
The required acoustical treatment weights derived by this method represent d
developme•ital goals rather than state-of-the-art technology. 	 It may, for
example, be necessary to increase the number of propeller blades above those
currently being considered-in order to raise the blade passage frequency to a .^
value that will. allow the fuselage wall to exhibit mass-like behavior.	 Struc-
tural damping may also. be required. in order to approximate mess-like response.
The upper curve in Figure 75 provides estimates of the required acoustical
treatment weight as a function of the external sound pressure level of the
blade pas°sage tone.	 The- estimate is based on,. the relationship shown in Table 126. a	 ^P^
For a given external sound Level., the difference between the upper and lower
curves represents the increase in treatment weight above that required for an
airplane powered by turbofans. 	 For the point-design airplane a weight penalty
of 3Oao pounds relative to the turbofan airplane resulted from this additional F
acoustic treatment.	 The treated area on the study airplane includes the side-
wall:e of the entire occupied fuselage because of the concern for shock
impingement pattern variations caused by flight and atmo spheric . conditions..
A.
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7.2.3	 General arrangement.	 The genera], arrangemeht of the resulting turbo-
prop powered airplane', Fi&r .4 76 ? is not drematicelly different fiat the
turbofan,, Overall dimensions of lengt
	
as :span are nearer identti.eal :.	 Ar:ematcYi
version of the Pratt and Mbitney STs 	 15 study ttirboshaft engine ie^used With the
eight	 propfan which resulted frdm the final airplane.diameter
synthes
Tab3.e 127 presents the general characteristics of the propfan design.
	 in.
this table the figures for the turbofan airplane previously shown in Table 122
are repeated in the right wand column for comparison purposes.
	
As noted, the
takeoff weights required to perform the des gri mission are ne4XU identical,
However, the operational empty weight of the turboprop design exceeds that of
the turbofan design by six percent.
..
Engine features of the scaled STS476 turbashaft engine: are shown in
- Table 12$. These data represent the engine as rematched by Pratt and Whitney
for the study airplane requirements and include a completely new compressor and
low pressure turbine.
 `In Table 12$the features of the JMOD"2'engine previously
shown.
 in Table 1:23 are repeated for comparison.
	 As shown the sea level static
thraet ratings are nearly equal. 	 Note, however, that the maximum reti:ag for the
turboshaft engine occurs at the beginning of climb; this accounts for the two shaft
horsepower ratings shown.
	 While the combustor exit temperatures are equal, the
overall pressure ratio of the STLATO engine is laver as the result of the loss !q
of regaining the supercharging at the costof fan supercherexity
are availableOf additional co 	 with an attendant gain in SFC up to
approximate33r three percent, Pratt and Whitney dial not make this change for this
study.	 The final technical memorandum received from Pratt and Whitney discusses r
' the turboshaft engine in more detail and is included in this report as
Appendix A.
Figure 77 summarizes and compares. the installed thrust ratings of the
- turboprop and turbofan engines.	 Note that even though	 g 	 	  the static ratio	 of °
the turboprop engine is lower, it develops a higher thrust as the ground roll
commences.	 This is the result of the blades being in the stalled condition
initially.	 The characteristic higher lapse rateof turboshaft engines is shoran
on the right side of Figure 77 which compares the maximum climb power of the
two engines as altitude is varied.
Table 129 shows the difference iri the installatioa losses assessed for each
of the propulsion systems.
	
Note the absenee of compressor bleed on the turbo- r
prop system; air conditionin„ and pressurization ere handled by mechanical
drive alone.
	 Other differences to be noted are the absence of the fan
duet loss on the turboprop and the addition 'of gear efficiency.
7.3	 Performance , Economic and Characteristics Comparisons +
At this stage of the study, the turbofan and : turboprop, powered airplanes
had both been developed tieing 1985 ^e,rels of technology.	 Both had been designed s
to the same payload-range requirements and to the saw "mission constraints. ` The
airplanes.are competitive in terms of cruise speed,. cruise altitude, and black.'
time, and both offer equal. passenger comfort.
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-Significant differences appear when the fuel and cost to operate these
aircraft are compared. These .parateters . were compared: at the payload/range
points denoted in Figure 'T8 by the circles. The shaded area in this figure
represents the typical operational-missions on which an airline might schedule
the study aircraft. At the full design passenger payload and at the design
range of 1500 nautical miles, the turboprop airplane consumes 1:7.8 percent
less ftel v h a 5•.3 to 8.2 percent lower direct operating coat, a.s shown: in
Figure 79• The direct operating cost comparisons are made_ for fuel at the
design cost of 60 cents per gallon., and also at a fuel cost of 30 cents per
gallon. If the comparison is made at a typical ins-service stage length of
175 nautical miles with the study load factor of 58 percent, Figure 80 show
that the turboprop airplane uses 20.4 percent less fuel while offering
operating cost advantages of 8.5 and 5.9 percent for the tVo fuel costs.
These differences in fuel and operating costs are caused by differences in
engine specifics, and airplane weight and drag;, The most pronounced difference
here is in the propulsion systems. At maximum cruise power the 8TS4T6 turbo
prop engine has better than a 19 percent lower specific fuel, consumption while
at the maximum climb power setting the difference exceeds 26 percent on the
average e12d exceeds 30 Percent ' at the lower altitudes .; as noted in .Figure. 81.
Since climb represents a much larger percentage of total mission time on the
shorter 475 nautical mile mission (nearly '32 percent) compared to the 1500
nautical mile design mission (4 percent), greeter fael savings for the turbo-
prop relative to the turbofan occur as range is decreased. rf galy the fuel
used in climb is compared, Figure 82 shows that the turboprop uses close to
25 percent less fuel to arrive at the same point in space
As indidatc previously in the general characteristics co parison., the
i turboprop airplane's p rp7lane  empty weight exceeds that of the turbofan ,airplane..
Table 130 shows that this difference is 6.4 percent. The ca or difference in
the component weights which cause this overall weight disparity are indicated
I the table. The add,tiona. torsional loads intraduced by the propeller.
account for two percent of the wing weight increase; further weight increases
are caused by the multiplying fector.of.airplane resitting to perform the
mission. Propeller loads are also the cause of the additional nacelle weight
of the turboprop airplane. The total uninstalled propulsion system. weight
of the turboprop (including propeller and gearbox) is the major factor in the
large installed weight penalty shown. Lower weights ofsome of the components
needed . to install.the system partially compensate for this. 	 The most signifi.-
caret item, is in the provisions required to provide thrust re_versal.. The
variable pitch feature of the propeller offers a means of providing . reverse
thrust without the cascade and blocker door, or spoiler system required by the
fixed pitch fan of the turbofan installation. Note that fan reverse only is
used. in. the study turbofan concept ,:no provisions were made for reversing the.
flow of the primary jet exhaust. The largest weight increment shown in
Teiole 130 is for the acoustic treatment in the turboprop airplane. This item.
is shown in the furnish ngs . since the treatment area is the fuselage sidewall.
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Differences in the drag of the two Airplanes can be seen by examining the
.	 breakdown of Table 131,	 As in . the previous table a comYmenta column is used here 4
to designate the mayor differences.
	 The wing component drag on the turboprop
airplane is slightly smeller by virtue of less wetted area and slipstream
effects.	 The wing wetted area is reduced because of the larger nacelle/wing
interface of the turboprop where no pylon is used.
	 Some of this drag benefit
is offset by the larger turboprop nacelle.
	 However, the main difference
between the nacelle dr
	 components is caused by the higher win /nacelle
interference assessed 
fo 
th turboprop installation
	 A compensating factor
is the addit ion of the drag of the turbofan pylons.
	 Table 131 shows that, when >^
all of the drag components are .summed, the total airplane drags are nearly-identical,
Fable. 132 presents a breakdown of the. flyaway costs and: the direct op prat-
ing Cost factors..
	
The figures in. the to 	 section of the table shoal that fue
turboprop flyaway cost exceedsthat of the turbofan airplane.	 The airframe
_	 cost is higher . mainly because.of the additional acoustic treatment.	 Figures.
for the propulsion cost for each `a^.rpl:ane were based an inputs from Pratt : .and
Whitney and Hamilton. Stw-idard, see Appendices A and B.
	 This is also the-case.,
for the engine-related direct operating cost -factors shown in the bottom part
of 'fable 132.	 Note that the DOC factors are those 'required to adjust the ATA .
formulas... Most of these factors are identical for both airplanes, however, a
difference is noted in the maintenance cost factors. 	 Airframe Labor and air-
I	 frame material per cycle were reduced on the turboprop because of the expected
longer brake and wheel l fe . resulting from.superier.thrust reversing perform-
wince. 	 A bteakdawn of the direct operating . cost comparison is shorn. in Figure
83.	 The lower block fuel of the turboprop airplane accounts for,.the improve
ment in operating cost.	 These data were calculated for a, fuel price of 60 cents
per gallon.
A table summarizing these performance and economic comparisons is presented
as Table 133.
	
Here the basic comparison is made at the 1500 nautical. mile design
range with full. passenger payload .while the percentage change in fuel: and
operating cost at the typical: in-service' stage length i3. also indicated.
f	 The potential .improvements that - may - be available by using more advanced
technologies in the propulsion system were also assessed,. 	 Use of a dual:
rotation propfan offers improvements in efficiency of approximately five per.- ry
cent due to swirl recovery. 	 A paremetri.c study using this concept with
advanced technology propulsion system weights and costs was performed using'
inputs from the propulsion equipment subcontractors (Appendices A and B).
Figure 84 presents the results of this study.	 The. baseline comparisons at the y
1500 mile design range from Figure 79 are repeated here for both the fuel and
cost .
 data with the . bars' on the left . for the turboprop airplane and:'the 'bars
on the right for the turbofan airplane. 	 The center bar show's that a Four per-
cent additional improvement in block fuel. is obtained using the dual-notation
pro 'fan and that the ,direct operating cost is improved by an aWtignal 1.5
perc-nti	 The higher cost. of this...system., botWacqu siti:on and maintenance,
is. compensated for in the direct operating cost by the lower fuel usage and by
the comensurate resizimg of the airplane.	 This can be seen by noting the
i significant reduction in takeoff weight required to perform the. design mission..
WhYe the dual-rotstioh p'ogF.aai concept introduces additional complexity, the
fuel saved and subsequent smaller airplane may compensate. .
..	 ^xR^	 R.ANM 9 lM s2RY1MM^^	 ^	 ..  	 . 	 M^rs^1Y iypy
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7.4	 Sensitivities
Since little experimental work has been 'done in recent years on advanced
a' technology propellers, theoretical perfokmence predictions were used quite ext.en-
s3ve],y in this study task.	 Of the many variables that can affect "the study
x•esults,propeller efficiency, engine SFC, nacelle-wing interference, engine
weight, acoustic treatment, and maintenance cost are the most important. 	 Vari-
ations in each of these parameters Mere studied separately and the effect on
the block fuel and operating-
	data expreFsed relative to the turbofan
baseline:	 s shown in Figures. 85 through 90.	 The basic comparison at the 1500
nautical. mile design point is shown at the circled point and the shaded band is
shown to indicate reasonable ranges of variation.
	 Each of the sensitivity
trend curves reflect aircraft resizing.t o maintain study ground rule compliance.
All of the oporating costs shown in Figures 85 through 90 reflect a. fuel cost' of
60 cents per gallon.
.. The sensit vity.of fuel savings and operating cost.s..to vari.ations . in:pro-
peller efficiency are shown in Figure 85. 	 It is seen thwub.a five perc ent
degradation in propeller efficiency from the baseline level degrades the fuel
savings by five percent. 	 This means that even with a propeller efficiency as i
low as '77 percent at Mach 0. 80, the propfan/turboprop concept would. realize a'
fuel advantage of 13 percent'over the turbofan airplane. 	 The engine SFd
` sensitivity, Figure 86,, shows essentially the inane variation in fuel and cost r
as above.	 This curve is slightly steeper since the impact of engine jet thrust
has. been considered .during vehicle resi-zing.
The, effect of change in nacelle/wing interference drag is shown in
3	 Figure 87.	 If the turboprop engine could be installed at the drag levels 'of
a typical turbofan engine., °a one percent . '.mproV e_ment in . the fuel and :cost' .
advantage-result . 	 it ,inte r ference or drag rise eff	 on surcr'itica^.
airfoils were to be excessive., fuel and cost advantages of the turboprop would
degrade by one to two percent.
The sensitivity to propulsion system weight is shown in Figure 88 	 The
benefits of applying further 'technology- advances to save weight in the propoj ear, -
gearbox, and enginw: are indicated on this figure..	 Estimates of these weight
savings were provided. by Hamilton. Standard and Pratt and Whitney, and the E
weight savings would delay the introduction into.service.to a, time nearer 1990.
The additional fuel' and direct operating :cost savings shown. are attained ;at
the expense of slightly higher ai'tcraft acquisition costs . '
The sensitivity of turboprop fuel and cost eharacte.rx-stics to acoustic
treatment weight is shown in Figure 89.	 If exterior sound: levels at the fuse
gage aidewall should _prove to be 10 dB higher then cur-rentl 	 predicted., the
acoustic treatment weight penalty more . than:. doubles' to over, 7000 pounds acid
the fuel advantage is degraded to approximately_ 15 percent.. If research and
^.testing indicates that the fuselage fore and aft area requiring noise treatment
for shock impingement can be reduced 50 percent, acid/or lighter methods of
treatment can be found, the fuel and cost advantages could improve by approx^-
mately one percent.
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The relationship between turboprop maintenance , cost per flight hour and
incremental direct operating cost, relative to the turbofan concept is shown - -`
in Figure 90,
	
These costs are preliminary in nature, obviously,. at this point
in the development of the propfan /turboprop concept.	 Indicated is the rate
calculated for this study and the approximate levels indicates' by operators of
the Electra aircraft. 	 These Electra date must also be vie wed as preliminary,
since recent surveys of existing records have raised questions regarding infla-
tion, consistency of maintenance ? procedures, accounting methods and,aircraft/
engine:/propeller age..	 one conclusion . that .can be drawn from Figure 90 is.that
a ten fold increase in. the study maintenance costs . d'oes not el3minste the
direct operating cost- advantage of the propfan/turboprop airplane. 	 Even at
these elevated levels,, the propfan /turboprop has a five percent direct operating
:. cost advantage for fuel: at 6? cents per gallon, ;as well as the- 18 percent block
fuel advantage.
Maintenance hours and cost will be of:major concern to those , vho consider
operation of future turboprop powered airplanes. 	 Lass of the if.pprovements made
in this area when the airlines transitioned from reciprocating powered/propeller :s
driven aircraft to turbojet powered aircraft is certainly not desired. 	 The
. turboprop concept studied here, however, is not a design that can be compared to
these previous propeller driven. aircraft .that were :based orL 3.950 ..level:s of y	 E
technology.	 Advances that have been made in modular design of the current .;
turbofan engines would be applied to the propeller (propfan) and gearbox as #
^ well as to the engine in the. propfan/turboprop concept. 	 Two decades of gear- 5
box technology advances reflecting helicopter transmission development are
available.	 The elimination of high maintenance cost items such as fanthrust `^
reversers and the alleviation of when]. and brake maintenance also work to the
propfan/turboprop airplane's advantage .	 All of these items are sa gaif icant in
producing the projected: reduced maa.ntew. mce. cost levels shown in Fit g`e'e 90
-t
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TABLE 120. GROUND RULES
0 ' Configuration
0 200 Passengers
a Wide kody Fuselage
Four Engines
0 Mission
• M 0a$0 Cruise, 1500 n.mi.
a Initial Cruise Altitude 30 000 feet
® Field Length 7000 feet
a Approach Speed = 135 knots
TABLE 121 -- ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATION
I^
NNO
TABLE 122. -- TURBOFAN AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS
Weights
Maximum Takeoff Gross Weight (1b)
Maximum Landing Gross Weight (lb)
Operational Empty Weight (1b)
Maximum Fuel Capacity (lb)
Power
.
 Plants
Number and Type
Bypa.-s Ratio
SLS Thrust/Engine (lb)
Body
Length (ft)
Maximum Diameter (in.)
Accommodations
Wing and Empenage
CL 1]20-11
217 015
205 000
138 402.
50 000
4 JT10A-2 (Scaled)
5.4
14 672
155.8
235
200 (10/90) 8 abreast
Wing Horizontal Tail Vertical Taal
Area (sq ft) 1955 275 253
Aspect Ratio 10 5 1.6
Span (ft) 139.8 37 20.1
Sweep (deg) 25 25 30
MAC (in.) 184 97.5 165.6
{Description
	
	
Twin spool; Des.ign. fan pressure . r:atxo
of .1.69 and bypass ratio of 5-4. Single
stage fan, l2 s t age comp. .' .2 stage HP
turbine, 4 stage LP turbine
s Scaling Factor	 0.618
s Installed Rating Thrust	 14 672 .
(SLS, Std) lb
s Overall Pressure Ratio	 28:1
36,000 ET m d 80 CRUISE
.o Max Combustor Exit Temp O F	 2400
a Engine Length - in.. 	 97.8
• Engine Diameter in.
	
52.6
TAKE 124,- THRUST INTERFERENCE FACTORS
Thrust Reduced :;y Blockage of Propeller Slipstream
s. Flap Interference
Flap Chord	 Prop.to Flap
	 Interference
Airplane
	
Prop..Diam.	 Prop.Di.am.
	 Factor
Constellation	 0:.230	 1.27	 0-.97`
Electra	 Q.256	 1.40	 o.96
CL1320--15	 0.340	 1.85	 0:95
ar Landing Gear Interference_
ro
	 CL1320--15 No Interference -.Factor = 1.0
mN
} f
TABLE. 125.-- EXTERNAL SPL RESULTS
TOTAL WALL	 DOUBLE WALL
MASS LW	 INCREMRNT
a
rrMTf20 LOG 
PC 
+ 2.0 LOG
	 2f
n
NOISE TRANSMISSION LOSS (NT'L)
	 -
N
N
CL 1320-15 (Propfan)
217 x+66
205 000
146 x+17
50 000
CL 1320-11 (Turbofan)
217 015
205 000
138 402
50 000
Weights
Maximum takeoff gross weight (lb)
Maximum landing gross weight (lb)
Operational empty weight (lb)
Maximum fuel capacity (lb)
Wing
Area (sq ft) 1995
Aspect ratio 10
Span ( ft ) 141.3
Sweep (deg) 25
Mac	 (in.) 186
Horizontal Tail
?84
5
37.7
25
97.5
Vertical Tail
261
1.6
20.4
32
165.6
Wing
1955
10
139.8
25
184C
-icef,
a
C
Number & Type
Propeller
SLS thrust/engine (lb)
Body
Length ( ft )
Maximum diameter (in.)
Accommodations (No. Pax)
1E STS 476 rematch
12.6 ft/8 bladed
1+135 ( 8863 shp )
155.8
235
200 (10/90%)
8 abreast
4 JT10D-2 (Scaled)
14672
155.8
235
200 (10190%)
8 abreast
Wing and Lmpenage
1
TABLE 128.- ENGINE FEATURES
Propfan/Turboprop
PMT Sts 4T6 Rematch	 Turbofan
(Scaled)	 P&W JT10D-2 (Scaled)
• Description
o Scaling Factor
a Installed Rating
Thrust (SLS, STD.} - lb
shp (SLS, STD.) - hp
Max shp (250 KEAS, SL, + 18°F) -- hp
a Overall Pressure Ratio
36 000 ft M = 0.80 Cruise
• Max Combustor Exit Temp 'F
• Engine Length -- in.
• Engine Diameter -- in.
Turboshaft Engine of
Co_ parable Technology
to JTlOD--2. New
Compressor and LP
Turbine. Engine
Rescheduled to Meet
LCC Requirements
0.964
14 135
8 863
10 x€88
20:1
2 oo
84.3
21.8
Twin Spool. Design Fan
Pressure Ratio of 1.69
and Bypass Ratio of
5.4. Single Stage Fan.
12 Stage Comp. 2 Stage
HP Turbine, 4 Stage LP
Turbine
0.618
14 672
MN
LTS
28:1
2100
97.8
52.6
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T'ABL , 129, ENGINE. INSTALLATION LOSSES
Cmise M = 0.80
Propfan	 Turbofan
Inlet recovery, PT /PT	1.00	 0.998
2	 0
IF compressor bleed, %
	
0	 2.0
Horsepower extraction	 100	 50
Fan duct loss % APT/PT	0 	 0.80
Gear efficiency	 0.99	 -
Core cowl drag % ArNIFN	 -	 1.6
Notes (1) Exhaust nozzle thrust and airflow coefficients included in uninstalled
engine perfoinance
(2) Nacelle drag included in aircraft drag
Item Propfan Turbofan Comment
Wing 21€ 368 23 563 Torsional loads
Tail 2 301 2 229
Body 35 023 34 873
Landing gear 10 071 10 050
Flight controls 3 018 3 013
Nacelles 2 819 1 997 Propeller loads
Propulsion system 16 471 13 436
Engines (4) 8 408 10 497
Propellers (4) 4 380 -
Gearboxes (4) 2 360 -
Air intake 311 390 Smaller turboprop inlet
Exhaust 191 1 715 Plain tailpipe vs fan reverser
Misc. 821 834
Furnishings 24 870 21 781 Acoustic treatment
Electrical 5 017 5 008.
Air conditioning 4 349 4 349
Pdisc 5 148 5 142
M.E.W. 133 455 125 441
6.4%
TABLE 130. - EMPTY WEIGHT BREAI004iN
t
Component
Fropfan
Tu-• boprop Turbofan
CommentD/q CD D/q OD
Fuselage 15.423 0.00773 15. 423 0.00789
Wing 11.8+8 .0.E-0594 12.417 o.o0635 Wing/Nacelle interface
and slipstream effects
Horizontal tail 1.625 0.00081 1.571 0-00080
Vertical tail 1.822 0.00091 1.768 0.00090
Nacelles- 2.808 0.00141 1.691 0.00086 Wing/Nacelle
interference
Pylons - - 0.662 0.0003+ Turbofan only
Total D/q 33.526 33.532
Friction D (lb) 9 454 9 456 ,
r
I
TABLE 132.- COST FACTORS
1973 Dollars Propfan Turbofan Comments
Cost Breakdown
Flyaway cost (millions $) 14.15 13.39
Airframe 1.0.34 ltd. 09
Fronulsion 3.31 2.80
Avionics 0.50 0.50
D.O.C.	 Fac-tors
®	 Flight crew cost ($/hr) 223 223
r	 Maintenance cost 1973 rates
-	 Labor rates	 ($/hr) 6.ic 6.10
-	 Maintenance factors To adjust ATA formulas
Airframe labor/cycle 0.57 0.60
and/hour Propfan brakes & wheels
Airframe material/cycle 0.47 0.60
Airframe material/hour 0.75 0.75
Engine labor/cycle 0.60 0.60
Engine labor/hr 0.78 0.75 Includes engine, gearbox
Engine material/cycle o.49 0.60 and propeller for
Ungine material/hour 0.65 0.75 propfan/turboprop
-	 Burden (factor) 1.8 1.8 airplane
a	 Fuel ($/1b) 0.088 0.088
a	 Oil	 ($/lb) 1.0 1.0
r	 Insurance 1.0 1.0
r	 Depreciation
Years 16 16
Spares (%) 15 15
Selvage 10 10
r	 Utilization (hr/yr) 2900 2900
NW
TABLE 133. - SUMMARY - PROPFAN/TURBOFAN PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
1500 n.mi. Design Range 100% LF @475.n..mi.
58% LF
%Propfan Turbofan %
CL 1320--13 CL 1320-11 Change Change
Takeoff Gross Weight - lb 217 166 217 015 +0.2
Block Fuel - lb 23 390 23 466 -17.8 -20.4
DOC (3N /gal Fuel) - ¢/ASM 1.310 1.384 -5.3 -5.9
DOC (60¢/gal Fuel) - ¢/ASM 1.660 1.809 -8.2 -8.5
Takeoff Field Length - ft 1650 5578 -16.7
s anding Field Length - ft 6057 6159 -1.6
Flyaway Cost - M$ 14.15 13.39 +6.0
8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
AND FUTME STUDY EMPM.IS -- TASK 8
Lockheed's role in the basic study didnot include participation in the air
transportation system synthesis and evaluation task once the refined aircraft
performance and operating cost data had been made available to the consultant
organization. The analysis required to define the selected options, however,
leads to the conclusions and recommendations discussed in the following paragraphs.
The first classification of fuel conserving options studied, changes to
current aircraft operational procedures, can offer significant fuel: savings
benefits even though on an individual basis the fuel savings may be quite small.
This is because implementation of procedure changes can be made on an immediate
basis and on a large number of aircraft resulting in large cumulative savings
over a period of time. Continued use of those operational procedures already
implemented by many of the airlines is recommended. The operators with the
support of the manufacturers should continue to pursue the iinplementzition.of
additional procedure changes within the current air traffic control. system.
Since the most significant additional savings which can be obtained through
changes in operational procedures . are dependent on changes to the air traffic
control system, it is recommended that studies be made to investigate the .
required improvements. This would allow a complete benefits analysis to be made
which could aid in determining the direction to be taken in air traffic control
in the future.
Of the L-1011 modifications considered, the revised engine afterbody and
modest wing-tip extension offer even larger fuel savings on as individual air-`
craft basis than operational procedure changes. The possibility of retrofit of
these options also provides the benefit of large cumulative savings. Strong con-
sideration should be given to fleet retrofit of these options. In the case of
the engine afterbody, general incorporation is recommended. The wing tip
extension of the type studied should be retrofitted to those aircraft whose
operators can accept the takeoff weight restriction penalty.
Increased seating density offers the largest potential fuel savings of the
modifications studied but is dependent on continued increases in demand and on
passenger acceptance. This type of modification is an option currently available
to the airline operators. It requires no extensive research activity and involves
minimum investment cost. In a limited fuel availability environment, increased
seating density may become a requirement.
Derivatives of current aircraft are also dependent on demand in that the
most beneficial appear to be high passenger capacity, stretched fuselage variants.
The possible fuel savings must be traded against development cost and thus
purchase price. In the time period studied (before 1980) only limited incorpora-
tion of fuel conservation technology is possible. For later service a greater
degree of fuel conservation technology incorporation would result in considerably
more cost effective derivatives.
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The new near-term aircraft studied do not offer as significant fuel savings
as the high-density derivative on a seat-mile basis, nor do they offer operating
costs sufficiently lower to encourage purchase. When designed with minimum
block fuel as the design criterion these aircraft may not be compatible with the
current fleet. As with the derivative aircraft, a somewhat later introduction
date may offer a beneficial alternative by allowing more of the fuel conserva-
tive technologies to be incorporated.
One of these technologies, the advanced turboprop propulsion system, would
require a delay in introduction beyond the 1980 date specified by the basic con-
tract Statement of Work. Because the potential of this propulsion system
appeared to be so promising, a supplemental study contract was added to allo y a
more detailed study, including comparison with an equally advanced (1985)
turbofan aircraft.
The results of this comparison study show that an advanced turboprop
propulsion system is a viable alternative to the turbofan. The swept wing
propfan/turboprop airplane offers a means of exploiting the inherent efficiency
advantage of the turboshaft engine at the higher cruise speeds and altitudes
required in today's air traffic environment. When compared on an equal tech-
nology and equal design mission basis, advanced turboprop airplanes offer signi-
ficant fuel and operating cost savings over the equivalent turbofan airplane.
These efficiencies can be obtained without compromise to passenger comfort.
As a result of this study the folloving recommendations for further research
should be considered on a first priority basis to verify the concepts theorized
here..
1. Demonstrate propeller efficiency levels of approximately 80 percent
(installed) at a flight Mach number of 0.80.
2. Perform experimental investigations of propfan/turboprop wing inte-
gration to establish that reasonable drag characteristics exist for
practical propfan/turboprop power plants mounted on swept, super-
critical wings.
3. Determine sound levels generated by propfan/turboprop concepts operat-
ing at Macz 0.80 cruise and establish sound attenuation and weight
penalty re quirements for their satisfactory suppression.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A includes the.final technical memorandum submitted to
Lockheed by the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Division of United Technologies
Corporation in compliance Frith the terms of their subcontract. This memo-
randum reports on the work performed in support of Lockheed's Turboprop/
Turbofan, Short/Medium Range Configuration Analysis which is reported in
Section 7 of this document. Also included in Appendix A is the data pack as
received from Pratt and Whitney for the rematched S`fS--476 turboshaft engine.
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P&WA support of the Locicheed/mA Pates sponsored turboprop study consisted of
f
defining a turboshaft engine cycle with a level of technology similar to. that
_.	 ! d E
_
f
fof the X91OA-2 turbofan engine and matched to airplane requirements specified by
Lockheed.	 The specif ic-T t ions included take-off and climb thrust levels required
. along an optimized climb path..	 The STS-476 .study turboshaft engine, used as a
baseline in the studies, was rematched, on the basis of these requirements. .A
revised power turbine .with. reduced . power extraction was utilized and the engine f ;
was rescheduled to match Lockheed thrust requirements.	 Hamilton Standard propellers "";
and gearbox data were used in this evaluation.
s
Performance ard installation information were generated by PMIA for the selected a
turboahryft engine.	 A genexelized method for obtaining the ,pproximate price and
maintenance costs for turboahaft engines was derived relative to equivalent turbo-- h
t fan eu.^•_Laes.	 he mati'Jd is based on atudie_s of the conversion of high bypass ratan_
turbofan engines by removing the fan section, increasing com press orspeed to par-
_
tially ccmpensat-e for	 loss of the fan supercharging, and modifying the LP. the
° turbine for the higher expansion ratio and the higher speed of the turboshaft
engine.
Engine acoua ti c parameters were also obtained for the rematched STs--476 turboshaft
engine.	 '.the. results of the PWA work are presented in the following sections of
this memo. 9
r
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Turooahaft Engine Description
' The study turbaprop considered in this study was based on component performance and
technology Levels similar to those of the TTlGD-2 turbofan engine. 	 An overall
pressure ratio of 20:1 for the iUurboshaft engine was assumed for the high spool;
a free turbine on a separate co-axial shaft was selected as the propeller drive system.
The cruise design cycle definition of the turboprop is listed below:
Flight Condition:	 m.0..8, 30,000 feet ISA
• r
f Cruise Overall Pressure Ratio	 20:1
Max. Combustor Exit Temperature
	
. 2.00°F
{ Propeller Characteristics (Hamilton Standard)
II	 -; Propeller :Diameter 	 . 12.8 feet 3
L ;3J!
. Propeller Tip Speed 	 800 fps
'Propel3Bomber of	 er Blades'	 8
Propeller Activity Factor 	 200/b.lade
-ar^^nv j.Zex integrated Lift Coefficient-	 ClL	0.12
i The relatively low overall pressure ratio of the turboshaft engine reflects the
loss in. superaha.rging uhl ich resulted from fan removal from t'7, base turbofan..
The effects of increasing pressure ratio on cruise TSFC were estimated as shown
on F.ioure 1.	 V	 to a	 0 percent reduction is	 oss'ibl.e ^ait:z pressure ratio inUP
	
3^	 	 P
creased to approximately 30:1; beyond this. level, turbine cooling air, which was
increased with overall.pressure ratio to maintain a constant turbine airfoil me'ta.l
+ temperature, penalized the cycle efficiency causing an upturn in TSFC. 	 Low pressure'
coinnre^aion stages that are geared to the propeller represent a.method of super
T charging the high spool to increase 'the overall pressu re ratio.	 Additional com--
pressor_ and engine coirtrol complexity would be . . required when offrdesign and
transient operation is considered to assure eff:L-	 nt, ~table engine ape ration.
At thie t i me 	 it is unclear as to whether the fuel savings potential would justify
the increased camplexiwty. -.
..f+
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Engine Rematch to Lockheed Requirements
i
t:	 Our turboprop rescheduling effort was based on 'the requirements of the optimum
F	 airplane configuration specified by Lockheed. The evaluation involved the de-'
f	 te=rmination of propulsion system waight and performance changes with engine re-
match and the conversion of the effects into TOW, fuel use, and DOC utilizing
LCC provided sensitivity factors.
A second P.1ement of the study considered gas generator ccmbust'or exit temperature
scheduling based on climb thrust requirements. The engine was scheduled to match
thrust output with the optimum climb speed schedule as defined by Lockheed..
The following table compares the engine cycle and performance characteristics of
the STS -476 and an estimate of the rematched STS -476 engines. Differences in in-
stallation assumptions (horsepower extraction and gearbox efficiency) account for
over half of the cruise TSFC difierenca between engines. The remainder is due to
cycle refinements included in the Rematched STS -476 engine.-
Based on propulsion system weight and TSFC sensitivities provided in Reference (a),
the improvements in TOGW, Block Fuel and DOC Caere predicted. These results are)
however, subject to the assumption that constant propeller diameter sensitivity
factors are applicable to a non-,constant propeller diameter situation.
Table 1
Cruise Design Pt Cycle
(30,000 feet - 0.8m)
OPR
Max./(Design) CET °F
PT nozzle/iamb
Performance
M. Cr. TSFC @ 36,000' -0.8M lb./hr./lb.
Design Engine Inlet Corrected Airflow
STS- 476 Rematch
20.0
2400/(2165)
1.4
524
64.4 ppe
239
2180 2480
1.2.8 13. 0
13-46 1150
623 767
10880 12,150
85.4• 78:2
32.7 33.1.
35 .1 ---
End — Installation
G.G.  ^?eight 1b.
Prop Diameter ft.
Prop Weight
(SHP/D2 = 34.1 HP/ft . 2 L 36,000 1
 -02M, MCL
Std. +18°F day)
G e a rbox We ight lbs.
M,ax. SIT° /rn<ai.ne
Max. Engine Length in.
Max.
  Engine Case Diameter in.
Max. Flange Diameter in.
Airplane Installation
TOGW lb.	 . .
c	 Block Fuel	 lb.
DOC O/ASIA
Is7s-476 Rematch	 sT8-476 ..
-01303-60	 Base
-16go (-6.8j)	 Base
-.047 (-2.' 0	 Base
Figure 2 shows that the level of propeller disk loading (Propeller Diameter) does
not appreciably affect the selection of gas generator nozzle expansion ratio. At
each disk loading, an expansion ratic of around 1.4 results in minimum TSFC while
apes fic thrust ie near maximum. However, the curves would indicate eome incentive
to 00 to larger prop dig,, veters (lower disk loadings) since both cruise fuel consump
ticn and engine meighti would be reduced.
Figure 3 shows the effect on airplane TOGW, block fuel and DOC of varying the design
nozzle expansion ratio, of the gas generator. The propulsion system weight and TSFC
sensitivity curves, Reference (a), Enclosures 1 and 2, were used to develop the
change: in TOK, block fuel and DOC . Two methods of selecting the propeller size
_Tcm the data of Figure 2 ware assumed. At a nozzle expansion ratio of 1.4, a 13
foot diametdr propeller was assu4ed which resulted in a propeller disk leading
(SHP/Dp2 ) of 33.0 ap/ft.2 at the 36,000 ft., 0.8 Ma maximum climb, standard plus
18°F day operating condition. Propeller performance was then estimated and the
engine resealed to give constant thrust for a 13 foot diameter propeller and a
propeller with an SILIN2 = 33.0 :HP/ft . 2 at the other nozzle expansion ratios.
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The shaft horsepower output to residual thrust relationship changes as the nozzle
design expansion ratio changes; therefore, a 13 Foot diameter and a 33.0 SHE^Dp2
propeller result in the same propeller only at a 1.4 nozzle expansion ratio. At
nozzle expansion ratios below_1.4, a constant 1 3 foot diameter propeller represents
disk loadings greater than 33.0, whereas at pressure ratios above 1.4, a 13 foot
diameter prop has disk loadings less than 33.0..
Figure 3, indicates.that approximately a 1.4-1-5 nozzle expansion ratio is optimum
for either a constant disk loading or prop diameter when using the Reference (a)
sensitivity factors. Based on these trends, a 1.4 cruise nozzle expansion ratio
level was selected for use with the rematched STS -476 engine.
243
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Climb Thruct Schedul.inrr
Figure shows the maximum climb and a reduced climb thrust re quirement determined	 ^.
by Lockheed. Included on ,this curve is the estimated maximum climb thrust of the s
f
STS--476 engine ( scaled) and the rematched STS--476 'engine if the engine were rated
at maximum temperature on a hot day during the entire 250IEAS climb. Since vei,;ht
in the propeller and gearbox can be saved by reducing the low altitude climb and
take-off thrust' the rematched STS -476 has been rated t o meet the reduced climb
	
f
thrust requirements indicated on the figure. Figure 5 shows the standard and hot
day (standard f18'F) climb temperature schedules that match the 250 nAS reduced
climb thrust schedule as a function of altitude.
The propeller and gearbox maximum horsepower requirement was set at sea level,
250 
-KE°.S,, ;iolu pay (std. +1$0F) climb operating condition.. Table I (Section III)
shows the maximum SIP value used in establishing the prop and gearbox weights.
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TI,	 +` :ai ;ie Pe rformance Data ^#
The following tables and Figure present preliminary performance and installation
information on the Rematohed 5TS- 4 6 ntudy turboshaft engine.
° [There possible, both gas generator and propeller performance parameters are provided.
Propel.ier characteristics used in this study were provided by Hamilton Standard. 	 As
1
the engine is scaled to meet the airplanz .requirements, the propeller muse also be i.
scaled at constant power loading in order for the performance to remain valid. 4
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Table 11
Rematched STS-476 Performance Assumptions
• Ambient Conditions	 U.S. Standard Atmosphere ., 1962
• Fuel Lower Heating Value.	 18 ., 400 BTU/lb,
• Inlet Ram Recovery	 1.0 Ev'e rywhe re
• Propeller Characteristics 	 Hamilton Standard
• Propeller Diameter	 12.8 feet•
• Reference Exhaust System
Nozzle Grose Thrust Coefficient	 Figure 6
Nozzle Flow Ooefficient 	 'Figure 6
Flange to Nozzle Throat Pre ssure Losses	 P/Pt
F r:Lmary	 .005
Horsepover Extraction from Free Turbine Spool. 	 1.00
(1To external bleed assuined.)
Free Turbine Speed 13P	 8547
Gear Efficiency Assumed 	 •99
Propeller Tip Speed	 ft ./sec.	 800
External Drags	 None
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Table `Ill
Definition of Terms
I Mn.
f
Flight Mach -number
Alt. Geopotential Altitude, U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1952	 ft.
DTAM Ambient Temperature Minus Standard Ambient Temperature
^
- t
Prop. SHIP Horsepower Delivered at Propeller Shaft 	 Gearbox SHP in
X Gear LEA)
Fn Rey . Gas Generator Net Thrust, lb. 1
HPX Horsepover Extracted from the Free Turbine Rotor for
Accessory Drives.-hp-
BSFC Prop Ehaft 13P Specific Fuel Consumption, lb./hr-/HP
;.FT Gas Generator Fuel Flow	 1b./hr..
Wae2 Primary (Compressor inlet) Corrected Airflow, lb-Aec.
PTA Primary Nozzle Expansion Ratio/Pam
Net Thrust Total Net Thrust (Fn prop. + Fn res.) 	 lbs.
Y TSFC Thrust Specific .Fuel Consumption 	 1b. fhr ./lb. E
s
ETA Prop. Propeller Efficiency
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Table 3V
Matrix of Data Provided i n Data Pack.
I.	 Take-off : and part power data (standard. and ftandard x-25°F days,)
Mach No. - 0., 0.1,	 0.2, 0..3, 0.-.4.:
Altitudes (it . } -- Sea ' level, 2 ., 000	 5, 000
11.
	
Maximum Climb and part power (standard day}
Altitudes - Sea level, x.0;000, 20,000, 28,250, 30,000, 36,000
Speed	 250 KEA	 ;
Tii .	 Part vower tables	 Max. climb and goat power (standard day)
Altitudes	 Mach N3xnbers
^y	 . 0	 0.60V	 Vv 3	 5	 .5
1,500	 0.35	 0.50	 o.60
G	 5, 000	 0.35	 0.50	 0.6o	 o.65f
' 1.0) 000	 0.35	 0.50	 0.6o	 o.65
20,000	 0.35	 0.50	 o.6o	 0.65	 0.75	 0.80 0.85
hrz nnn	 n 2r,	 o_c;n	 O.A0	 0.65	 0.75	 0.80 0.85
f
s:
4`.14,pgine Installation Tnfaimation
Engine weight and dimensional estimates were made for the rematched STS-476 turbo-
shaft engine in a 3190 lb. cruise thrust size as specified by Lockheed. Scaling
factors were generated to allow engine resizing over a 110 percent thrust range.
A . Engine Dimensions
An installation sketch, including the principal engine dimensions, is included
in Figure V-l. Dimensional scaling information is presented below.
Turboshaft Dian4aters = Base Engine Diameter F11Cruise 30.5
3190
Fn Cxl1ise 0.35Turboshaft Length =	 85.E ( 3190 )(front--to-rear flange)
	 1
Fn cruise at O. FN, 36, 000 feet !SA
B	 BIse Fnt;ire Weight
T Le re:natc ;.ed STS-476 turboshaft engine weight is 2180 pounds. This weight i.n-
c]._•des the Ga L nerator, propeller drive turbine and shaft, engine controls, and
cn,in_e accessories. The weight levels, are similar to the dTIOD-2 turbofan engine
technology and reflect the same design philosophy in trading engine weight, per-
;orzance, and cost
Engine weight scaling can be accomplished over a -^i.O percent range 'by applying
the following:
Turboshaft Wai.ght = 2180 (Fn Cruise )0.995
3190
C. Potential Weis ht Reduction
Advanced technology (1985-) turbofan/turboshaft engine studies conducted under
NASA contract have resulted in Freight trends which, when applied to the Rematched
STS-476 turooshaft, indicate the potential for improving its weight by 5 percent.
The achievement of the additional weight reduction may entail redefinition of the
252
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engine cycle: for example, cycle pressure ratio readjustment may improve the
pourer output to weight ratio. Verification of this potential re quires a more
detailed engine configuration definition than could be accomplished within the
scope of this program.
converaion of high bypass ratio turbofan engines into turboshaft engines by re-
moving the fan section, increasing compressor speed to partially compensate•f'or
the loss of fan supercharging, and modifying the Il' turbine to provide the higher
work output and increased speed desired in the turboshaft engine.
A. initial Turboshaft Price
The price of.a turboshaft engine with technology comparable with a baseline
typical high bypass ratio turbofan may be approximated as follows:
1. Reference turboshaft SHP = 1.46 turbofan thrust at O.8M
.
, 36,000 ft.,
Max. Cruise Rating.
2. Reference turboshaft price = 0.36 turbofan price.
3. Turboaha 't price "- Reference turboshaft price X ( Turboshaft SHP	 ^0. 3Reference Turboshaft SHEQ . Fx',i, 36, 000' , Max . Cruise
B. Turboshaft Maintenance
1aterial and labor maintenance re quirements were estimated for the rematched
STS-476 turboshaft engine by utilizing a generalized procedure similar to that
used to derive relative price.
Maintenance labor requirements of a turboshaft engine were estimated t o be .017'
manhours per engine flight hour less than the baseline turbofan engine. Main-
tenance labor costs may be assumed to remain constant regardless of engine size
within the study range.
1Eaintenance material costs, excluding burden, can be approximated relative to a
typical high bypass ratio turbofan as follows;
254
tI. Turboshaft reference SAP = 1.46 turbofan thrust at 0.$M, 36,000 feet,
Max. Cruise Rating.
:?. Reference turboshaft MMC 0.92 turbofan MMC.
	 -
3. Turboshaft WC = Reference turboshaft WC X ( 	 Turboshaft SFEP	 } 0.3Refernceurboshaft SHP -
at 0.91, 36T , 000',   Max. Cruise'
n ane_Acouctic Parameters .
Sufficient information is provided in the "data pack" to permit calculation of
noise levels at FAR points by Lockheed, Some 'information tht.t is not specific*
provided, but that can be easily derived, is presented below for the Rematched
STS-476 engine.
Gas Generator Nozzle Parameters
. Gas Generator Nozzle Throat Area W 374.3 in.2
Gas Flow (lb./sec.) _ (Wae2 X	 y ( , )
3600
. Absolute Jet Velocit:r = Fn res. X 32.2 + Wae2 X Vo
Gas Flow
	 Gas Flow
Vo = Flight Speed (ft./sec-)
Fn re s = Gas Generator net Thrust (1b.)
Wae2 = Compressor Inlet Corrected Airflow (lb./sec.)
WET = Gas Generator Fuel Flow (lb./hr.)
Other informa4ion whicn may be useful in estimatiq-- turbine noise follows.
Rear Turbine Blade Tip Speed'	 1130 ft./sec.
Number of Rear Turbine Stage Vanes
	 75
. Number of Rear Turbine Stage Blades
	 66
. Turbine Blade to Vane Spacing - Average Vane to Blade Tip Axial Space ^ 0.33
Average Vane Axial. Tip-Chord
The gas flow rate and nozzle area may be scaled directly with engine thrust size.
The remaining parameters remain constant.
During airplane approach, the prop-fan and free turbine RPM can be reduced to
20 percent if this is desirable for noise considerations..
U.S.	 aTA,fq'UAR(J NTh:U! NNEk E 19b2	 100 PLRCEN'r RAM REC.C'VEKY
4`r	 PERCENT GEAR	 EFFICIENCY
FREE TUKLINE fkl'h=6 547.
TAKE OFF PERFORMANCE
STANI*RD DAY TAM
ALT UTAH FRCP SHP F N 	 kE:S.	 HPX bSFG WFT WAE
ALI Li "fA11 :tit I	 IHR.U.^T T SFC
	
EZ A	 r'RL,P
G. L.C, 9194.62 1216.14	 1C-O.G0 0.4L4 3714.50 54.88
0. 0.G 14od1.Y5 0.25:	 C.0
0. 0.0 773
	 .L 7 1GI y .86	 1GO- 00 (;.419 32433('0 50.67
0. U.0 14Lb^- .OL V.Z31 	 u.G
0. 0.0 b350	 t.5 837.12	 100.00 0.441 2798.72 46 .32
G. O.G 13212.64 G.212	 &.0	 .
0. 0.0 5C•72.79 b7b.85
	
I00.00 0.472 2393.58 42.00
0. U.0 1[11;',.21 0.198.	 C,.O
G. G.0 3y7y.o1 543.74	 100-GO C.512 2639.24 38.04
0. 0.0 10;49.1` u.1H	 0.0
G. 0.G 3{,13.33 431.75	 10'0.00 0.567 1730,25 34.35
0. 0.G I(11Ii.5_`• C.17G	 0.0
227L.Gt 344.11	 100.00 0.640 1458.98 30.bb
0. 0.0 1650.92 27^..G4	 10G.00 0.742 1225.73 27.76
0. 0.0 1125.76 209.67	 100.00 0. 4()7 1021.05 24.EO
F
MPs
M N
0.0
G.0
0.0
000
0.0
u.
0.0
01.0
0.0
0.0
G. c)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
P T,4
1.12
1 s 1 ^
1.OL
1407
1,04
1.03
1.03
1.0z
TAKE UFF PERFORMANCE
STAnLAKU PLUS 25 DEGkEES F TAM
96-7.74 1250.29	 100.00 0.405 3&9.87 5r-.54
1414 3.95 0.276	 0*0
E201.64 l0ob.64	 100.CC G.418 3429.61 51.60
137t	 'YE. 0.24	 0 .Cl
6836.38 879.29
	
1GO.C% v 0.436 2981.74 47.41
13098..;C, 0.228	 0.0
5553.74 719.29	 100.00 0.462 2566.81 43.20
I22G3..15 01210	 0.0
4432.L9 584.60;	 100.00 0.497 2201.65 39.27
11^^92.95 0.1ab	 6.0
34.6x.52 473.31	 100..60 0.543 1880.9b 35.64
x9ll.56 0.1"itt	 U..0
2tt4-r. i,7 373.20	 100.00 0.604 1597.oO 32.I 
1965.17 304.52	 1CO.00 G.689 1353.26 2y.G5
1,04
1^G7
1.Co
I . C•
1.04
1. C.,
	
0.	 25. .0
	G.	 L 5 w J
0. 25.0
,0. 25.0
0. 25.0
	
G.	 L5. C.
G. 25.0
	
G.	 25.01
0. 2^.0
	
a	 CJ.t1
a. 25
5
.3
0. 25.6
G. 25.0
0..	 2`_.0
Y
PkATT AND WHITNEY AIKC,RAFT
REMATLr t0 SI 5476 ILRr)C'tiAFT k-NGiNE ESTIMATED PE:RFO P.MANLt
a.a
G.G
o. 0
0.0
0.0
u. (i
G«6
G. G
0.0
0.0
0.G
0.0
Cf . L)
0.0
G.0 G. 25.0
	
1403. to	 236.62 106.00 0.8101 1136.83 . 26.06	 1.02
9E	 ,
PRATT AND WHITNCY AIRCRAFT
i
^	 r
KEMATCHEU STS476 IUKbOSHAFT ENGINE. ESTIMATED PEKFORMANCE
U.S. ;,IANDARG ATMOSPHiRE t 1969	 1v0 PERCENT RAM RE1111VEkY
99 PERLENT GEAR EFFIFILNCY
FREE TUKBINE RPl =b547t
- TAKE OFF PERFORMANCE
STANDAKU DAY TAM {
FIN rLT DTAM PROP SHP FN RES.	 NPX BSFC WFT WAS. PTA
MN ALT DTAM NE1' 1HRUST TSFC	 ETA PROP
G.10 G. 0.0 9246.54 1028.96	 ICO.001. 00403 3724.08 54.73 1.12
0.1 L, U e 0.0 154,4.9b 1). 241	 0.317 j:7
l	 aG. ib 0. 0.0 ?781.67 b51..98	 100	 OD 0.418 3252.37 513.56 3..1C
0111C U. 0.0 14U55.63 0.231	 0.344 - a
0110 V. 0.0 6:396.83 677.03	 3GG.GO 0.435 2807,41 46.22 I..Ge M
0.10 0. 0.0 756b ,-64 0.2:3	 0 , 378 -
G.10 GI 0.0 jI1G.73 536.08	 1GO.GO G.470 2401.41 41.43 1.07
0.10 G. O.0 11021.03 0.2-18	 0.418
0.10 0. o.0 4015.37 413.47	 100.00 0. 510 2046042 37.99 1.05
0.10 G. 0.0 943561b G.217	 Oo0b -
0. 3.0 ♦J. 0.0 3082039 3.20.34	 100o00 0.564 1737. 97 34.34 1. 04
0.10 0. c.0 8625.97 O.201	 0.547
Go. 1G 61 GIG 2365.G6 240.17	 1GO,CO 0.636 1465,26 30.87 1.113
0®10 0. 0.0 3676.23 176,81	 100.00 0 * 735 1231.67 27.77 1.03
0010 G. 0.0 1145*12 128.99	 100.00 0.896 1026.49 24.83 1902• 3
TAKE OFF PERFORMANCE -
STANUARD PLUS 25 DEGREES F TAM
0.10 0. 25.0 9687.29 3.074.54	 1GO.00 0.4014. 3912,41 55.45 3.13
0110 0, 25.0 154; 5. lo 0.253	 0430b
0.1 ri 0. 2-540 8255.88 100.00 -.+890.89 0.417 3440.49 51.50 1..11
0. 10 .0, 25.0 1415b.3b G .243	 0.334
0.10 C!„ 25.6 6t77.,.o 721.91	 IUG.00 0.435 2990.68 47.31 1.09
00 10 0. 25.0 12775 .50 0.234'	 0.364
0.10 G. 25.0 556b.2,0 586.18	 100.00 Oa461 2574.89 43.11 1.07
01110 0, 25.0 11376, 76 0.^26	 0.402
0. icy G. 25.0 44b	 6 452.66	 160.003 -0.494 2201.93 39.22 1.06
Ga lu G. 25.0 9866.80 0.224	 0.438
O.Iis U. 25.0 3501.72 353.46	 no.Gu 0.539 . 1 .6E8.95 35.62 1.65 -`
0.,10 0. 25.0 8464.29 0.223	 (.481
01 10 0. 25.0 2671.47 26b.23	 100. GG 0.601 , 1004.63 32.17 1. C4
0. Irl) 0. 25.0 1995.63 201,19	 100.00 . 0.682 1360.31 25..06 1.03
0. iC+ fj 25. 0 1425.17 151.3 b	 100 * 00 b m 802 1142.62 26.10 1. U2
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT F.IKbMAICnEU STS476 TuRbObBAFT EN61NE ES11MATEU REKFORMANCE
u.S.	 STANUAKU ATMUSPmbHiEj 1962	 luU PERCENT KAM RL-C(1VLRY
99 PERCENT GEAR:	 t_H'ICIENCY
FREE TURb INE K?M= 54 d. {
TAKE OFF PEkFLRMA^:CE
STANUAKU GAY TAM
MN ALI VIAM PRUe Sh y' FN RES.	 HPX BSFC . WFT WAE PTA
MN ALT DTAM NLT THRUST T.^.FC	 r-TA PROP
0.20
'
0.
e
0.0 9404,0^^4 86
7
3
G/
.
^
13
^y
	100.GU 0.400 375E-20 :4.38 1.13 p.
0.20 00 0 . 0 1342 6 .02 G,260	 0.542 r:}
G.2G o. 0.z 7423.21 689.5G	 100-CG 0.414 3261-14 56.22- 1.11
0 * 20 G. 0.0 120.^7.bG 0.273	 0.561-
0.20 on 0.(1 6515.42 533.51	 100.00 0.435 2833.34 45.14 1.09
0.20 1!. 0. 0 10573.69 0.268	 0.a26	 - - ;-
0.20 (}. 010 5224.37 401.15	 100.00 Do464 2425,.55 41.72 1.07 is
0.2G G. O.G 9Ct31.22 G.269	 6.671
G.2G G. U.0 4119. 84 2694.86	 105	 G i.- +G.502 2068.'96 37.84 1.06 1 '
O.2Ci U. 0.0 753.9.29 0.275	 u.712 .f-  ^
0.20 0. O.0 3173.17 207.4E	 100,00 0.554 1757.92 34.23 1.04
0.20 0. 0.0 2388.24 135.44	 100® 00 0.622 14E4.33 10.83 1.03
0.20 0. G. 0 1744.26 91.57	 1GO.00 0.716 12-48.87 27.79 1.03
0.20 a, Omv 1208. 75 45. 66 	 .100.00 0.563 1042.85 24.90' 1.02
` TAKE OFF PERFORMANCE
STANUARU PLUS 25 DEGREES F TAM
O.2u 0, 2.5.0 9E61.81 b99.g6	 100.00 0.400 3948.81 55.10 1.13
0.20 0, 25.0 13444.24 0.294	 0.52-9
0.z0 0- 25.0 540 1.019 72:9. 66 	 10-0.00 0.413 3471.29 51.16 1.11
l.ZO .U- 25.0 12160.23 G.Zb5	 0.566
0.20 0, 25.01- 7CG6. 86 572.21+	 1CO.00 0.431- 3C I8.10 47.02 1.09
0.20 0. 25.0 10814..47 0.279	 L.60f,
0.20 0. 25 0. 571!8.64 440.6E	 lC0.30 0.456 2600,83 -42.90 1.0E
0.20 G. 25.0 9407,r-8 0.276	 0, 05 3
0.20 G. 25.0 457`x.)2 327.67	 100-CCj 4.466 2233.35 39.06 I,C6
0.21-: C. 25 " 0 7466. L. 0.28U	 0,6S4
0..2Cs 0. 25.0 3600.34 236.76	 1ZCu.C-- 0.531 1. 91G.09 35.50 1.G5
012u Cf- 25.0 6614.20 0,2E9	 0.736
0.20 0. 2.5 .0 2760.15 lb3-25	 100.UO u.589 1t,25.11 32.12 1.04 i
0.213 0. 25.0 2174.01 1.04.5O	 100 * 00 0.665 1378.63 29.05 1.03
0.20 0. 25.0 1497.85 61.38	 1.GO.00 0.775 116G-72 26.17 1.02 ='	 '
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PRATT A-N[: hih ITNFY AIkCRAFT
KEP.,r.ICrtFL.' ST^4?b IURnCj SHAFT L- Nt1NE ES11ls :ATEU PERFLJRM;:F^CE
C,.Se STANL)AkU AlNU SPr,LR!:v	 19t)2	 IL%0 PERCENI KJM	 R'_-r QY:.KY
gy	 F, EKCENT 6EAR EF"FILHNCY
FRtc: TUKbINL KPv,=P-1.47.
TAKE UFF P Lk FUKMAN E
STANLARG uAY TAM
MN HL.1 L► l AM Vk t3P 	 St- ,P FN RES.
	
H?X b5FC WF T WAE PTA
MN htt DTAM NET Tri-RUST TSFC.
	
ETA	 YK,,)P
G. 3u G. O.G 9071.:5 700.1,5	 1(1;.(, 0 0.394 3814.48 53.75 1.13
0..30 0, 0.0 1100'#112 0.3k9	 C.I.6b7
C).3G C. C:.:o b159.25 533-23	 1GG.00 0.408 3329.41 44.68 1.11
0.3c G. C.6 1 G232.87 0.325	 6.724
0.30 0. O.ci 6720.43 i YO. L7	 100.00 0:4 -f'.b 2875.12 45.46 1.05
0.30 0. U.0 5779. t-4 0.327	 U.760
0.3u 0. us to 5413. t1 5 2b8.64	 100.00 0,455 2464.51 41.35 1.07
0.30 0. 0.0 7305.17 0.337	 0.711
6.36 Cl. C.6 4[C?G.95 172.53	 IGU.00 0,491 2106.33 37.60 1.06
0.30 0. 0.0 56V8.50 0.357	 0.613
0. 3() 00 0.0 3329.35 95.39	 100.00 0.53 1792.22 34.08 1.05
0.30 0. 1r.0 4814.59 0.372	 t.b63
0.30 00 6.0 21524. 90 37.24	 106.00 0.600 1510.08 30X78 1.G4
0.30 0. 0.0 1866.b9 -2.65	 100.GU 0.685 1278.16 27.81 1.03
0.30 00 f) G 131a.4E -36.b4	 100.00 C.bI3 1069.86 25.01 I.G2
TAKE OFF PERFfRIMANCE
ST:,NUAKD F L.US	 25	 bE(,RLFS F TAM
0.30 0. 2500 lCJ444.L9 7'.;6.91	 100.00 0.395 4008.62 54.51 1.14
0.31) 0. 25.0 11oQ 1.°5 0.343	 u.073
00 3C CG. 25. L. bb-^4 ,. 68 570.65	 100. GG 0.407 3524-15 5Ca.63 1411
0.30 Q. 45.0 1(.41".L'9 U.	 3E	 0.710
013r- 0. 2.1 7217.19 4c7.24	 100.00 0.424 3061.37 46.50 1.04
0.30+ C, 25.0 1,064.I-b 6.33N	 L.746
(0., (i 0. 2`,.t) 59UI.,E7 2L07.17	 100,CL 0.447 2640.97 42.4b 1.Cb
0.3t,, 00 25.0 7063 6b U.w 44 	 '`).779
0.30 0, 25.0 759.L34 21:6.19	 10040,0 0.477 2272.61 38.78 1.(6
0.30 0. 25.0 035`.35 0.35b	 0.bO5
0.3G 16. 25.0 37bt-.98 123.56	 1GG.G0 G.517 1946.53 35.32 1.05
0.30 0. 25.04 5Q86.19 0.363	 C.b2l'
0.3L+ 00 25.0 2410.55 59.35	 100.00 0.570 1659427 22,04 1.04
l?.3J U. 25.0 Z205.G1 12.25	 1GG.00	 .0.640 1410415 29oU6 1.G3
G.3G 0. 2_..L1 161-4.IG -23.50	 100.00 0.737 llbQ .31 :6.24 140:
{
! PRATT AND ^,HITNEY A3kCRAFT-
KLMATCHWlJ S7S-476 TURraUt :HAf-T	 Et+lGiNL	 [SIIVIAIEL• PERFORMANCE
U.S. SIANA"ARU Alfa ,- ?5Pi•.EkC- 7 1962	 IUO FEF •:l:	 NT RAM kELOVEhY
^1w PERCENT LEAK EFFICIENCY
- FREt: TURBIN't KPM=[-547.
TAKE OFF PERFORMANCE
5TANGARO LAY TAM
MN AL 1 Ul c m PROP Shp FN. FEES.	 HPX SSFC - WFT WAE P7 A
MN ALT D AM NET TmRuST TSFC	 ETA vkLIP
ta.^tr G. coo 10G51.26 541.34	 10L.00 0.357 3891.99 bZ.96 1.14
0,40 0- 0.0 103.40 .a6 Ci 3 4	 G.775
G.4u G. G.Er ts48+^.1 384.27	 lCU.LG 0.400 3395.35 4Lo9l 1-.11
0.40 U. 0.0-, h768.CE Ca366	 C.tC-4
0.40 0. L•.(.= 7 01)4,.1:6 251.22	 1(-ir * L,0 Oe419 2933.49 44.79 1.09
CO. 4U< `	 CY. GeCy 7416 . 717 U.3g6 - 0, 830,
0. 4, G. 0. CF 5684.98 135.51	 1(,0.00 0.443 2519P48 40.85 1.08
0.40 00 0110 6a":-s.s.44 0.404	 O.E72 .
G.4C G. Cm0 4537.54. 50.30	 ZCG.00 0.476 2157.84 37-24 1.06
Do X, u 0. X0 1 0 3549.65 -16.90	 1C. D wGO 0.518 1639.98 33.85 1.. 05
0..40 00 0.0 2724.33 -70.24	 1COeUO 6.573 1560.37 30.69 1.04
0.46 00 0„0 2042. 11 -101.37	 100.00 0.646 131.[-.45 27.81 : 1.03
0.40 0. 0.0 1468.55 -126.22	 1CO.G0 0.753 1106.46 25.12 14C3
TAKE OFF PtRFGRMANCE
STANC,ARD PLUS 25 DEGREES F TAM
0.4G G. 25 * 0 16544.69 576.87	 IGD.G6 0.368 4C91.67 53.69 1.14
0.40 0. 25.0 111 C`, 5 L: 0.397	 0.766
ti..40 0. 25.0 8497.[-4 418.16	 10-0.00 0.34 9 359 4t.CA 6 49.84 1.12
0.4U fir. 23.0 E995.39 0.400	 0.792
0.4G 00 2540 7521 ,1+5 252.2.9	 Iu0.u0 0.415 3123.99 45. 82. 1.1(
Go4G G. 25.0 770b.69 0,4G5	 U.,92:0
0.40 0. 2£.2; .bub18.6} 1.71} .73	 ICO.GC G.436 264')..16 41.95 I.C60.40 0. 25*0 6442 Mt7 /0 .419	 0.84.:
0.46
i
4. 25.a 5u23.02 62oU5	 100.u1.a 0.463 2327.41 38.4 €t 1.07
0.40 0, 2.5.0 4C'0440 8.21	 1CO.L-0 0.499 1941'414 35.06 1.C5
0.40 0. 25..0 3127..27 --52.03	 100 * 00 0,546 17Ga.53 31.91 1.04
f
0.46 U. 25.0 2393.24 -86.51	 1C, 0.4U 0.607 1453.15
~
29.03 1.04
0.40 0. 25.0 1782.34 -317.82	 160.00 0.690 1229.20 26.32 I*C3
263.
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PKAI1 AND vrHITNEY AIkf kAFI
. ki:MATLHE D SIS4 76 TURbU;,-HA-T LNGINE	 L-' TIMATLU PEKFOKMANLE
U.S. SIANLYARU ATMOSP ,LRE T 100 PERCLN1 KAM KLCOW-RY
V9 PERCENT GEAR	 EFFICIENCY
FREE TURBINE RPM-854'1,
TAKE: OFF PEkFUkMANCE
STAN'OAKG L)AY	 TAN) !MN ALT 1,T AM PROP SFP FN RES.	 HPX BSFC WFT WAL PTA
W4 ALT DTPM NET THRUST TSFC	 LTA PROP
L'.0 2CC6. 0.6. 8b'72.60 11E6.0:5	 lC6.G•3 0.4GG 356CI.58 55.9b I.I3 i
01.0 U.Q 1309.4E 0.256	 0.0
0.4 2600. f,..0 7531.4C, 997.719.. IU0.t3€i 0.414 3118.79 51.86 1.11
(1. u Zuctri 13.0 13384.51 0.233	 0.0
0.0 1000• 0.0 620L, .015 L•21.r11	 100.(`0 0.434 2695.89 47,4E 1.00
0.0 2000.- 01.6 12615.82 0.21 11-	 0,0 !
0.0 ZU00. U.0 4966.84 666,A9	 100.GG 6.464 2304.77 43.64 1.07 1	 `,'
0.0 20)00 0.0 11600.27 0.199	 0,0
0.Ci 2000. 0.0 3901041► 534.99	 100. ,L0 0.x.503 1962.[.` '9 38.97 I.0-b
0.0 ZGC,C► . OeCt 1U417. y2 0.18b	 0.[:
t,.0 2000. 0.0 3000.05 427.10	 100.00 0.555 1565.77 35.19 1.1,5
0.0 2. t. 	 f, C,, 03 9613.2€ 0.173	 0.0 i
0.0) 2000. 0.0 2244.b41 332490	 10G.G0 0.625 1402.61 31.59 I.C4
0.0 2000. V. 1632.43 264.59	 100.'GCj 0.722 1178.26 2:.39 1.03
0.0 4000. 0310 1117.52 203E.57	 100.00., 03.878 981.38 25o36 1.02
- r
TAKE OFF PERFORMANCE
STANOARD PLUS 25 DEGREES F TAM
0.0 41000. i
.
5,.0 14292.50 122-5.58	 100.00 €3.402 3733.97 56.63 1.33
j	 G.0 2b6G. 25.0 13a38. b9 0.2110	 0.0
Goo 2i'•GC. 25. G 75-57,12 10337.88	 100. GG 0.414 3Z91,37 52.72 1.11
0.0 21.Czu. 25.0 1.^U74.b7 0.25 2 	O.ci
G.li ZUL6. 24.0 6656.134 863.78	 IC•0.00 0.431 2867.52 48.55 1.09
0.(J. 206G, ZS.G 12471.5. 5 01.2311	 0.0
010 2.000. Z5.0 541?.55 711.31	 Ii;Qwisie 0.456 Z46 g .16 44.24 3.0)8
f1.0 2GGb. 25.0 11654.55 0.212	 0.0
G.0 2UC0. 25.0 4335.44 574.83	 IG0.60 0.489 2117:b9 40.22 1.06
01.0 2000. 25.C. 106 ,3.69 0.19 1)	 0.0
G.0 26uU. 25.0 339 ,.68 4.3.14	 100.09 0.532 1807,87 36.47 L. 	 5
0.0 1UUO O 25.0 9517.31 0.190	 G. U !
0.0 x-000, 25.0. 15R c.69 36b.41	 100,00 0:, 542- 1534,86 32.92 1.04 t
0.0 201CG. 25.0 1532.'49 251.41	 100;.00 0,672 1248.61 29*67 1.C3
0.0 2UUC1. 25.0 1385.Cs4 230.80	 100.CO 0.788 1090.90 26.64 1.8.2
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MN
MN
0.1
6G. iG
6.10
0.1 ti*
04 1G
G.1
 Cl
G.1G
G i l fi3
C.IG
0. f. G
0[01
.10
 10
0.10
fir,1 c
0.1u
0.10
1c.
o.lu
ullo
0.10
fir. 1. Cl
Cr. 1 G
G. 1.C=
0.1 {^
0.1 0
0. 10
0.10
PRA, TT AND WHITNc Y AIRCRAFT
y
REMAILHEB - ST-S476 TURBOShAFT cNGINL- ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
U.S. S?ANUAki1 ATM.sSYhEkE7 1962
	 100 PEKUENT RAM REC:UVL-RY
99 1I LRCENT GEAP. EFFICILKY
FREE TURBINE KPM=8547.
TfiKE. OFF PEf:FC:kMANt:.E 7.
STANb,kRD UAY TAM
ALI UTAM PKUP SHP Fist kES.	 HPX BSFG WFI WAE PTA
ALT EoImP1 NET THRUST 7SFC.
	 ETA PROP '.
2G(10. o.0 8c'^5.ot, 1011.41	 100.00 0.309 3571.44 53.85 1.13	 )
2€.GG. G.G 142.110.79 G.2^+t
	
G. 311
2GOu. t.:0 717t	 0 836.85	 100.UO 0.413 3128.29 51.75 1.11
2uuu . tt. 0 1350E.39 0.232	 Cl
 r 337
2GGG. C,.G 6241.80 a79.3b	 160.C:Cr U.433 2705.15 47.40 1.(A
2000. GoO 1Z 126.31 0.223	 (1.370
20GG. CJ.c 5GC15.G9 5 2.22	 100-00 0.4b% 2313.75 42.94 1.07
4, C. G.0 16666.25 Oe2 17 	 0.408
2t(1U, O.0 396S. 5E 411.12	 100400 0,501 1969499 38.91 1.06
2000. 6.0 913-2. Eb 0.2ia	 . 0.447
2GGt^. 6.0 BC28.61 • 317, 8 1	 1GCr.00 0.552 1672.44 35.16 1.05
2GLo. 0.0 ^2bb.97 242.60	 100.00 0.622 1409.22 31.60 1.04
2.LUO G.0 1655.73• 173.37	 100.UO 0.715 Ilb3.69 28.31 1.G3
; boo. C', 0 1138.44 17-8-21	 100-00 4.867 98b.,57 25.39 1. U2
'	 TAKE OFF PERFORMANCE
STANUARD PLUS 25 DEGREES F TAM
200G. 25,0 9355.05 1041.94
	
100.CsO 0.4GO 3744.76 56.4'9 1.13
2006. U 14746. -ftl G.254	 0.302
2-000. ::5.4 6003.18 875.00	 100.00 0.41.3 33C41.4b 52.61 1.11
2C4G. r.F. 13.570.54 0,243	 1.327
2GOC. 25.G 6683-30 717,32'
	
IGC.00 G.43G 28751.16 48.43 I.1C
2C.00 25.C• 1227 2!.0 U,234	 U.357
20GG. 25.0. 5458.31 569.32	 10C].0b D.454 2477.02 44.1b 1.0
2i.,00 25.0 10951.91 O.22b
	 U.'393
2-000. 25.0 4374.2(1 444.51
	
100.00 0.486 2124.79 40.15 1.06
2c,co. 25.G 01546.G5 0.22:3	 0.430
20U0. 275
CT
3426.99  IC 0.;00 G. 3G 181.4. b2 36.4' 3 1.C5
0.. 25. 179.z,6^:
.0
1I77
*1
349.9
.2.22	 0.472. -
2GOOo 25.0 2671 ki * 9F 260.23	 ItG.V0 0	 b8 1.541.35 32.40 1.C:4
z000. 25.0 1955.57 ;.00.67	 100.00 0.667 1304.51 29.67 1. C,
2000. 1,r.G 1467.49 147.36	 1GG.00 0.775 1696.61 kb.67 1.C2
!f i
- PRATT AND WHITNEY A1i•.CRAFT
kEPIAILNEL 515476 TLjKbLbhAFT ENC1ryE t,STIMATEu PERF(iKMktiCE
U.S.	 SIANUAKU A 7FM.3SNtiEAEj	 1962	 100 YEPCENI RAM RECOVEKY
99 PEKENI GEAR EFFICIENCY
i
.	
1
- FREE TURBINE KPm= E:54 *.
TAKE OFF PEKFCRMANCL'
STANL.-ARU DAY TALI
M N ALT UTAt4 PRUP ShP.	 FN	 E.S.	 HPX B S FL
.
WFT WAE PTA ^	 }
MIS ALT DIAM NET Th KUST	 T-',- FL	 ETA PROP
} 0.2t 20,00 0 c.G 9102,63	 851.98	 1.05. 00 0.396 3605.2 7 55.51 I.I3 E	 {^
0.2.0 2000. 000 12E q-t * ;:G 3 0.260'	 .533
Go (0 20GCi. C. C. 7704.3
[4,	 b8b.63	 1G0.GC: 0.410 3:1,55.79
51,40 1..11 s
0.20 G^JOO. U .0 I1b15..a5	 0.2 72 	 G.972 3	 ,.:-.
0120 1i.t: 0 r 0. 0 63-bA . C.4	 5 ^ 5 . y 5	 100.00 0,429 2730.17 47.11 1.09
0.22, 2400. 0.0 10248,.02	 U.260	 Ct.b15 f
UP 20 ;c.uocl. u.0 5111.2-3	 402.37 . 160.00 0.457 2335635 42..74 1.070,20 2000. 0.0 678b.11	 0.266 	 0.661
OnZ(. 2GGG. C:.Cr 4025.99	 297.07	 1GO.uC 0.494 - 1990,86 38.7 xr 1.0c,0..2u 2000. 0.0 7327643	 0.272	 0.7030.2v 2000. G.0 3113r4i1	 214.22	 100 * +0 04543 1691.89 3.5.0.6 1.ri5
0.2o 2000. 0,0 2346.37	 141.51	 100.00 0.608 1427.20 31,.55 1.04
0.20 2GOC,. G.G 1723.48	 89.28	 100.00 0.697 1200.60 28.-tr1 1..03
0.20 2G00. t).0 1117.42	 41.38	 1004G0 0.836 3.001.35 25.43 1.G2'
TAKE OFF PLkf'C3R,%AN L
STANUARD PLUS 25 DEGREES F TAM
E
0.2(' 2GUO. 21.0
,
x':14.39	 €3b4ta08	 100.GU 0.397 3760.40 56.15 1r14
i	 0.20 2vOu. 25.2 IZEbIbb7 •'	 0.293	 0.521
j	 0.20 ZGOCI. 2^,.G 8143.E 1	 722.74	 1000.00 0.4.09 3331.4:1 52..27 1,17- y
1	 0. GU LOQO, 2 5 .0 11717. -L	 0^oLi-4	 6.55
G. LL Gi+Jlr r c5. u b821.46	 567.61.	 100.00 0.425 2901.1.E .48.1;- 1.10
0.20 2Gt.G. 25.6 1C441.55	 0.278	 0.5'18
U.26 2E)tiG. 214.{.= 55h6.B3	 44(..21	 .100 ..(,-0 0.449 25CD.11 13.90 I.Ca
' 0.2U 21,C)U. 25.0 g107.Ey	 V.i74	 U..b43
(1.2-0 2uGG. 25.0 447!^.2lr	 323.33	 300«VG C.4 G 2I46.21 39,96 3.fib
0.20 2000. x:5.0 774t,.t.a	 O.L77	 L.P.L5
p G.. GC zG^G. 25.0 3524.61 135.bc, 1CGpf,G f^aa21 18.35.15 36.31 1.:(,5.
T
F 6.20 2(-CD. - X5.0 6442. s : 0.285 0.72-7
0.20 2+.,GG. 25*0 270b.tk1 165.69 100.Go G. 577 1560ob7 32.E-5 1.04
0.20 Luuu. 25.0 2030,04 1lu.75 IU0.00 G«651 132-2.39 29..66. 1. G3.
i!
F 0,20 2000, 2--.G 1473.11 6.5.82 ICO..GO Go736 1113.14 26.71 1.03
264
:,-_- PRATT AN	 4v^tI1EY	 AIf^GRA>'T .
RL-MATCHEU STS476 TLJI RBUSHAFT ENGINL
	 ES11MATED PERFORMLN'CE:
U.S.	 SIANDAkU ATMOSI^hERLr 1962	 100 P--CENT RAM REC.r:VLRY
! 99 PLRLLIlT GLAK hFFICIENCY
FREL TURE.INI L RPH=L-bA7. I
_TAKE Of-F PERFORMANCE
5TANUARv UAY TAM
M;: ALI UTi>M PROP SmP FN RES.	 HPX BSFC WFT W AE PTA
(	 P1 ALT DIAM NET TriKuST TSFL	 ETA PROP
0.30 2-00u. 0.f3 9867.69 696.99	 IUCat;O 0.391 Bb60,44 54.92 1.14
G.3 E. 20GG . G» G 11 199.45 v' 0.327 	 0.678
G. 3C 2GG{:. 010 75.37.G^ 536.68	 IGO -i;& 0..1103 . ..3202.51 '_'i:...84 1, 11
}	 U.3Ck 2600. 0.0 9919.42 0.323	 0.711
0i. 3t1 ZCSUO. ulo 6564.20 355.97	 100. 00 0.422 2769.32 46.59 1.:05
0..3L, 26clo G,0 0bG.16 0.324	 G.752
0.30 1000. 010 520 1.01 271 .1.6	 10 t1.UO 0.448 2372.89 42.36 1.08(J.3Cr 2000. U. G 7149.91 0.332	 0.785
0.30 LOGU. 010 4195.1 8 179,58	 100., CC 0 x_83 ZGZ6. 18 38.48 1.G6
0' 30^ 2tiGO. G. C ^79fo-. bl ^i .35.0	 0.809.
0..30 2000. 0.0 3264.24 105.34
	
1020.40 0.528 1724.29 3q &88 1.05
0.3 0 2clou. 0.0 4577.63 0.377
	
0.bZ9
0..30 2000. 0.0 2477.1:6 46.32	 100.00 0).588 1457.19 31.47 1.04
0.. 3G 2000. 0.0 18321.77 2.30	 100.00 G.666 1228.16 28.42 1. C3
0.30 20'ju. 0,.0 1300 G1 --28.75
	
1c10.00 0.790 1027.38 25.54 1.02-
I
.TAKEOFF P €R>- bRMANGE
STANUARu PLEAS 25 DEGREES F TAM
G.3C1 20uU. 25.01 9789.67. 730.44	 100,60 0.392 3838.73 55.57 1.14
0.30 2OCG. 25.0 11241.bb.. 0.341.	 0--65
"U,30 ZU06. Z5.0 83E2:.9 514.38	 10Q.%:O 0.403 3381.07 51.70 1.12
0.3c 2CGG. 25.0 100b3.88 0 .330	 0.701
0130 2GLG. 25.0 7,326.15 432.33	 1GG.G0 0.419 2944,08 47.6G 1.1C
0130. 2COO. Zr-.1i BCO2.49 0.334.	 0.738
O.3u ZUGO. 25..c 5752,13 31.2.40	 1001 .00 €1,441 2538.95 43.46 1.0Z
0.30 200U. 25.0 7487.43 G.33^! ' 0.772
0.30 Loii o. 25.0 4646.02 ?U8.96	 '100* 1G 0.470 2183oOl 39.65 1.07
0.3C 20:;G 2 •.0 621:3.45 0 ^ 351	 O, EOq
0.30 ZGUC,. 25.C• 3681.46 i2V.'r7	 10r. G  G.508 3.669.6E 36.11 1.G5
0.30 2006. 25.0 499-4. 69 0.374	 0.8 16
0. 3U 2uuU. 25.0 2b4b.27 66.93	 100.00 0. 559 1593.07 32.75 1.04
0.. 3 0 Lt,u,D. 25. t1 2156.44 19.76	 1Gu.00 .0,627 3352.31 64.65 I.G3
0.30 2G.GG. 2.5.0 1584.1E -15-87	 100..00 0.720 1140.19 .26.77 1.G ^jl
265
f
REMAIChEU STS47b TUKt'uSNAFT ENL-lNE ES31MATE:D FEkFGN.MANCE
U.S.	 S1ANL)A kU ATMOSPhERE, 1462	 1(s0 PEkCFNT kAh RLC AVERY
99 O ERCENT GEftk	 F-	 PICIENCV
FKEE TURBINE kPM=8547.
TAKE OFF PEKFORMANCL
STANDARD DAY TAM
.
MN ALT DTAM PROP SHP FN REbo	 HNX b5FC WFTi WAL PTA
MN AL I DTAM NET ThRl1S1 T SF(,	 ETA PROP
014(r 2Gtilr. U.0 9732.72-. 550.72
	
Its0,U0 0.364 3737.01 54.10 1.14
0.40 Lluuo. u.V 9829.90 0.:3be	 0.769
6,4L 2C(.0. 1000 8255.86 391.99	 100.00 0.306 3267.48 50.07 1.12
0.40 CG(o0. (I. C4 8655.:31 6.3b2	 Go797
0.4U 2GGG9 (10() 664.3121 261.13	 100.UG 0.413 2825, 6 3 A5.9G 1.10
G, 4G Zufj U. o.G 7261.:)9 0.389	 6.825
0.40 20000 G.0 5548.43 151.95	 100.,00 (3.437 2424 * 66 41.82 1.00
0,40 2000. {!.G 596L'`21- 0oAL7 5	 0isb47
0.40 2GGU'. U. G 4430.21 66.23	 100.00 0.466 2074.96 38.09 1.07
0.40 2(;I(rC. U.0 : 474,15 x-1.71	 lU0.00 0.509 1769.3'1 34.63 1.05
0, 4U , LGO. (1 90 2G65.55 -54.15	 10000 (3 0.562 1.49E. 47 31.34 1.04
'0.40 2(]908 010 2-003.1,0 -t8.7G	 lbOmUO 0963s 1265.85 2b.39 1.03
0 Co(.0, 0.0 1447.07 , --115,C8	 1Gu.GCf 0.734 1062.16 25.63 1903
r
F'
TAKE OFF PEkF OkMANCF
` STANUARD PLUS c5 DE GREES F TAM
G94C 2GLG. 25.0 16177.76 581,bG 1GO.C-0 0.385 39?0, 63 54.7b 1915
0.4ts Z OU0. 25. G 'Y94t..75 093' 4	 G.7bU
0.4lu 2U .40. 25x0 b712.:3-^ 431.63 100o(,O 0.396 34AE,72 5(`.9(1 1.13
0.40 ZGG,(j. 2t).0 8721•.14 0.39!	 Ce7P6
0.40 40000 2590 7;Lt-.40 Z9h.51 100.00 (3.410 3004.,33 46.91 1.10
0.kG ZC,Lt.. 2^i.G 751.7.E-3 G.4CL,'	 ED. b15
0.4(• zt.u(3. Z5.+L 176IG6 1oCt,GG 0.430 2543,13 42.90 1908
0.4( , 2CIo(r. 25.1' b?9` 3 45 119412	 C.SB6
0.4t; ZU00 0 25*6 48t3e.76 93.93 10GotO 0.457 2233.22 3 ci.21 1*07
t
0.40 10009 25.0 -:j903	 U3 ,25.29 1C(_,Gu 119491 191?072 35.€2 1.0b
0. 640 2000. 25.6 3049.39 °-32.644 lCG. C0 0,537 1637 * 56 '-'.2e59 1.C5
0..411
r
2000, 25.G 2335,62 -7 .62 1UC3.bo
'
0.596 1392967 29,60 1.04
89 40
l
20G0. 25.0 17`42.98 - lU2.15 100.00 0.676 1177.99 26.83 1.9rG3
-	 260 REpRonUCIBzLITY OF T^p
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PkA7T ANU WFITNEY AIKC€cAFr
ktH.-JLHL-0 STS17b TukbOSH,-%,-r	 ENGINL	 ESTIMAILD PLKFORMANCt
U.I.
	
SlANf :AKL, AIM-0SPI-tRE Y 1 10 62	 100 PLKCLNT RAM RkLCVF.KY
&79	 PIRCE^^T GEAR EFFICIENCY
FREE TL RLUNE kPM=8t-47..
TAKE OFF YERFt1 MANCE
STANUAKU L• A`P TAM
MEd A LL* DI rte`; PRV-P	 SfHP FN RES,	 HPX bsFc WFT WA E PTA
MN Rl.r OTAM NE-1 ThRUST TSFC
	
ETA PROP
0.0 5LC0« G.b E 449.311	 - 1134.SG	 1
0
G.G0 0.345 3337.53 57.70 1.11-
0.0 5ii0o. 17 . 0 712 l LIl.C. 9	 . 0.261	 0.0
0. 07 50.00. Cr 72uZ. 4E 964.6 2
	160--0 0.407 2934.25 53.66 1.12
0.0 5uuu. 0.G 12391.9E 0.237	 0.0
010 5000. 0.0 5t+-?"T.4799.79 7b 10U.uU {}.426 2544.12 49.28 lmlt
O.G 5tGG. L.0 11740.'^i2 0.217	 G.0
0.0 SUuu. C:.li 4015.11 650.35-	 ICC,.CC 0.453 2179.95 •44.77 1.Cb
0,0 1-f C.- u,0 1Ci1:7O,t:9 O.?-Ul	 0*03
0.0 5COU. .t3 3787.07 51.6.55
	
100.003 0.489 1853.33 40.45 •i.06
V •. 0 5(.i:U. L I C 9789.15 0.189	 0.0 ;'...1
01.0 500^'0, 0 . 0 z
l
l
C
^
P
l'
t
^
S
ai
(
a 413,35 { 1100,00 0,538 1.571..04 36.50 1.05	 '..jG. V r oGCJ. O.C. ` 8 	 .26 Ci0 . 178 	 .0
0.0 500u.. 0.0 2167,94 326.1 8 	100. CG 0.604 1322.23 32.75 1.G4
01.01 5GOO. 3.0 15 w 2.61 258.58	 1004DO t 0.696 1107.91 29.35 1.03	 $,
0.0 5000. 0.0 110B.95 .200.26	 100.00 0.836 923.06 26.22 1. Gz
TAKE OFF € ERFORMANCE
STANDARD PLUS 25 DEGREES F TAM
404 5003u. 2560 8786.43 1167.63	 100.00 03.347 3490.51 58.2-3 1.14
G.0 5C}GG. 25.G 1211-► . .Gb 0.288	 000'
C.Cl 5CGU. 25.0 7572,34 556.91	 1GG.00 01.4.08 3086.12 54.44 1..12
03.0 5Gi10, 25.0 120, Lb,23 0.250	 0,0
0.0 5VOO. 25.0 637..74 833.5b	 106.00 0.423
..
2695.94 50.23 1.1r
0.G 5GOG. 2!).G I3.551.48 0.233	 G.0
0.0 5000. 25.0 5226.34 bk6.72	 1003.Cl 0 0.445 2327.61 45.90 1.0t
G.G 50C.0, 25.G 10 bbl , ; t 0.,, x:1.4	 0,.01 j
G. 6 5UGG. 25.0 41.83.0-6 556.22	 '100.00 0.477 1993.65 41.66 1.07	 = 3
C}s 0 50cs0. 25011 '^95L1 m*^U 0.200	 0.03
0.0 50 uv. 25.0 3226. q4 445.06	 100.00 03.5 ; 7 1700.87 37.75 I.0 S
U.0 5GUO. 25.0 L92b.95 G.191	 0.0
0.0 1000. 25 0 0 2513.92 361.33	 1001.00 0.574 1444.20 '3 4.3.0} I. U4
f
C.,0 5GGG. 25..4 1873.08 283.11	 10;0.GC Co651 12lb,58 3C.t3 1s G3
o..C} 5000. 25.0 1352.34 222.97	 100.04 0.757 10123.8 ► 27.51 1.0+3
26T
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PRAT? AND WHIINEY AIRCRAFT
KEMA1CmEU SIS47b TUKbUSHAFI ENGINE	 ES1IMATEU PERFOKN:ANCE
I.Q.S.	 SIANL,RkD ATl^C + S!'^Ekr^ 1562	 IGG PtKC.ENI ttAM kECClVEkY
uq PERCENT GrAR	 EFFILl iE ;CY
FREE	 TI,3k61NI E RPM=8547,
FAKE OFF PEf:FLRMANGE j
STANDARU DAY TAM
MN ALT UTAM PKQP SHF FPS RES.	 NPX bsi-C WFT WAE PTA
mIN ALT DTAM NET THf%UST TSF4	 ETA PRGP ^  ^A
G. iC', 5(.O 0. 010 8400.OZ 974. 34	 100.00 0.304 3.34 ,.00 57,57 1.14
c) 56,0.FJ C.0 i3b3i.C6 0 oZ i+2	 G .BC2
6.,10= 50000 0.0 7244.51 815.71	 100.04 0.4U6 2943.27 53.54 1.12
(jo lu 5600. U.0 12t h9.82 0.232	 0.327
Cie IC. 50bC► . 0.0 o0l3.46 bb3oll	 100.020 0.424 2551.81 49917 I..IC
O.I.O :(iDO. +..0 11937.76 U4223	 00357 s
0.16 5C.GG. CI.G 48423.15 525.03	 100.00 O. ,fs5i 2186,74 44c68 1.0E Y
0.15 5LGL. 0.0 161.14.b6 0.216	 0.=.395
0.1t , 5f-00. C,. 0 406.13	 100.CO Oe487 .1859.28 40038 1.06
of I cl 5OU0 . is, 0 bb43	 !J9 U.214	 0.433
0.1€1 5GG6. 0. Cl 294b.53 3lUo57	 1CU.00 0.535 1576,96 36.45 1*05
0110 5000, 0.0 74bba46 0.211	 0@486
0. 1(1 5GuC,. 0.0 221(} . 19 239.18	 1310,.00 0obO1 1328,44 32.75 1.04
0.10 5000. 000 1blb * 34 171o69	 IOOo00
•
0.689
 F
1113.14 [9.35 l*G3
G.10 SGGII. 0. 0 1122.47 128.39	 IGD * 00 21.827 928.21 26.25 1,02
TAKE OFF PERFORMANCE'
STANUARU _PLUb 25 DFGkLFS F TAM
0.10 .00C. 1t).o 8839,72 1607.17	 100,40 0.396 3501.40 58.1.1 1.14
(j.10 56UU. 25,0 1-'A 74? 66 G o25!)	 0.295
0.10 5006, 2- 5.0 7,-17:°4 b47.0.-,	 100.00 044036 3096.36 54430 1.1 2
G.1G 5CQ0. 25.,C- 12701.17 0.244	 0.31b 1
0.10 501.0, 15.1 64,12 .29 b9l.67	 100. CG 0.422 2703.82 50.11 1. 1C:
bl iG St.UU. 2,a.0 11540.24 0 0234	 0,346
0.10 ;Goco 25.0 5257.3£ 562=.69	 100.GU 0 * 444 2335s39 45:52' 1.0
Os 10 E0 0122b	 (.,,BB!
©.3C SGGU. 25.0 4217.54 'f36.18	 100o00 Oa474 1999.96 41.5 0 1.07
G.1G 5000, 250& Y057.b2 0.[21	 0.418
0. i 1- 5606. 25.0 33 U . 39 341.98	 100 a LC 0.515 1707,14 37.71 1. C S
0.10 JuuUa 2:.0 776(,.[1 0.220	 0,456
G. 1.0 SL-OCi. 25.0 2539 w8I 163.39	 100.00 0.571 1449.41. 3405 1.€34 a
^ 1
0.1G :GGG. 25.0 IL-96,70 195,56	 100.00 0,645 1224.02 30.66 1.0
U910 5600. 25.0 1372.68 1.44,56	 1010.OG 0 * 749 1028„78 27.53 1.62
268
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PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
REMAICtiEU SZS416 TURtW!3 HAFT bNG1.Nb ES11MAIEU PERFORN.ANCb
X1,5, STANDARC.; ATMJS ,^ HERE, 1462
	 I.(SO PEPLENT RAM RECOVERY
99 PkkLtN7 LEAK EFFICIENCY
FRtE TURt:.INE RPM=b547..
TAKE UFF PERFORMANCE
STANuAku UAY 7AM
ALT	 iiTAM PROP Sty?	 FIB RES.	 HPX	 BSFC
	
WFT	 WAE	 PTA
ALT	 UTAM NvT T1- kuST T SFC ETA PROP
5GCO3.	 0).0	 E64:..IL	 60.69 IUO*W. 0.391 ' 3379,888 57.;-2 1.14
^0tG0.	 L. tx 12111.25 0,279 0..521
560G.	 U.O
	
7361i.54	 678.18 Itf•L .GO+ 0.403 2570.034 53.19 1.12
5C'CtU.
	 Q.0 lb971.65 -0a271 11.5.57
5u(jo.	 &s.0	 6125.b4	 532.41 1010.00 0.420 2575x00 zt6.8b 1.10
J5(jo .	 G.c	 97*4 58 0,264 0 oo60
5000.
	
0.0	 41'45a()1
	 406.14 IL-V * 00 06.446 2206.96 44.42 1.05
5(,i3O.	 G. G	 $419.43 0,262 0.646
S-Colt.	 G.G	 .392.1.63	 298.55 1CO30C Oe 481 1877.78_ 40.17 1.06
50(x0.	 0.O	 7039. 5.7 0.267 0.689
50th,.	 0;.G	 3027-cal	 212.39 10D.UO 0,9.527 1595..09 36.34 1.05
5L:U0 .	 Ll a u	 57`+6.519 0.275 0.736
50021.	 0.0
	 283ab6	 146.08 100,00 0,,589 1344.511 32.67 1.04
5Gi0.	 0.G	 1675.G9'
	
94.20 100.00 Go672 1128.56 29.35 I.C3
	
r	 f	 ,
5000.	 (aev	 1179.24	 54.42 100.00 0=.799	 942.27 26 .30 1 .02f
	
TAKE OFF . PERFORMANCE	 l
STANDARD PLUS 25 OEGRLES F TAM
5000. . 25.0 ,€8993 .74	 859.06 100.00 0.393 35 214 * 82 57.76 1.151
5GOG. 25.0 12054.6n 0,293 0.509
1200 o G5 110	 7749.61	 7U6.15 100.00 0.403 3123.99 53.43 1.12
50.00,. 25..0 1101b."	 f3.,-b4 0.544
5LGU, 25.0	 6524.183	 565.15 1GG.GO 0.418 2728.52 A9.8C 1.107
5000. G1. 0 	 9$7..s 91 0.276 0.383
5CGG. 2D.(
	
5362.83	 438.144 100.00 0.435 2356,71 45.54 1.04
6 ZCC0 * 2-,,.G	 0 1)70.89 G.272 030627
50vu. 25.i,	 430E ,06 	328.53 10 0 * 00} 13x469 2020.31 41437 3.07
SLUG . 25..0	 7413.40. , 0.272 0. b7;L
5CIC.G. 25-6	 34031.118	 239.6G 1OG.•G0 0.507 1725.94 37.57 1.0b
50uo. 25.0
	
617 ,tB 0,27,9 0.714
Sujo. 2 
	 2619.15
	
1713.52 100.00 Q,560 1467.37 33.9E 1.f4
50UU, 25.0	 1964.4.4	 114.70 1003,00 (7.631 12403.43 30,61 1.04
,5GGO. ` 25.0
	 1433.;93	 69.83 1003.LO 0.728 I,C44.O3 27.55 • 1.03
Mri
MN
0 . cam- 0)
0.20
C;. 2 G
0.20
O.2C;
03. 2u
0a2O
0.21:
0.20
O.2G
0. 2-0
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.26
4.2G
G. ze,
0.20
G. 2c,
01.2 0
03.203
0. 20
0.2(7
Co. 2 G
0.20
012C.
O.2u
U. 2O
O.2G
I
i
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PRATT AND 6H1TNEY AIRC KAF T
KEMATCHE L., ST 476 TUkt OSIW T EN61NE ESTIMATE-D PEPF0kmAr LL
U.S.	 S1ANL)AkL • kTN.u,),PhkkE p	 1912	 IOC) PERCLWT RAM kLCGVERY
99 PEkC;ENI GLAK EFFICIENCY
t-kLL 7 !kbIN'E RPM=8 547.
TAKE OFF PLRFt9kkANCE
STANDARD UAY TAM
MN ALT jTAM PROP S17P FN RES.	 H P x bS F C W FT WAE P T A
MN ALT 01 AM NE1	 TriRUST T-bFC
	 ETA PPOP
0.30 5L.G0. [ .(; 1!88cp	 C--4 692,66	 lQ-0.00 0.386 3432.73 50,63 1, I5
6030 5UVU. 0.6 1(; 576.ti1 0 *.	 25	 0.66
0.30 5C.t10. 0.0 7583.43 541,78	 100,00 Ou347 3013.65 52.60 1.12
0.3C 51:(jG. L-.G 9431.75 0.324:	 Gi-,701 9
0.30 5GUO. t.j.0 6317. z, 41;3.32 I^t,G.uC 0.414 ,2614,69 48.35 1 * 10
0.30 5 Cf tl tJ. b . 0 e. 2 1Q.	 3 0 .31 8 	 0 . y -19
0.30 5(it:G. G.0 5107.22 291.14	 1%)U-DO D* 439 2240.45 43. x7 1.05
ow-30 5GOO. t„G 690h.97 0.324
	 x9.775 .
0,30 1GGir. 0.0 -+05•t.23 3.92.2'7	 100.00 0,471 1909,95 - :9,87 1.07
0.30 5 6u0. G. (I 5628.Sl C3,339	 GoBC2
0.30 5^ 00. 0.0 ^I61,5{^ 119.70	 100o00 00514 1 6 2 5.49 
 36.14 1.1+1`
G.3G 5i,i;0 [ ,Q 4427.91 0.367
	 0.815
013u 5rir- Ce.0 24U-i.69 59.39
	
100 * CO 0.571 1371.96 32.57 1.L4
0.30 5000. 0,0 1785.68 15.25	 100.001 0,646 115371 29.33 I*L-.
0.301 5U00 - 0.0 1274,65 -19.31	 l0G.GCi C. 758 965.77 26.38 1,[ _
` TAKE OFF f ERE-ORMANCE
STANUARO PLUS 25 DEGREES F TAM
0.311 5UU(j. 25aG 924•)'.51,. 721.53	 1617,00 0.388 35SO.20 57.17 1.15
0.3tr :oorc,. 25.6 IC571.U2 0.340	 0.653
003L 56;x0. 25.0 7973 .$2 572,17 0. 398 3171e08 53.35 1,13	 .
CPO 30- 5(,Uo . 25.4 9522 , ,e6 0.333-	 0.688
0,30 5G0fD. 25p0 tr72c.15 434.63	 100.C4 0,412 2768.48 49.26 1.11
0.3G 50GC. 25,u 83b7.,4 0.336	 0.725
0.36 ,COG. 25.6 553 .67 318.09	 IG4, 00 0.432 2391.83 45,07 1. C•1
Ci,30r 5toO. 25 f 7192.74 0.33W	 0.761
0,.36 . 5,000, 25,0 414bo.22 219.99	 iGE1,60 09460 ,2052.89 41.02 1, C•7
0130 5GOO, 25,0 5992.21 0.343	 03.792
0.30 5040. 25.0 354! . il,2 . 10 	 100i3O0 C',.496 1757.26 37.33 3C E.
O.3G 5LGG. 25.6 4t46.62 G.. °b3	 U. 814
003V 5OU&. 21.0 2751,94 77656	 100,00 00544 1496.73 33.84 l.Ct
0.30 5000. 25.0 3530.77 0.361
	 0.6 56
0.3C} 5GL0. 25.0 2083.07 29-10	 1Uu * 00 0.609 1267982 30.57 i.tj&t
0.30 5000. 25.0 153o,01 --4.62	 100,00 O.b96 1069.27 27.6b lov
FRATT ANN WHllNtY AIRCRAFT
RFMATt,HEU STS476 IuKhW^HAFT ENt=lNL t=SIIMATED PERFC'RMA:•CE
U.S.	 S1ANUAKU ATVU .'hEkk T 1962	 l({C1 }'EkCtNI RAM kFC(.Vt-RY
9V YENLL-NT 6EAk	 EFFICI=NLY
FK^E IUKe-INL FF M=L540.
TAKt
	
OFF
	 Pt
	
t-LKMANICE
ST ANLARU DAY T AM
MV ALT DTAM _ PkG'P ShP EN RES.	 HFX BSFG WFT WAE PTA
Mtn ALT DIAM NET THku^T T:ir; L	 ETA	 PROP
01. ,go 5000, u.0 92-t1.6E 556.50	 100.00 Lt . 379 3506.19 55.80 1..I: F
0.4 G 50010.
 G. 0 "Y344.1.3 0.375	 0.759 -
Gd4G 5;6uQ . G.C1, 7E'Ec.!:u 41L,.6v	 100000 0.390 3074.85' 51.79 1.10
C.4C: 5Gu0. L.0 8187.27 0.376	 0.7L7
0,140 5t!(,C1. (r.G 6175.,Y5 261.31	 1(4 (,	 GO (j. ,4G6 2666.56 47.62 1.11
G a 40 51,,0 0, 0.0 7006.15 0.' 3rG	 0.816
0.4U 5ut.04 G1.0 5341. t9 175. ,>b 	V10 C0 0.428 22E7. 91 0 4r3..i7 1.0
0.4G 5t1f10. G.0 5802.31 0.394	 G.840
03.40 5000. o.0 4260.43 E5.54-	 l0U.(, 0 1;.458 1954.20 39.42 1.0;7
t^ o 40 5C,GO. G.0 3:.55.'5 20.86	 IG0.00 04447 1666.46 35.83 l. C.6
0.4D 50100. G.0 2579.43 -32.10	 100.00 0.547 1410.019 32.40 1.05
0.40 bcto(j. 0.0 1 939.66 h9 - 08	 100-00 0.613 1188.77 29.28 1.04
0.40
-
500G.
•
0.0 1,t07.19 --53.95	 1010.00
t
0.704 997.Z3 26.42. 1.0
TAKE OFF Pr-RFOKIIANCE
STANDARL PLUS 25 LEGRLES F TAM
0.411 SC.GCt. 25.0 9614.21 585.82	 100.00 0.381` 3-667.1.E 55.34 I.lo
0,40 S:.GG. 25.0 5412.2,& 0.350	 1:.751
(+.40 5CGG. 21.0 E2o7.7C, 4401.79
	 1GG.L-0 0.350 3235..71 52.53 1.13
0..40 5ULLO. 2510 8311.88 U. -- E9
	 1•.776
0.^,0 5uC0. 25.0 649Li * o4 31.4 .04
	 IGG.GG 01..404• 2824.7 5 4E.52 1.11
0,40 5000. L-,).6 7;-(;0. c7 0:.39c	 L. 805
G.40 5 U llCCffj^^. 254 0` 577t, .-46 20 13.04 010}0.00 01.423 2441,10 44x4,2 1.00tr.40 5(-O(J- 2Ss Li 607 5. 71 C. itL2	 (1.1~31.
0,401 5GUo. 469 1. 66 11.1.D3	 l6bonG G.A47 2049.24 40.53 1.CE A
0.4U 5cluG a 45.0 5095.b,9 0.412	 O.EGB
0.40 5000. 25.0 ;754.12 40.85
	
1010:00 U.4bo 1.8Cr1a 32 -7.0(1 1.06
0.40 5C^., .
r
25.G 2936.63 -12.0:.	 1 CC; aGO 0.524 1537.74 33.65 1.Gs
i
01.40 5UOO. 25.0 2249.04 -55.71	 1001.00 0.5E0 13015.25 :.('3.49 1.G4
0.40 5(;GU. 25.0 1bb-4.Z6 -b46e5	 100 * 00 0.655 1103.48 27.62 1.G3
^.1
fq({
-
r]
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aPKATT ANU wil1NEY AIRCKAF1
RtMATLNt_U ST5476 TllktsU;,Ht+FT	 hNtjlNL	 vSlIhATLL- Pbt%FGkV1A!`(- L
U.S.	 S1ANUAkv A1MJ5PF•Ekty 1 461	 100 PLkL;LNI KAM RLCC'VEkY
19 1)	 PEI-;CEN UAK EH-ICIENLY i
F-FEE TUKLING KPM.	 bIw-47o
MAXIMUM CLIMB	 YEKF- 0kMANLE	 2`_ , LIKEAS CLIM.8 PATH
STANDAkU LAY TAM
m ALT UTAM Pk( 1 '	 It-P Fitt RES.	 HPX bZFG SIFT WAI: PTA
AN AL1 GZAM NET ThRUS7 TSFC	 ETA PROP  1
.	 J	 IJ
MAY CL V. 3L b 0.0 11+t~L^.2E 652.66	 100.UO 0.3b4 4105.5b 54.96 1.15
0.38 0. {1.0 l.li: j5.77 0.371	 1..747
1•.31 01 0.0 8327.73 410.b3	 100.00 Go403 :3355.91. 46.89 loll
0..3E 0. 010 c {Oe-7.25 0.:72	 U.7 4
G.38 0. Goo 666d.49 273 .79 	 IGG.C G 0.422 2897:17 44.75 1.00
0.36 0. 610 6.27.69 0.35G	 0.821
0.3b (I G .0 5549.27 166.05	 10['.[10 0 . 44E 2485. 95 40.77 lo0b
0.38 0o 0oo 4422.29 75.14	 106 „010 1 43.481 2128.Z !4 37.15 1.Cb
0138 U. 0.0 3457.64 1,G4	 100-GO 0.52-5 1814.97 33.7b 3..05	 ;-
0.3b 0. 01.0 2636.bZ -46.25	 JCO.UO 0.583 1536.68 30.56 I.C4
0.38 0. 0.10 1968.75 -79.52	 IC-0-00 O.o59 1297.75 27.69 1.03
^3;A,'t CL.	 C.46 10000. 0.0 92E-4.79 5t().£9	 1C0.00 0.3b6 33 98.LIS 60.16 31.020
0. 46 1L;G vv- 1,.0 8567.53 0.397	 Ce.768
n1.XC1-t • .46 1Lt{;L:U 0.0 7499.90 375.52	 IGO*00 Go377 2824.62 54.44 1.15
0.46 10000« 0.0 70bo.25 0.2-9	 p.790
0.46 106t,G. G.0 6336 o--•L 254.9C•	 J0G.0C 0.389 2 .460.06 50.26 1m 13
0,.46 ICGGi). 0 .0 bub5.t•2 LU * 4(,4• 	 t:.b23
G.46 10000. 11.0 5;[15.63 150.76	 11'iU.{1 {i G.4G6 2119.11 45.97 1. 1L'
0.46 IUCOU. U.0 5L77.41 0.417	 6.tq4
0.46 1vGUU. 4,.a 41E, 7. 1(1ri	 0, 0.432 180F.84 41.75 1.G•1i
G.4b 10000. 0.4 4210.73 Ooi34	 O.t8l
0.46 1GGGG. 0.41 331e.47 3.59	 1GCaC, 3 0.4b4 1541.37 :37.92 1.07	 J
{I. ^6	 IUUG{).
0.46 10(,00.
272
0.0	 257E.16	 ^41,.64 IG0.QC' 0.507 1306.b3 34a.56 1.vb
U.O. 1950.0'6	 -82.43 100vOO 0.562 IV99 * 04 30.98 1.04
.I
fib:;
lFRATI ANO WHITNt-Y	 AIKC.kAf'Y
i`	 a
I
1%r_N,-%TCH:^0 SISA' t	 IUFCt.US tAF • T	 LNGINC	 t:^II MILL ?LkFUf%MANCF=
U.^.	 . 1 ANU ARD ATM'j!, PFEht ., I U 6L	 100 PLt,.CLNl l PA M RECCVLRY
99	 PLRCE14T (EAk ';:F-FILILNCY
FREE 1 LI RbINE	 R	 r.°L- 3 zt 1.
MAXIMUM CLIME PERFOKMANCE 2b(jKEAS CLIP',B PATH
TANLAkU DAY TAM J
Mfq ALT Ullol p KUP ")I-. p FN RES.	 HPX bS.FL WFT WAt.: PTA
1 1,A ALI U7AM NEI IhRUST TSFC	 E-TA PRUP
.pa x C4	 56 zut)(" o. C..0 7C4G.39 523.90	 1GO.L. 0 0 . 3 51 3 2765.75 65.05 1.2F
(,.5b 2L i;Uu, 0.0 1.461.43 0.42b	 U * 795
L,^C	 .6 zoQuo. G.0 6567.56 341.77	 IGG.GG (,.357 2332014 59.67 1.22	 f
0.56 LOOGO. 0.0 5454.96 0,41£	 0.l;21
.660
`
tG Gu' 6 6.6 56b6.41 23G.^4 3UO.GG 0.363 2058.60 55.77 I.1E
0.5b L_ LCOO. 0.0 4742.71 G. 434	 G.b35
'G. 5b 20GvG. G.0 4799.37 147.14	 ICO,CO 0.373 1790.70 51.57 1. 15
0. 5b 2 LOOO. 010 4b3_5.71 U.444	 O.I:50
6.56 LltLQO. 010 3952,16 67,10	 100. GG 0.389 1537.41 47.0 ► 1.12
0.56 LGGGO. 0.0 3322.33 0.463	 Oe 865
G. 56 2(,C;GO. Q.G 3161.91 5.96	 lGG.CG G.413 13G7.42 42. 68 1.10
0.51 2Gu(;'O. 0.0 2633.02 0.497	 G.b72
0	 t^.5 2Gf,vu. G U. 24c.3.-.6 --40.99	 100.CO 0 444 06.71.1	 4 28	 8^ .5 CI. CE
0.Sb 2.0oul 0. 0.0 ],92,5.63 -7b.65	 100-00 0.483 933,61 34.81 1.(Jb
11 , 6
-
7 2bZ 50. d:.0 b :^ E 5.65 455.76	 100 .00 0.347 2285 32 67,15 1. 36
Cr. t>7 26Z5u. rj.0 g,b47.72 0.471	 G.bG9
v.6 7 `E^.u. G.G !)S27.Ol 337.45	 1GO.UG 64344 2042.85 84.62 1.31
0.67 0.0 44,llv..t 7 0.466	 0.b;_44
0.67 2825C,. C;.3 5146.70 239.77	 1CO.00 0.3-eb 1760.83 60.31 1.26
O. b7 2Ua5G. G.£, 378 ; . 85 0.47G	 G. b37
0,67 262 t, L,. Q..0 4467.14 153.19	 1GO.UO 03.351 1566.92 56.33 1.22
0.o7 28c:;0. U.0 3275.4,CF U.47b	 0.848
0.67 0. G 3791.19 78.38	 100.030 6.359 1362.3^0 5.2.07 1. 1€•
O.b7 2E250. 03.0 275o.tQ 0.464	 UoL57
0.67 be-5G. G.G 3116169 15.45	 10G4CG 0.374 1165.49 47.47 1.35
0.67 262Jtt« 0.0 246b.-G4 -B3.42	 100.60 0.C396 985.70 42.8 1, 1.12
0.07 2E,, 5G. 0.0 1958,53 -69.12	 1GG.f.'O 0.425 831.69 38.70 1.0 0	<.
PRAIT ANN WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
FEMI,TLH t^ i.- Sl.476 IUKVU:HAt-T ErsGINt: ESTIMATED PERFEIRMANLL
U.3, S'1 AWAW Alf-;U! NLRLj l ti62	 }_[!Q PERCENT RAM kELOYERY
9q PERCEr.T 16FAR EFFICIENCY
i KEE TURBINE R P M=8547.
MAXIMUM CLIMB PERFOkMANCE 25OKEAS CLIMB PATh
STAN AKU UAY IAM
i	 MN ALL DTAM PKCP SHP FN kES..	 HPX bSFC WFT WAr PTA s
Mid ALT DTAM NET THRUST T FC	 ETA PROP'
fr{AX4Lo.69 300.00. 0 .0 b308.22 442-*02	 100*L- 0 0.346 2383.,55 67.25 3.35
0.69 51,Gutis you 44960 47 0 * 4Eb	 0980 51 4
M,AXach - 69 1GGGOa O UP/ 5652.99 333.42	 100.G0 0.342 . 1,93U.84 64.70 1.33 .
0.64 50000. (...ti 4025.29 0.4Eu	 0.818 .
0.69 3L,C&b. G.0 50111.4;4 239.42	 100.001 Oo343 1721:41 61.10 le29
Gb69 3GGGo. 0.0 3563.36 G s 4133	 G.830
0.69 actc-00. 4369.19 154. 61	 100.00 0.347 1x16.59 57.14 11.24
U. 69 300uu . L..0 3t>81.53 0.492	 (x.840
0169 wGCGO. 0. 0 3732.35 78*93	 16G.00 Ov354 1322.14 52.96 1.20
O. b q 3.0000. O.0 25i47.'46 0.509	 0-* 846
0.69 30000. 0.0 308!;	 * 76 16.44	 lOQ.00 0:367 1133.00 46.37 1. x16
0.69 3U0041. 04.0 2472,79 -32.24	 100 * 00 0.368 958.82 43.67 1013
0 1 69 3000G. , 0.0 194 50.92 -67.74	 1011.1341 ' 6.414 808.53 39.42 to lD i
}((. G. L. 3111100. 0.0 5462.63 396.86	 100.00 0.342 1868.42 67.64 1.49
6.80 361. 00. cl. 0 35Io.09- 0.5.:51	 0.604
f+	 9G.8 36GUO. 0.tr 4188.02 307.03	 100.00 0.335 1671.47 65.84 1.43
11.EG ?6uuo. 6.0 3 190. 70 11.5c4	 G.114
0.80 36000. 0.0 450:; .57 229.88	 100 * 00 0.334 15016.78 62.8E 1.3b
ri.bG 360(.0. Gb0 0.526	 U.823
0.bi, .lj,,f71.1u;j0 0.0 3962 .oZ 149.96	 1GG * CC 0.336 1331mbZ 511.9'8 1 .32 . -^
0.BCl 3:,10 U0 GIG 24&,+.b9 0.536	 O.E3Q
0.80 3bGGC. G.G 342o.G3 78.iYO	 1DO * UU 10.340 1165.28 54.89 1.26
0.60 B6G. 0u . t..0 2094.25 0.556	 0.829
0. b0 360601, 0.0 2KIL5.li 16.06	 100400 0.34$ 1004.41 50,44 1,21
^► .EsG 36000 C-10 1694;.76 0.594	 b,b18
U.bu 3buo0o (1.0 2354.!)a -33.29	 100,00 0. 363 853.95 45x77 1,17
0.80 360GOo 0.0 18651.45 -69.39	 IOU.00 4,1.384 718.49 41.22 1.13
i
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PRATT ANU WHITNEY AIRCRAFT '{
,s
! REMATCHED STS4 76 TURfi0-f HAFT LNG' NL tSTIMATtf) PERFOkMANCE
U.S.	 STANL ► AKU ATMr-'!,PhrkL:,, 1962
	 IeG PERLENT RA M KcCO` tRY
'19 PERCENT 6-AK EFFICIENCY
' FREE TURF+INE RPM 6547.
r F AK7 P Uwt.k PERFORMANCE FROM M AXIM UM CLIMES
STANDARD UAY TAM
HN ALT UT'AM PkOP	 S!•:P FN kt_S.	 HPX BSFC WFT WAE PTA
MN ALT LTmm NET THRUST TSF-C	 ETA PROP
MAX C& 0.:f5 0. 0.03 101554.47 761.20	 100'.06 G.3f, 6 40'18.95 55.17 1.1 L	*"^
Ci.35 0. D.G 1l zi56, 92. 0.356	 0.724 ;E
MAX &P- 0.3t G. cl,.0 8232.0; 5 453.L7	 IOU-UO 0.405 3336.82 49.12 1.11	 ..
0.35 G. .0.C, 9433.43 0..314	 0.775 P
0035 0- 0"0 6783.12 313x26	 1.00.00 0.425 2880.95 44.95 1.09
- 0.35 G. 0.0 ' brjft2.17 0.36L-	 O.8G5 .:
0.35 V. 0.0 5479. t,? 196.94	 100.00 &.451 2471.27 40.93 1.07
0.35 00 0.0 4B54-87 105,06	 100.60 4.485 2113.36 37.21 I.C.6
0.35 0. 0.0 3383.4-7, 41.35	 100.00 01.532 1799.89 33.82 1.05
0.35 0. GIG 2577.61 -14. 22	 10;01.0;0 0.591 1523.78 30.59 1.C4
0.35 00- U10 1919.01 -55..90	 1,00.00 0.670 1285.7:, 27.67 1.0s
MAX LL: 0- 5Cc U. G.0 10877.10 417.50
	
100.00 0.377 4097.84 52.71 1.150. 50 0. 0.0 9272.53 0.442	 G v826
MAX"tp,o.50i 0. 0.0 6L33.L3 224.63	 IC0.00 0.391 3456.71 47.75 1.12
01.50 0. 0.0 7593.51 0,455	 0.847
0.5ii 0. 0.0 7326.19 92.55	 100.00 0.408 2987.60 43.78
1* 1(.
01.54 0. 0.0 6311.36 0.473	 O.L.61
0.5G 0. C.0 59t31..75 --1'.51	 _IG(3.GG 0. xr30 2572.61 4G.C-7 ' 1.C8
0.50 0. 0.0 5128.18 0.502	 Uo870
0.50 0. 0.0 4 805 .2 1 -76.14	 100.00 0,459 2207.41 36.62 1. C7
0.50 06. 0.0 3792.56 -136.76	 I GC:. GO 0.497 1885.61 33.38 1.05
03.5(- 0. G.0 2943.69 --179.59	 100.00 0.544 1602.31 30.3E 1.G4
0050 G.. 0.0 2238.46 -206.62	 1C•G.GO 0.606 1357.44 ;27.63 1.0
	v^v^	 .,,.. ^.
	
sir... r. .......r 	 • ...^ 7	 a.	 ..	 . 	 v	 . ....r ...ar
	
•r.. »..- ti.. ...•
99 PERCENT GEAR LFi-ICIENCY
FREE TUR51NL RPM=r•;47.
PART POWER PERFORMANCE FR IO-M MAXIFUM CLIMB
STANDARD LAY 1 AM
	
ALT	 DIAM PROP ShV	 FN RES.	 HPX	 BSFC	 WFT	 WAE PTA
	
ALT	 DI AM NET THRUST TSFL ETA PROP
0.	 0.0 10ta0.00	 205.46 100.40 . 0.370 4034.28 50:.12 1.15
G.	 O.G .7896.71 0.51]. G.86D
0.	 0.0	 9355.50	 68,45 1GG.GCj 6.380 3557.95 46.5 9 1.13
0.	 0.0	 6731.14 0.52E 00868
G.	 0*
0
7^
L
79^9.d1	 -51.02 Ii+:t.t^tF 0.395 30B0.08 42.62 1.11
00
	
010	 554 : .29 G, 555 G. b /4	 7
0.	 0.0	 642"x.35 -141. Y5 1010.00 0,414 2659,66 39.34 1.09
0.	 0.0 4472.74 Go595 0. 87A
U.	 0.0	 5210.74 -211.09 100,OG 0.439 2286.95 36.05 1.07
00	 0a0 - 4153.96 -201.9 1t 100.00 0.471 1958.22 32.88 1.06
0.	 0.0	 '326b.% --2,97.87 100eUU 0.511 1669.20 30.15 1.05
03.	 0.0	 252b.95 -321.03$ I.CG.GO 0.56i 141E.87 27.56 1.C z-
m 
MM,
h'^,X CL n . c, 0
0.6G
+ G. bo
0. b0
0.4,0
G. 6 u
0-60
0. 60
0.60
0.60
0,60-
0060
R , RODUCIBUffY OF THE
f AMINAL PAGE IS POOR
276
27
N, !^!
Cl^a
Wg CL 0. j
C.. 3
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
G.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
Go 35
MAX Cl,. u.!.(,
0. 50
MAX ce G.5G
G.5u
•0.5 C:
G.5G
0.56
0.50
O.5U
C.50
.	 PRATT ANN	 WHITNEY .AzFGF;1:F7
RLNATCmEG SI!i47& TURbUSh -,F7	 ENGINE	 E511MAILU PERFORMANCE
U.S. SIANLAKU ATMUSPHLKE, 1902	 It,U NGRCENT IMAM	 &'f-(.0-VEKY
99 PtRLENT GEHR EFNILIENCY
FREE TURBINE RFM-t-547.
PART PUwL-K PERFUf•;MANCE FROM V,,d X1MU y CLIM13
STANUARD UAY TAM
ALI GIAM FS.CP	 `al p FN KES.	 hYX BSFC WFT WAE PTA
ALT LTAM A.LT	 'ImkuST TSFC	 tTA PROP
1500. 0.0 1o3lI.4b • -76-1.5c, 	 10(1.00 0.384 3962.4Z 56..08 1015
15GG. 0.0 11169.45 0.355	 0.73.7
15C U. 0.0 bE91.z8 462.b4	 10.^, .00 0,402 325C.03 50.05 1.1r
ISE:•C. 0.0 925x.40 0.351	 0.7h^t
1500. 00 0 bt,9,)	 t;9 327.31	 I(-U.00 00420 2810.22 45.88 1.1 6
lbu(i U.0 7L95.49 0.356	 0.799
1500. -	 0.0 5400.30. ^Ob.7Ci	 100,00 0.446 2406,64 41.73 1.0
15GG. C.G 671[,. 13 0.3.`•.9	 G.850
15(10. 0.0 4296.72 118-89	 100,00 G.479 2059.25 37.97 1.C&
i5G0. 0.0 335&.6S 49.90	 100.LO 0.523 1753.99 34.47 1 * 05	 a,
1500. 0.0 255o.Z7 -9.04	 100.00 00580 1483.7.9 31.14 1.G4
f
1500. -	 G.0 1SG6.63
4
-47.53
	 *ILG.00 G.657 1251.96 2803 7 1.03
1500. G-0 1GbVt.97 460.65
	 10G.00 0.373 4062.22 54.21 1.16
15L. O. 0.f1 9307.10 0.42b
	
O.Szi s
G.0 867&.78 300.0:•0
x,
246.98 '0.368 3366.9,1 48.66 1.13
1500. U.01 8JT87..-U 0 .450	 0. b43
15C4,k. C.G l'7Z 6 .7 > 11S•425
t,
	10^ -
0
0 0.404 2912.61 41x.65 1.10
ISGC. 0. 0 b250.92 bb	 .e590.4
	
V
15v(,. i,.0 5885.03 19.15	 ICU,t'•4 0.426 2505 *
 x2 40.81 I.GE
15(1(3. 0.0 SCl64,	 3 6.593	 O.t6 r``
I5GG. .C: 4737.74 -61.61
	 1G(+.CC 0.454 2148.72 37.28 1.C7
1500. 0.0 3739.98 -114.46
	
ICO 3 00 0,491 1836.10 :53.99 1,C6.
lboo. .0.0 4909,52 -145.40
	 100-GO 0.536 1559.90 30.91 1.04
15 Go (1.0 2213.75 -140.35	 100,00 0.5'x'7 1340.67 Z.8 f 10 1.04
i
M!i	 ALI
MN	 ALT
AX	 c
Cf. 6c
}CMG. b
G.6C
C'. 60
G. bty
0.6G
0.60
0.6C
0.64.E
15GG.
l>c^0 •
154,€x.
1`00.
1.4: U.
1500.
15GG.
1500.
1500 .
1500.
REMATCHEL SIS476 7URtWU,HAFT ENGJNL &Ik IIMATED PERFORMANCE
U.S. SI ANOAKU	 19(.2	 100 PEkUNI KAM RECUVEKY
94 PERCENT G W EF-FIUINCY
FKk F TUKBIht KPM=Pb47,
PART PEWER PERFUKIMANCL FROM MAXIMUM,CLIVIB
SIAN(JAF%U UAY TAM
	
LIAM	 PROP SHP	 FN k:ES.	 HPX	 BSFC	 HFT.	 WAE	 Pit-
UTAVj NE T Yt;RUS7 ISFC ETA PPOP
	
G.G	 IUV-9U Civ
	 248.95 ICC * 60 0.367 3595.06 51.53 1.16
	
C.0
	 794 7.74 0.5C,3 0. L•57
	
Lt.o	 19176.73	 95.72 100.00 0.^-:7E ,34'64._53 47.45 1.13
	
0.C.	 b65;r 90 0.52U
	U1
	 7466.158	
-28.b6 100.00 4).391 2999.57 43.62 loll
	
u. EY	 54'94.37 0.545 ir. C74
	
'C,.G	 6320.77 -118.09 1CO.00 0.410 2589.56 40.05 .1.019
	
0.0	 4444.45 0.5b3 b o b75
	
CG.ct	 512ir.86 -186,2G 100.00 0.x,34 2225.64 36,.68 1.G^
	
-0.0	 4089 * bl -238.45 ICO3 00 0.466 1905 *40 33.55 1.Gb
f
O.bo	 1500,	 0.0
0.60 	 1500.	 010
321E.13 --274.70 100.00 0.5€ 4 lb22.92 30.63 1.U5
452.543 , -2-99-35 100.00 -0.553 1379, 2U 27.99 1	 4
1
i
^.5
j
1
^j
i
' 	 3
5
e. A
S
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PR.ATI AND WhITNEY AlF ' CRAFT
-kEMATCHEU SlS .47b TURBOSHAFT EN(ANt• ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
U.S.	 STANDARD AIMLJ:^PHEKi- j 1962	 1G0 PERCENT RAM RECOVERY
99 PERCENT GEAR EFFICIENC'Y
FRtE TuKUNE': KPM=P547*
•
?AkT Ptili;K	 PERFORMANCL r-ROM MAXIMUM CLIMB
STANDARU UAY TAM
MN ALT UTAM PROP -SHP FN RES.	 HPX BSFC WFT WAE PTf.
M ;N ALI ulAm NET ThkuST ISK	 ETA PRUP
mm act.35 ^60cu. 0.0 9715.67 769.19
	 1CO.00 0.379 3626-28 58.16 1.10
0.35 5000. 0.0 1047l• 0.352	 U. (02
Ah^4 CAZ	 35 5666. C.0 7715.63 478.,+7	 ICG.00 0.394 3042,.36 52.23 1.13
0.31 5 5 0 C. (I . G.c b 7i!6. ,9 2 Do346	 0,752
0.35 5. U c; 0 . 6. 0 6 43 5 ..4 5 345.05	 IG0,00 0.410 2638,72 48.02 1.10
0.35 bc- ci o . (Y.c? 75 92- . 50o 0.348	 ;3,71 - 6
0,35 1 0() Q . U.0 5ZZo.96 225.50	 1GO.00 0o433 226T.34 43.67 I.G&
0.35 5000. 0.0 6, 14'. 17 013- 58	 O.E15
0.3-5 _5 c C. c G.0 415-4.52 136. 1 1 	 1C,.rj 	 0, 0 6.465 1930,47 39.66 1.07..
0.35 5000 01.0 3254.292
65.05	 100400
0.505 1643,59 35.98 1,C 5
0,35 S GfJ . 0.0 248b .37 12.53	 100.00 0.559 1389.64 32-49 1. 04
6.35 5000. 0.0 1815 	 2_5 -24.19	 100.06 0.631 1169.86 Z s. 31 1.04
CL 0. U 5000. G.0 10401.72 504,53	 100,50 0.368 3828.77 56.62 1.16
(J.5u rl-c(,u . o.0 b 95 b^	 JC,. 0.4Z8	 fi.blO
XA9 at (, - 5 G 5000. 0.0 6 X -63.1b7 261.39	 100.00 0.352 3151.85 50.75 1.14
0.50 5Gi,7b. C1.0 71:-7.5S 6.438
	 1,1. 635
0.5, U 5:,(JOG . G.0 69IBoLO 15b.4 b	 ICC-.Go G.395 2733=71 46.69 1.11
0.5u 5c.cl () . C, 60o7.L6 0.451	 ki. E52
0.10 ID G c 0 . 0 . ri 5653	 t.13 55,14	 100.00 0.415 2348 * 78 42.61 1.0c
0.50 5000. 000 4 '1- 5 5 .'UO -Z5.52	 100400 0,442 2011a 03 38,87 1.C-7
0.50 5000 0 0. 0 361G.17 -82.6G	 100.00 0,476 1718.b3 35.42 I.Gt
G..50 5000. U.O 2LO8	 -8 -126.72	 100.00 0.519 1456.48 32.16 1.: 5
0.5U 5L,00. L.0 2143.55 -159.43	 luO.UO 0.575 1233.08 29.19 14G- J
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PkATT kNU WHITNLY AIKURAFT
hLPiATLHcG 5TS476 TUkbOStiAFT	 NCINE ESTIMATED PERF0RMi,-lLr-
STANEse.kb AlP.UsPHERL- 9	1962	 100 YERUNT RAM RECOVERY
99	 PL-RCENT (,Es,k EFFICIENCY
FREE_ IURbINE kPM=x:547, <t	 _:'
PART POWER PtRFCkMANGE FRUM MAXIMUM CLIMB
5TANL•AKG DAY IAM .
MN ALT GT€tM PROF SHP	 FN KES.	 HPX bsf-c WFT WA E: PTA
MN ALT UTAM NLET THRUST
	
TSFC	 ETA PREP
FMAX 'LC. L'mbt3 -50UU. Q 0 1L=888	 16	 392,80	 160 .00 0.360 3917.32 55.0E
.
1.19
G.66 5ut3Cr. U. a 8064.15	 U.-48b	 0.846
MAX M L . b U
 15..60. {,.G 6738.35	 148.47	 100.00 0.371 3245.14 414 .51 1.15
_
0.6f. L+C+O m C.aG 6444»I0	 0.554	 Go 862
G.bo Stf(JO. 0.0 733.10	 .30 .75	 10G.U0 0.384 28'15.01 45.59 1.12
0060 :)Uu[} m U. 0 5367.66	 U o 524	 0.871
U-60' 5000. 0,G 6G40.90	 -65077	 160.00 0.401 2423-91 41.73 .1.1(3
0.60 5000. G. 4?4O. Q7	 0.557	 G v b75
f3.6fi 5u(if; . G.0 4908.(>4	 ---134.86 	 IGG.00  0.•424 2082.71 3b.21 1*OE
0.60 5C•U0. U.0 3928.28	 -188.26	 100,00 0.454 '17b2.93 34.53 1. C-7
0.60 5000. G.0 3C•98.11 '	 -232.50	 100.00 Ga490 1517.07 31.84 1.C5
Q.bC 5001. Oa0 2r^r8. b	 -256.12	 100.00_ 0.536 12$6-^ €3 29.03 1_.034
44gg^
1
C
i
f'
2$0
- ^	 -	
i^w, , ams^mne. s4e ^a:^^arpm+.svm ^
	 ^. ^	 .. _... ___^._;.^:.^.-
	 ^ _^.^..._.._..._.m:^------._..._._.•c
= FRETT.AhU WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
kEPAIChEU S7S476 %1WEi SHAFT 41GINE	 ESTIMATE{	 FERFUfihiA t.'CE
U. S'. SIANUAKU ATnj- 4Pr:EkE,	 1962.	 100 PEP CENT NAP RECOVERY
99 P ERCENT LicAk	 EhFICIENCY .
s
'NKrE 7Ukb1Nt KPM-.h547.
I PAkT . POWER PERF%M-^'. CF FFVM MAXIMUM. CLIMS
t.
STANUARU LAY IAM -
" 1 MN ALT 07 AN PROP SHP Fm RES.	 -hPX 6SFC WFT WAE PIA
m ALT UTAM NET TnkUST TSFL.
	VA VRUP
AtAX CL 0.35 1Gt f1U. G.O 8$71.23 74-4 . 75	 100.00 0.373 3310.68 bl.2b 1.19
"J0.35: 0000. U.4 '051ta b, 4 0. 'r	 016UI
_..__ M;p dtG. a5 iC, 000. G•8 71511.?G 496.55	 100.co , .0.3x',5 2753.86 55.42 1.1 ;
0.35 Itio00	 . G. 0 SliiS	 l% 9 0.344	 0.729
0.3: 10000. 0.0 x+043.61 3o7.85	 ICU * 60 0.39E 2402.39 51625 1.12
0.35 10600. coo 711x.45 V.338	 0.765
0.35 10UG0.. .	 u. G. 4:961.25 25.819.57	 100.00 0.417 .2.06$,63 46:83 I.10
:C.3 :5: 21:000. 0 00 6025.50- 0.343 	 0.191
0.3.5 10000. :.. 0 3t056 , 57 16b . 62	 100.00 0.445: 176"2 .18 42 .42 1.0E
0.35 100 o.D 31U7. :s7 95.47	 IUC.00 0:.4EZ 1497.61 38 .40 l.Ca
0.35 10uu0. 060 2391 . 24 40.57	 1C O.c+c 0 . 3 0 1266 0 34 3.. 66.
•
1.05
M
0.35 10GG+:. -	 0.6 1706.93 --0492	 100.00 065°4 1062016 31.14 1.04 3
Ct. 0.5 1G000. 0.0 5484.75 533.8.8	 100.00 4.363 3441108 59.65 1.20
0,50 006 a GOO E2-4^s.K 1 0.417	 x.:796
6ab4 IUMs. GIG 7e^67o48 325 .76 MAO .0.373 2558.36 53 . 44 1.1b
00 50 100i	 ,'G^ C, .G 6757.75 0.4k3	 0.822
0150 W006. G.4 647U.lt, 206.43 • 7.00 00 0.384. 24866 82 49.75 1.13 1
0:50 IC*004. 0'.11 y7!i7071 [3.432	 C:. b -40
-0.56 1C0 "0y (400 5.34104JI 1G6. • 35	 Ipua00 Gs401_ 2144e35 45.57 1. 11
O bv 10000 .' 0.0 47LO06 0.449	 .ts57G
0.511 1GGU [^.Q 43^s4.34. ^73b	 100.00 ' 0 .416 1.132.11 41.44 10^
0405u boot-6. C.0 3b5c	 .^ G.47b	 0' b7G i
0050 1C^0u6 00 342j. 4b -34.29	 100.110 0.457 1563.24 37.70 1.07
0.5 0 100000 .0.0' 2672.26 -79.7 l	 IGO :00 09496 13..25.47 34.16 loot-.
O.sG 10404., [^ G 2039 73 -115.48	 100.00 0.548 1117.26 3".90 1. C4
f
2$1. E
4  "1919
 -
1919.
...^	 4c'5;a.•'r.wu_r.ueu.,a...
`1 19 19	 '1919	 - 	 ....-.: -1919	 1919.
_: 1919.
	
..  	 ..
	
-.
-°	
+'
-t4e
-	
. 	
>.,. d.s 1919	 _1919.,	 i._:::
.	
.
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PRATT ANU WHITNEY AtII:C'RAFT
KE>vAjCPJS J SIS416 TURaLSHAFT E^1i 1lVk	 rSZ1i^ATEcf^ PERKUI^NtA.:iIGE
U,S, STA, NUAKU A11v+j51-hLRt, 1962	 100 PERLEN] RAM REGOVEKY
.. _
99 PE.KC.€ NT GG Ak. EFFICIIENGY
^ l-Ftr^ TUItE:; Il^t	 kNM =>~ 547..
PART KWER PE.RFOKMANCE FKCM MAX1.MUM LLJM8
STAN4AKU uAY IAM ..
MN HtY E)THM Pl:t]#' 	Shp FN RES.	 HPX Eo5Ftr WF1 N 'AE PTA
MN ALT DTAM NET ThK S `t TSFC	 ETA ORUP
Am [L O..bO 10000.. (l.:0 1 tj 0U5:.14 434.50	 1-00 a 00 (3.. 355 3554.10 53.3 l.z
u.lai, iGCi^G. C.G 7iY5b.49 0.470	 0.637 .
hweA G. bi 1GG4G . () a t b l(pZ 0 Cob 116-.17	 100.60 6.36 14 2946 . 15 5.2.66 1* 17
0 0 60 1(.0()0. 000 61G5 .L1 0 * 4b	 [%. 654
U.bu 1(000. u.U. 6649.16 99637	 1(.16..00 0.374 25E+7.32 i,>r.SE 1.14
U. 6c, 14G(►tt. G.(! 114 i.o2 0 9 418	 00865
0.00 10000 0.0 561.63 :3 :E9	 100-. :Gtl 0.389 2208.40 44,49 •1. 12
0..60 ILiGuG. (Sao: 4217 .'29 0,524	 G.£^73
0.60 1t10(-G. G.f+ 41615.56 -71.64	 10(t.cG 0.410 189W..27 400 62 1.G$
0. 6G 1G000 . 000 :$:96.1029 0.563	 a. E74
0060 100toa Lie  3705.91 -127.86	 10,0 * i0 0.437 1619.08 37.0b 19 6E
0060 10000.. 0,0 2 q2 ;:-.62 :165.32
	
100,00 0.471 1376.8 0 33+x76 1r C6
G.60 IOCCiGi O.G 22-64. S9 -1V7. 0 1	 100.G0 • 0.514 1164.46 3G o6^ 1.45
gh'^XG4 x..65 l(:G[• U. 0.0 1C•31G.91 370.87	 100 * CO Go351 3617.37 57.57 1.23
Ci.65 iGG00. 0.0 7154 ► 1 0.4^4.	 0.C4
a A)(&. C. ii•GC.61 G.O 6344.75 162.71	 1GC:.GG 04359 2994.9G 161.53 1.118
0165 100col 0.0 564--.19 C.513	 01667
0.-b5 Lt, 0Uv. 0.0 Ur.-9.43 40.40	 IC`( * 00 DaB66 2604.01 47.91 1.14
6...65 1LGCG. G-. G. 4 yGt^.3V 0..731.	 0 * 876
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PRATT ANU WHITNLY Alk6 Al-I
k.EA4%TCw£:U STS476 TURbti_hk>'T ENGINt- ES1IMATE:0 PEkFChMANCL .
-U.S. ST ANVAKU .A 7PJSPhLKEr 1561	 1CO FLR.UNT RAM RECOVERY
99 P,EhCLNl ELAN EFFIGSZNCY
FREE ;TuKOINi. hPli-=F547.
PART P('Wi:k P f PFC-F%M;-,NL- FROM. M11XlMtjM CLIMB
STPN UARU UAY TAM
NN ALT IhTAM PRGP .^.HF FN RES.	 N#'k BSFC WF7 WAE FTC
k m.,% ALI UTAN NET THRUST 7SFG 	 LTk PROP
MAX em C.3 4.(GG0, Goo 705-- 16 643.00	 100.00 0.367 2569.78 bb. 157 1.22
E1..75 tGUa.O. 0,0.. ?ra {Iri.l U.^41	 0x65,0
"Ax at C+. !-) C► .G 5s,36 is ,?.* 461 3'G	 1-00 00 0.371 2202.22 62.02 to v4
0. 2CG{,C- G.-G 6642, 14 (:.332	 0.664
t1..3`. 2t e thf= G. Orti 5I29 -,E 30*L9	 100eUO 0.379 1943..65 57 9F, 1.16
G'. 3 5 ZG U V (1. a 04 5 co5?.e3 0.3zo	 0.716 _
8
u. 35 u u u 0 000 43M0. 10 2y^.19	 1-00 GO 0.391 - 1696 , 73 51.69 ^1914t 0.3.5 LQGQQ 0.0 Z5,	 a9 .0.:32.3.	 0.754.
0.35 40C,-U* L. . rp 3.5 5.75 211.64	 1a0.CU 0.410 -1459.20 44.07 1.11
(U.3 zo u- U, U. 0*0 44:53..5b G 3`8. 6 16 -
0.35 K000. 0.6 281()&7;, . 14 .43	 100000 0.440 ' 1136o'lb -44.2b L.C9
Ur35 ZV0(10 00 0 2171.5b 82.85	 I0GoQG .0w419 - 1040..25 . ..39970 1.07
0.35 2GGUG. G.0 1.644 . 96 37.84	 I .UQ,^n 0.^30 . ^_ 571.70 35. .59 2.05
^: 7
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edA)( ft- L 5C 2i.4c o G	 ee . 63-*b.b3 31s0o8Z	 106.00 003.61 2290.95 60.4c l..21
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G.5O 2u(jOO, G.G 5447.96 277.13
	
10G.QG 0468 2019.71 56.46 1.1E
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00 5.0 26-Goo: V C± 3645658. 43x29	 lets:00 0.422- 1283.97 43.16 1.10
0450 20OLO. x;00 2390.41 -7.64	 1GO.u0 0.454- 1065.72 35.95 1%06
0.50 2000.00 010 1(35034 -43.22	 100.00 0..497 .. 912.07 35 U5 L.G.b i
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PRATT ANU WhITNEY A3kGkAFT
kL-MA- ICHi- U STSAe76 TURbU .s. hAFT FNE-	 k ESUM 'AEGA PERFIAMANCE ;
U b. 51 ANVA kv ATMUtPil RE	 19 2 : ..	 1[o NE CEN WwM F^ GGVkRY
99i^EkG6N-1 GEF#i EFF-IGiENGY
^kE^ Tuk^1ti^ ^^Nt=Ft.hy7.
•
FART' N041Efii PEEtFL[t°WANG	 ' FkI^M' MaX:114UM CLIME
STANUARP GAY 1AM .
^MN ALI UTAM PKGP SHE' Fw RES.	 MPX BSFC. WFT WAE PTA f
M.N AL1 U `TAM N►T I CRUST I.S,K 	 ET A PRUN
Ci 'G(J 2G0G0 - a G«O 0-40 r48 4199:a0	 10.0 a1G Us 35u 2813.40 +b4,3:3 102r-
'G.447	 U. bly ::.
^I+LgXCt:L.HC 1LUG0.. 000 6+ b o b 31L .T5	 300.;(1 0 .0.x,353 2366 * 66 .59 07 192^ 4
G.6G ZGGGG. G«G 15 25' .a 4 0.460	 be.8`35
0.6'0 24040, 0 * 0 5EUis Ud 20b b5	 103 0«t3U 0 . 359 2Q	 . 5^3 55.19 1« 1S
0« b6 2C.0000 u.0 0590 `li 00457	 Op 846
0.40 .200GO. G.G 4922.25 113:.47	 16G.t= C1 09369 . 1814«28 50.9 ;. 1.16
016.0 20600 6o 0 3E54	 5►5 : 0 47 . lU 869 ..
0.60 ` 29040. 4. G 4057 w 89 37,20	 .100 0 00 .00384 1556.14 46.5'W 1« 13 Ls
0.60 2GG00, 000 3166 * C-6 X6.453	 Gob 71
Q«8f, 2CWO 0 0 3256..09 -23..33	 190.00. 0.407 1325.83 42.26 1.10
0..64 20uv 0 .0 [444 . 1.6 0 532	 0.670.
01.60 200GG 0.0 2566 32 _. -07489_400 *G 0.436 1124.84 38031 1. 18'
0060 29999. - G.0 2G C.643 .7 2 . 100, 00-100 0.472 947 .60 34.61 1.07
- , . i . ;
AIAlCCL G.t.S 10990. boo 8293 . 76 479 .15.	 196 .04 6.3 +46 2668& 87 • 63.74 1~r30
`Q165 2vG-:CG6. G. f3 6077._5c 0.471 2	 Cie 6215
1WML.65 2GG6 1% . GOO 090 1.51 277.38	 1000.00 80349 2409.47 58«31 1:25
G.Eo5 1-L"G0 ri V 0 h(A61..{,1. G«476	 0o
Q.65
.
20,000-. u.p 5569637 lbb.81	 100'.00 00354 2121.8'9 54.47 1.29: !
6.65 ZG W a 0 *0 43b%kW 26 0.484 . 0.8!•2 F.
fl«6: 5 -060 1. G«G 5074.i 9 78- y5 . . 1toLa00 - 0.364- 1845jo b► 5U.34 IL-16
O«ti5 e fOG.U. U:.O ` ::.30{►>..i.6 ..U.5LU	 Gb72: .
o. t ct^. .: 4	 .37 c.51	 LOO Do; 0 37 14.z 45.0.
0.65 29000. 0 0 331a. .tl9 i5b.25	 ICO39O 0.399 1349055 41.76 1.11
r
f
0065 -20909. 0 C .cLb9a.[5 j.101.2:4	 `.00lt0 U00426 1146.814 37 6:94 1.-44 r
Q«6y (lQ{►D. D o 2107.54 -1::3:.06	 1a,0..i C ` 0.459 967.43 34:.35 - 1-07
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PRAI7 AND Wh1TNEY AiRCRAt- T.
REMNTCHEU STS47b TUF.li.0"5:NAFT CNI'-IME E;STIt4AT'8C FtiKFC!k"MA14GE
' U.S. 5i. ANliAK0 A.3 MUSPkEREr 15 4+ 2	 1t G FERtE'N3 kAM KEC^.+Y it`Y
99 PEKCENT G^EAK- 'EHICIENCY
FR EE 7 URUINE ,QOM=154?
PAkl FOWz-R P FWURMANGE eROM MAXIMUM CL IMb
•	 STAKbAF<U UAY TAM
'.	 MN ACI D1ikM PROP SHP: FN F'tES
	
MFX 65FG wF+ T MIA•8 PTr+ j
: MN aCj. U1aM P.'^	 TKRuST T"C	 E3A	 PitL7P + ,
;Vv% C& 0.75 4 000. 060 68	 .34 41.1966	 MOO 0.338 2989.39 a2.06 1.33
bow75 M5001 C.J 551 .I9 G.53ti	 G^.Ff39
G . 7 t, ..00000 _
	
0.0 7360.601 207.64	 100 0 U. 340 2505.39 56.87 1. 2b
G.7 1. L-464. 0*0 4599.66 6.545.	 (3.844
G.75 2L{s()0. 6.0 bsb?+..14 95.0'	 10Q.Ot] 0.345 2200.88 52.83 1.21
0.75 2uc^uu..G 5y3Z,C►'8 05iU	 3.85'4 a
0.75 cuCGU. 0.tk 542aq68 -0014	 100.GC . 00353 1911.15 48.75 1.18
0.75 20000 0 .0 B..o4.2i^ 0.5b5.- :O..F5	 ~ =
I 0.75 2GGGG... 0.0 ..	 449,6.30 --75.,91	 100.OG 00365 . 1640.75 at4.59 1. 14
i	 0.75 2600G 010 367,,0649 -131-kil_	 IUC.UO 6.3`82 1403..65 40.71 1.12
0.75 2006. 000- 2954.56 - 171.41	 i6o.GO: 0.405 x. 195..89 .37. 13 1610
-	 'G,75 W000. 0.0 2340.47 -200.86	 100.00 0.433 .1012.40 33.77 1.D6
" r'^ AX CG G.BG zOGGU. 0. 9; 9 12..3 - S7 383.13	 106 00 0.335 3053.50 61 *11 1.35
V.EG &-voluG. 0:00 5353+.6:3 O R 574	 00822
=^KC O.tiG cU0Lt4. 0.0 7Es07.31 174.'0	 100.00 0.330+ 2556.10 :'5574 1.47
"	 0.80 korico. G.G` 4365.50 G.5b3	 0.835
-.
0060 ZGCuu. G.G 6602.704 56.bl - 1GG.G0 0..340 2243.83 51.94 10'22Q.tstl 24400. 0.6 3M,4.02 0.603::0.63:2
fi.8 G 2GGc.Ct . G.. G 5011.25- -38 .b0	 1[k:u.00. 0.347. 19470 21 47.92 11 a
G.Fi^ ^.t+UGv. u."G 3(=bc .i:2 O.b3b	 0.633
C.80 c+ C, GO a.0 4660.78 115.13	 100.00 0,358 1672.55 43.66 1.15
G.tsG eCGGG f .0< Z616-477 6.641 - tott
.	 0 &C 20uuG. 000 3&3!. 45 -169.16	 1GOeOO 0.374 1434..39 40.'17 1. Ia. .	 5
C..BG 2.0000. .G. G. 3101.55 -2.08.49	 lU;F.UO 0.3.94 1222.98 36.69 1.. 10
0.00 1-0000. 090 2473.01. -237.60	 100+40 0..4.19 1036. 95 33044 1 Ot
X85
- Pit:A77 A' ND WhITK; Y A1 kaCRAFT
REMATth,EG ST_k7t^ TUKI USHAF-t EN E:ST^ ^A1E kQ PtRFiD -ANCE
U S. S1' ANul+ FtG Al ' PObrHFKt:. 1962	 1Gp -RE^f, LN fiats kEG^3VEKY
99 PERUNT GEAR EFFICIENCY
FREE 1UFBINE FPM=1,547,s
r+Rl' 'Lwr.R pERUkMaha.E FROM P,AXIMuM k LIMB .
STANGki%V JAY TAM
`MN ALT G 1 AM Pkci^ SNP	 FN RE 5.	 HPX E 3Ft WFT WA E ' PT.4
m ALT UTAM. . NET THKUS:T..	 TSFC .. E;YA PROP
.G. E5 LO[ OO 600 94391,30	 352-.21	 160.00 0.331 3122017 60.10 IAA ;:
_ :. (. b ^ ^.Gcat^ uG 485I . z5	 U 6^4	 Q.76^
J1+^fUCI' V• E.5 100.00., 0.0 ? 73..75	 141 At , 	1OU400 Q. 33Z . 2611.44 54.80 1.28
G. isS c.GGGG. Gob 3y1t;.93	 0 : .6b7	 O. 76&
-	
0. & 5 200,60. _	 G.O 6833 uo	 17„ .112	 104.GC 0.335 2286.33 - 500 ,99 10 24
O. b 5 ^C-000. tf. G 32f-0010%0.651E	 0 765
0.8 goGOy.. G.  . 0 .tiSS	 8	 -79.76	 100.00 0.34.1 19.65.74 47.06 .Iy..
. 0685 ZCGUO 6.10 26590:56	 0 747	 Cs754
01 85^ 26000. 0.0 4L56 sz-7 	 -1.56.5Q .	 100.00 0.351 .1706958 4r3 '.12 1916
0465 2GOGGS OeO ` 213-ly .53	 00751 7 	G.757
001;5OGGV. Ci:	 El 4011.0:9`	 -2I^9.81 :	 lai.OG . 0..36.5 1465w34 35 .55. 1.13 . -
0085 20'GU0. 0.6 32x2.51	 -•247.97	 100.00 0.384_ 1252.17 36.23 loll
t^0.5 20000 - 0 0 cb14: 48 '-x75.:51. 	 ICO.GQ 0.406 1,062.:20 33 D6 10x9 a:
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aPR47T ANU Wh1TWV AIRCkA:F
t6
KENATChtU ^J.K471t* TuFlsu6k' P$
	
EN6^Pd	 :5T^MA .ltd 1?Ei F[3RMQhCI;
U. S.' Si AN'uAk V ATmus°8kLft%: 196.9	 1v'o . Pfe GENT R. A 14 RLCUV0tV
9.9 PL. R.CENS` GEAR	 FFICI	 CY
NNt IUK lb ,
 INs	 KFK=6547
FAl%T K4 F-k PLW igMANCL FROM MAX 11401 ,
 CL.IMt3
51ANDAW DAY TAM
f	 MN AL1 DTAM PROP ! H ' FN k''E5 + 	 hPX OSFC WFT WXF pi 
MN . AL1: UTAM K1. UFLUST T5FL	 L:l A PRUP
;MAX-CL uv.3 .5 1-5 Ll c0 0fil 59za102 571.80	 100.60 0.369 2.186 4 04 a70fit. 4045-" ,
00.35 ,^ 500U, 000 645(s b I 0.334!' Uo641
'l cg:cj	 3b 45c-(u G.G 5^9 .25 47Fs.25	 1Gl^40, 0.30 1943.46 63.25 ,. 1022 ^, ^"
G. 1 ;t_5GGJ. G.a 591'0.54, G 315 . G.. 663
G.3y 25 tiou ti . (f 4660 . 32 3Ey .49 . 1UP 04) 0»372 1733,85 61063 1019
0.35 2:040: V.G 537ti9290 U t323	 0.a91
U.sS c5uG(^. V.i^ 3.993o79 3Gk.5y' .	 iGG.04 0.30.1 152312 57.42 , 1.16 ?
...0.35 25000 0 0460 4740'.5'6 0 3.16	 t}'..7cb
00 35 Z-5C.6G. G. G 333&4 G8 227042'_	 100 0 00 00396 1321.32 62. 41. 2.. 1x`136.35 2- 1-000
 . - 000 4167.25 U.3]l7	 0.763
0.35 2-5-006.41. 6.0 2671!,64 31160. 	 l(OU .00; 0.420 12ti.06 47.99 1.11
0..35 25Gt,G t G.0 345..'67 [!'.'3C5	 fl0796.`	 .. o()435 . b o-d- 2079 . ts9 lUl•-5T.	 100...UC1: ' :0..45;5 946.74 42.99 1.GP .a
0.3^ 25000. ^'CoG 1579,.49 56.$1.	 100.00 • Q.50^ 791.51 18.39 1007
t1fdAEC U twfj ;L! 4 VVU. 0.0 64ato$Z 100 0.00: 0.358: . 2.323:86 6701.6 1.29
0.50 ' ;^5- 000 0.0 51(19. 106 O.401	 0.752
MAX CMG. ai► ^5Gu4. C. G 5699016 396.63	 ^10D 00 0 . 357 2034.62" 63..94 1.2^+
.	 .
00 5U 250CQ.
ry
0.0 31,44.27 4 a,392	 04777
0050 2.66-oo LSO 4 4 b6 * 51 3710097 	 100'.60 0.362 1804.37 60006 1.21
0.50 250G0. Y.U. 4602. 4}$ (3.392	 0*7970450 z5GC.(-a it 421{20.11 .:17026	 100.40 0.376 1584.22 55.96 1.17
.-0 50 cKGG;. E1.0 3 •,0 4:5.0 O.:.Sb	 0.b16
6050 z5t<[. Cr. Go o 3584.32 1414i38	 1GG:.00 0.383 1311.46 51046 10:,10
U.5C 15400. 0.0 33bS.SO 0.4115	 G .638
4.5[o . 750000 606 2690081 76094	 100600 ' 01404 1168*82 46.73 1.11
6050 25 o.o.* V.[ 275.1683 0 9 425	 130855
0.50 c5uGG. 0.0 2263»b7 26.07	 100.00 0.435 9$4.:56 41.98 1069
0 0 50 1:5[;00. GOto 1740.31 -12.52	 i00'.00 00473 826*66 37.70 1*07
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-- PKAT7 ANO Iiti TTNLV - AIRCRAFT
'REHO'ChEli, SI547b IURbU hAFT EN61NE ESTIMAI EQ PERFORMANCE
U.S. 51 ANUAKU A 1 Wlf hLkE, 1962
	 10. FE Et LN.?	 hAN? `RECGVEI;Y
99 PERCENT GE A& EFFICIENCY
FKEk Ttit%UINE _ hNM t5547
'. PAK,T P[.-HLK FEkFt +'MANGE FK f4 MAXIM	 CL^M^3
.I 'STAWAU hA Y I'AM f
".	 I	 MN ALT 01AM- PRUP SNP FN RES	 HPx 6iFC WFT' WA`E 01A
MN • HC1' U7pN NE T Ttif:V57 TSFC	 ETA PROP
MAX0.. (:.:bu -.CCO 0.0 6970 73 4514.10	 100 'DO• " 6.350 2:441.11 66.71 1.32 1
0.6o , 0.0 5552.34 0a440	 U.EG* 1
_	
MMdR 6..64 25GOG. COG bGly . 2 344. 82	 U 0*100..: 00' 350 2106:. 1^ 62 .60" 1.:26
Ue6.0 2!AitG. Cj L 4b 16 l5 6.437	 C► .Fs23
q:60 2.:^^G iO 6o 0 52bb.`4 245,.1:3	 1Cr.G.vU _... E3.74 1.22
=	 0*60 25u z;,0 a 0Oil 422 At, .31 06-441
	 U.aB,7
0.60 2 1 u00 a Doi? 4.531.67 158.97	 100.00 0.361 1635.25 54.69 1.19
0.`bG 25UOt1:. ID 0 BOO0 6^e. 0.45E)	 0 6.4 _
0066 250(io0 : G.G 379'1.h8 82.93:	 CC * QG 0.373 1413 Z8 bO * 26 1.15
0060 SUG(; -06C 303503Z 0.46b	 G. 86:3
0.60 25000. G.G. 3673.599 -20.69
	 100000 0.'92 12044.5 45.63 10 , 1:2".
O.:6G 25CGG:. G.O. ^43^?.E^9 4#.^r44 . 	^i.S72.
:.
G.E^G c5u0U. U.0 Z190009 -s 7.15. luo 00 4.419 1017.&& 41.16 1.1U N`
6w:bQ 25f C -0	 - . G.0 lave v 50. -63.74	 10:0.00' _ 0.452 .857* 37. 37.14. 1008
acct U d5 crtrGU. 0 0 722 .613 ` 477.85	 10G.r00 0 34b 2663.73 66..32 .1034
0.66 250000 0460 5401: .53 0 461 0.6:l9.
id* MC.bS 25000. t► .0 6197.66 320:* 11	 2GG.00 b.346 2145.46 61082 1..27
6005 45000• Or-G 4647o92 [).:46+2	 1.0.b3$
000 13 25G{sCr (i:G 5427.x. 217.5► a	 100-0000 0050 1656.66 57.99 Is 2^
0.65 2-UPOC. Gob 400845- 0 0.4b7	 0. :0520
.065 : Z!wc:G. fu U 4672.54 129055 	 1GU.GG 0.356 ltib4.04 53.97 1.14
0,b5 15000. 0.0 0 B=ig	 .c3- 0477	 Q.C b ift
6.65 25U0f . iG.L 35^12.G1
.
52.94	 106.4U 11.367 1.436.71 49.5b 1 :.10 T:
O bS 25000 Poo. 3 lbO a 03 ' =L*67 1 eOD U.3'f"5 1224o63 45.03 1+ 13
`	 dOb/ 2.GGG. G r U 2528 . C^3 -= 54.97 '	 100.00 60410 10314-05 : 40..72 1.10
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PRATT AND WHIINEV AIRCRAFT
-__._
_ 0000.
RENTLUGN $15476 T4ROUSHAFT ENGINE. EST1MA'iEU pFKetIRMANCE
U.S. 51 AKb AIMJSPhE^Cr, 1062
	 1GG` OE-RCtNT TAM RECVVI;kY
q4 #^ ERGt` N	 Gc AR FFF 1 C ENC1!
. FREE T gKblNc KPM=bb47«
PART PEWLR PEKFCOANCt FROM MAXIMUM CLIMB
i
STaNGaKQ`41 TAM
I^,N AL1 UTAM PkGP $HP FN.. RES.	 H 65'FG WFT WAE P'	 A	 .
MN AL's U1AM,NT FHRi^$7 UK ET A 1'fi12P
1.tAaC 0.6-i 75 4!,^ 0G0 o.4 M9 0 S6 4476 s' 98	 160 .00. 0.330 263d .50 65.2D 1«3. E
..	 Q .75 c504 .0. 0 .0 bubEll.77 005c1	 u.8z(f )
M1UCC^ c'.`75 Mrcl(i 1 ' 0 6^g7.a7 24"#3.56 ' 100,0 0.338. 2231.93 " 60.07- 1. 0
0.:15 C5000,« OvP	 ` 425(,.33 _ Gr125	 0.636 w "'`
0.75 25L0U G.0 57b& e91 ; 161 .69 NO* W, "0.341 ^.97Z : b8 56.32 1.2.,5
0.70" c506si U. G ,^bBT . #H (! 0 535	 u.8k^4
0.5 2.,cclUe Goo 4984054 69.11- '100 :0,00 0e346 1.725.'83" 8Z.35. .1.2`1
0075 2566.0	 .. 0..0 31-1.7E 0..555	 0.-G48
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APPENDIX B
f	 i
Appendix B includes the final data package and associated reference
material transmitted to Lockheed by the Hamilton Standard Division of United
Technologies Corporation in compliance with the terms of their subcontract.
These data cover the work performed in support of LockheeW s Turboprop/
Turbofen, Short/Medium. Range Configuration Analysis which is reported in
Section 7 of this document.
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Hamilton Standard cw19em cw UMY£0 4,RGRAFT GORKMA,IDN
W NOSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT 060"
Please address answer to
Mail Stop No.1ft-21=6
February 20, 1976
Lockheed California Company
P. O. Box 551
Burbank, California 81503
Attention:
	 Mr. John Hopkins, Department 7521, Building 63.3
Subject:
	 Prop-Fan Transport Study
Reference: LCC (Hopkins letter to HE (Gatzen) dated 11-20-75
Dear John,
In accordance with Enclosure 2 of the . reference letter, HS and PWA have each
prepared a data package for the subject study. The enclosed HS data are as follows:
1. System Description - SK 91423 and Enclosure 1
2. Propulsion System Weights - Enclosure 
.2
3. Propulsion System Costs - Enclosure 3 & 4
4. Acoustic Estimates - Enclosure 5
5. Impact of Advanced Technology - Enclosure 6
6. Scale Factors: Enclosures 2, $, 4, 5, & 6
If questions arise concerning these data, please feel free to contact me.
Very truly yours,
HAXMTON STANDARD.
Division of United Technologies Corporation
tel Ozen.
'	 BSG/soh
E
Enclosures: SK 91423 and Nos. 1 thru 6
I	 oe: Messrs. D. Gray (PWA)
S. Stahr (Eastern)
L. Williams (NASA-Ames)
NOTE: On May 1 9 18750 the name of United Aircraft Corporation was obanW to
United Technologies Corporation.
V	TELEPHONE (2031623.1621 -------• — TELEX 9.9288 	 MX 710-4204584
e
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Enclosure i.
Props-Fan Teohnica^-:Data.*
Diameter
	
12. 8
 feet
Tip Speed - Van	 800 feet per second
No, Blades	 8
AF	 200 per blade
Int. Coefficient of Lift 	 0.12
AUx Climb Design Point
	
34. 1 SHp/D2 & 0.8 Mn, 36000 feet, +18°F
Maximum Power	 108$0 HP 6 250XTS, S.L.,.+18°F
Engine RPM
	 8547.
Gear Ratio
	
7.158
For other technical data, see drawing SK 91423
J
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1knolosure 2
Propulsion 3 stem Wei is
T3 r •«p-Fan Rotor	 1145. S Pounds
1.1 1-op-Fan Gearbox	 622.6 tf
Pi ,p-Fan Engine	 3180.:0.. "	 (Per PWA)
3948.5 Pounds uninstalled
ells	 1184.5
5133.0 Pounds installed
sizalin
	
All scaling is accomplished as constant cruise
SIP/I)2 . This scaling also assumes an engine
horsepower lapse rats equal to that of the
baseline so that if cruise horsepower changes,
the maximum horsepower also changes, For
+10% cruise thrust, the rotor weight change is
*143.6 pounds and the gearbox weight change is
195.6 pounds. The nacelle weight change is a
function of the total uninstalled weight change.
For sealing over a small diameter range,
maintain an installed to uninstalled weight
ratio of 1.3.
* The items included in the nacelle are those required for
a My installed Prop-Fan package and are those listed in
$P09A75, dated 10-6-75.
i
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ENCLOSURE 3
PROP-FAN ACQUISITION COSTS
8 BLADES
800 Fps
0.8 MACH NO.
SHPID2 34.1 h 36,000 >'T.
INCLUDES ROTOR, GEARBOX;  AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
1610 UNI'T'S OVER TEN YEARS
350 AIRCRAFT AND Is% SPARES
12:8' BLADE DIA.
350
^^'x'^`+Vp-
^'
1$ Rl^A^teiatsra^^ins^miu„am
	
^^	 ..
	
..	 '.	 .:,	 ...,..	 ..	
---^' "--_._..-.^'--
	
_•.......`....,....2W.^.^...,.^.....-..—...,.^......._.^,........
	 _.	 ,'rr.^
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ENCLOSURE 4
PROP-FAN MAINTENANCE COSTS
8 BLAOES, 1^0 FPS.
DUAL ROTATION as MN, SHg/D2 = X 10, 36,OOD FT
ADV. TECH. / ROTOR,; GEAR130K AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
1614UNIT5 OVER TEN YEARS
cc
7
pM
LF' n7.0	 ..
Q.
cc
f:" .ku
'
cc
Q
DUAL ROTATION.
k SINGLE : ROTATI ON : _ ADV. TECH
BASIC & ADV. TECH..
^^.; a 60, t^.	 2000' j4
W.0R
i
v
SINGLE ROTATION
w ADV. TECH
doom
1000! SIC TECH
PER SP09A76.
CA
R
..
1 [	 13 44 12 13 14
-
DIA—FT DIA-FT
r
The near and far fiei i noise predicted for the Prop Fan is as follows!
Far Field Noise - 12.8 ft diameter, 800 ft/sec tip speed, 1.0, 000 shaft horsepower
per engine, 175 knots forward speed, four engines, takeoff condition
90 EPMB under the takeoff path with 2000 ft altitude
85.EPI dB under the takeoff path. with 3000 ft altitude
89 EPNdB at a .35 Nautical Mile Sideline Location
12.8 ft diameter, 2000 shaft horsepower per engine, 135 knots
forward speed, four engines, approach condition at 370 ft altitude
94.5 EPNdB at 800 ft/sec tip speed
86  EPNdR at 600 ft/sec tip speed
Near Field Noise - 0.8 Mach. Number cruise at 36, 000 ft altitude, 800 ft/sec tip speed
08 Diameter tip clearance, 5,000 shaft horsepower per engine,
four engines
ISM overall is the estimated level
Based on experience with the XC142 VTOL aircraft propeller the
near field level is expected to consist of a sexles of tones at blade
passage frequency and its harmonies. For study purposes the
above overall level may be assumed to be composed of 12 harmonics
oi€ equal amplitude. Each. harmonic would then he IMB. Based an
XC42 tests at 1000 ft/see tip speed and Bell UHIH flight test data the
directivity of figure 5-1; is suggested for the Prop Fan..
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FPRELIMINARY PROP FAN DIRECTIVITY
-10 
X O 142 .
-20
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Esti mates"
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Enclosure 6
Advanced Technol_Wes
wel of technology, weights:
r	 -10.8%
uearlwx - 670
These are reductions from the data supplied on
Enclosure 2. Although advanced technology
reductions have not been estimated for all of the
nacelle components, a 47% reduction in weight
Is anticipated for the gearbox heat exchanger,
oil tankage, and oil.
2. Advanced level of technology, performance:
Dual rotation Prop-Fans improve the net
efficiency in cruise by five (5) efficiency
points. Sized at the same SHP/D 2 for max
climb/cruise at 36, 000 feet and 0.8 Mn, the
dual rotation Prop-Fan diameter is 12.47 feet
instead of the basic 12.8 feet. The weights
for the advanced 12.47 foot dual rotation Prop-
Pan are 1035 pounds for the rotor and 641
pounds for the gearbox. For scaling at the
same diameter, the advanced technology dual
rotation Prop-Fan weight is arrived at by
applying the following factors to the single
rotation, basic technology (per Enclosure 2)
Rotor	 - 5.45%
Gearbox	 +15.6%
Heat Exchanger, Oil	 -37.5%
Tankage, and Oil
f
.8 Mn FROV-FAN DERCRIPTION
Configuration
The Prop-Fan nacelle arrangement. shown in SK 91423 is one. of several potential
concepts for Installation on a 0.8 `lach aircraft. These concepts include over-the-
wing and under-the-vi ng enri.nes, inline gearlaax and engine, offset Pearbox and
engine., and several. P rop-l'a.n locations with respect to the wing.
The drawing depicts an under -tho-wing engine with an offset gearbox. This
was selected for further studv hise& on several. features: The under-the-wi.ng lo-
cation of the engine allows ersier access to the en gine and engine accessories
for normal inspection and maintenance. In addition, an offset gearbox arrange-
meet is shotm rather than an inline since it allows an inlet which provides a
higher pressure ratio at the engine compressor face arnLd it allots easv access for
the pitch control input.
The nacelle downtilt angle and the dist ance bets cen the rotor plane and wing
quarter chord are shown so as to minimize IF excitation factor due to the uring
wash and steady aeroelastic effects while maintaining whirl flutter stability.
The nacelle and spinner shapes were selected to provide more nearl y optimized in-
stalled prop-fan performance. With the nacelle frontal area dictated by aero-
dynamic requirements, wide latitude is available in gearbox and en .r•ine installation
arrangement.
Point Design
The weights given below describe a Prop-Fan consisting of an eight bladed
rotor assembly and a gearbox assembly and the lubrication /cooling : ;stem. The rotor
assembly consists of the Prop-Fan blades, spinner, disk, and pin s,e' control system..
The weights were calculated on the basis of 5HP /D^ = 66.4 and S Q 800 >_ t/sec.
Weight For Equal Thrust Prop-Fans
@ .8Mn,
	
36,000 feet
"Basic" Wt. "Advanced" Oat. ^	 "Advanced" Wt.
For For For
Basic Perf. Basic Perf. Adv. Perf.
12,.9," dia.rotor
	 (basic) 1145.9 1022.1
12.47 dia. rotor (adv. -- -- 1035
counterrotating)
Gearbox wt. 622.6 585.2 641
Oil, tankage, and 75 40 45
heat exchanger
Total 1843 . 5 1647.3 1721
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. The "basic" wi2ights represent a levol of technology vhi.c l i is erpectf.d to he
available for commercial. service in the mid 1980'; hissed on currentl y expected
R&D funding. An "advanced" level of technology would offer further ir+rnrovement.s
in vei^lit and nerf ormance t,•hich could he available in the same time  per. i nd if
additional R&D funding is a pplied. Column two shows the estimated wei!rht of
Vie basic configuration utilizing advanced material and mainif'act:ttring technology.
Additionaliv, the advanced level of technolotv could also allow develonment of
a count.errotatinf configuration which resul.Ls in an aerodvmmnic efficienc y
 in-
crease. The improved performance allows Qhe Prop-Fan diameter to be reOuced
from 12.8 to 12.47 Feet at constant Slt?/D`-, tip speed, and installed thrust at 0.8
Mach number and 36,000 Eeet altitude. The weight of this configuration utilizing
advanced technolog y for bot% aerodyngmic and mechanical improvements is shown in
column three.
Blades and Sninner
The "basic" blades consist of a hollow high strength steel structural member
or spar, an external carbon epoxy hybrid shell shaped to the correct airfoil
contour, aluminum honeycomb fill between shell and spar, and a titanium leading
edge erosion sheath. The spinner is a fiberglass composite structure. Advanced
technology would lead to development of a hollow titanium spar with an attendant
weight reduction.
Disk
The "basic" disk assembly consists of the disk, blade retention balls and
integral races, clamps and pitch change trunnions. The steel disk is integral
with the fan tailshaft which transfers Prop-Fan loads to the gearcase and mounts.
Studies between titanium disks and steel disks with integral retention have shown
little differences in weight based on present day fracture mechanic allowables.
With advance in the state-of-the-art of fracture mechanics titanium weight saving
in the disk and tailshaft is envisioned.
Pitch Change System
The" basic "weights are based on a mechanical pitch change actuator utilizing a
harmonic drive, although otner concepts including hvdraulic pistons and vane
motors would be considered before arriving at a final concept. Theharmonic drive
concept is presently being developed for the QCSEE program and has , the advantages
of high reliability, light weight, reasonable production cost and good maintain-
ability. The system features an in-place blade angle lock and a redundant remote
blade angle control. Advanced development of the harmonic drive and improved manu-
facturing technique would show weight saving.
Reduction Gearing
The reduction gearing is sized for infinite_ life based on maximum ergine torque
with maximum allowable stresses consistent with toeav's state-of.-the-art gearbox.cs.
The weight is based on the use of a titanium welded housing, vacuum melt .HS 6265
steel for gears and Vimvar double vacuum melt M50 for bearings. The gearing system
module has a calculated MTBF of approximately 40,000 hours. For advanced technology,
improvements in gear and bearing geometry and materials are envisioned.
Cooling and Lubricatio n
Gearbox cooling is accomplished by use of a separate boat exchanr.er . An overall
gearbox efficiency of 99% is obtained by the use of proper oil management, baffling
and scavenging techniques. A centrifugal air oil separator is used to minimize oil
310
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tankare weight. Advanced technology weight saving would be based on the develop-
ment of high temperature (4500F) gearboxes and lubricants.
Accessories
Weight for accessor y drives such as aircraft hydraulics and electrical power
were not included in the :;earbox weight. it is felt that powering the accessory
drives from the Prop-Fan gearbox would increase these gearbox weights but would
maximize overall engine cycle efficiency and would simplify the engine accessory
gearbox and may simplify accessory cooling.
Installation
While not contractually a responsibility of 1?5, a study was made to evaluate
overall nacelle installed weight. For purposes of this study the nearhox and engine
are considered to he rigidly coupled to mairkt<<in a minimum misalignment angle for
the engine output shaft. Anothe77 possible advantage for rigid coupling of engine
and gearbox is the use of helical gears to balance engine turbine and propeller thrust
loads. one way of achieving rigid coupling is to utilize the engine inlet in the
structural loop. To minimize engine case deflection, it is assumed the entire gear-
box/engine structure is mounted to the wing by the primary isolation mounts at the
gearbox and only a steady rest at the aft end of the engine. The nacelle buildup
weight includes all the structure and fairings that couple the Prop-Fan and engine
to the wing, engine inlet, engine shaft, exhaust, fire control s ystems, gearbox
cooling system:, starting and fuel system, aircraft hydraulics, electrical power,
and pneumatic systems and finally the Prop-Fan control and engine linkage. 	 4
The total uninstalled weight was obtained Ly adding the Prop-Fan/gearbox weight
to the engine weight (including the engine accessory gearbox). A ratio of total
installed weight to uninstalled weight of 1.3 has been established for a Prop-Pan
based on the above study.
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APPENDIX C
Appendix C includes a summary of the remarks made by Mr. R. Scott Stah.r
of Eastern Air mines 	 at the Final Oral Reviews for this stuky . Mr. Stahr
spoke at Lockheed's request as a part of Eastern's subcontract in support of
Lockheed's Tur-boprop/Turbofan, Short /Medium Range Confirmation Analysis as
reported in Section 7 of this document.
irr^
t?
t:{
is
Summary of the remarks made by R. S. Stahr {on behalf of Eastern Airlines}
at the occasion of the Final Oral Report on the RECAT Study Contract at NASA
Headquarters on April 22, 1976, Washington, A.C.
ELECTRA	 Eastern was pleased to participate in this study as a part-time consultant
EXPERIENCE. to Lockheed. Although it is true that Lockheed selected us because of our
experience with the Electra, we did not elect to do an extensive research
job into Electra propulsion system operating cost for one basic reason.
We were afraid that if we did produce a report with cost data, no matter
how much we put into the report in the way of qualifications, people
might misconstrue the data as implying that an advanced turboprop would
have simil,,r problems. We don't think it will.'
There are at least two fundamental aspects of the design' of the Allison
501D13 engine which have presented an operating cost handicap. The first
is the fi)ed shaft. That is, the propeller is driven by a turbine on the
same shaft as the compressor. As a consequence, the propeller, along with
the engine, must idle at a relatively high speed and even though in flat
pitch, when on the ground at the ramp, a great deal of disturbance is made
of the air near the ground. This results in sand and grit ingestion by
the compressor and the erosion of blades and seals. This Was a signifi-
cant problem throughout our operating experience with the Electra but
aloes not need to be a factor in an advanced turboprop design such as the
ones being discussed here today.
Secondly., there have been advances in reduction gear box design. It has
been difficult to maintain alignment of the gears to the degree of pre-
cision required for this type equipment, but Allison had developed an
improved gear box in the midst of -our service experience with the 501D13.
If the Electra had not already been relegated to a Shuttle backup function,
we probably would have instituted this design change in our fleet.
With those few disclaimers about our Electra experience, I would now like
to address the topic at hand.
I FUTURE
DEMANDS
The teat for my "sermon" is taken from Alvin Toffier's receu.': published
book, The Eco-Spasm Resort;
- "For if eco-spasm tells us anything, it is that ve cannot escape 	 Page 103
the future by turning our backs on it. Foresight is uniquely
human and it is essential for survival."
- "'Phis means that, as the industrial countries advance into super-
industrialism they will have to base their continued affluence.
on something other than plentiful raw materials: an increased
ability to do, as Buc:kminster Fuller puts it, 'more.with less'.
While it does not mean the end of technological advance, it does
mean radical conservation policies. It means a high order of
Imagination. And it means that tax and other incentives ought
to be placed on the rapid development of low-energy and resource-
conserving products. Instead of awarding indiscriminate tax
credits for corporate investment, why not target these specifically
for investments iva new, ecologically sound, socially valuable
technologies?"
Page. 79
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HAT WE	 Eastern is not interested in bringing back the Electra. The last of
DON'T	 those aircraft in our fleet are set for retirement in 1977. Eastern
WANT
	
	
is not interested in introducing a new aircraft in the 1980's that
fliesslower than we currently operate our B-7x 27 and DC9 fleets.
(Incidentally, our standard cruise policy on the 727 is Mach .80 and
on-the DC9-30 fleet, it is Mach .75.) We are not interested in a
new aircraft that rides rough. We are not interested in a new air-
craft that will have a significant noise or vibration problem as far
as passenger perception is concerned.
In summary, we are notinterested in marketing "An Ecological: Wonder"
that has to be sold 'to the traveling public despite a few compromises
in passenger comfort.
1
THE SUBJECT But that's not what I heard these other gentlemen talking about here
AT HAND	 I today. The goal of this advanced turboprop research program, (as I
understand it) is to find out if a system can.be  developed that will
meet our current cruise speeds and meet current passenger comfort
levels. Then, finally to determine the net fuel saving and operating
cost benefits, if . any, when the speed and comfort criteria are
achieved. It's pretty clear that a lot of testing still lies ahead of
us to get the answers to those questions. However, i am here today to
advise you that the management of Eastern Airlines is completely open-
minded to the possibilities of an advanced turboprop aircraft. In
fact, Frank Borman, our President, has passed the word down to his
Engineering Department that in every contact with NASA, or other
branches of the U. S. Government and industry engaged in research and
development, "Press on for improved fuel consumption."
ACTIODI	 Let's talk about action. I'd like to talk about action under five
categories. Change - Risk —Excitement - Blunder - Success.
Change: It is quite clear that we will have to change some attitudes.
There are a group of people in our own industry who have a
"jet set" mind-set. Attitudes are difficult to change, but
if the rewards are great enough, It can be done. Perhaps
you may recall back in the 1950's there were some folks who
thought that the fan engine would never happen.
Risk:	 To acquire knowledge requires effort. Theories must be con-
firmed by test. Tests cost money. The acquisition of know-
ledge requires an investment. Any investment connotes an
element of risk. In our opinion, the type of program lnid
out by NASA for obtaining knowledge about the potential of
the advanced turboprop is logical and the risk is well worth
taking.
Excitement: 
	
	 Whenever a new concept is bei;.g considered, it offers up
c.h-ices. Choices imply decisions. Decisions sometimes pro-
voke controversy. At the very least, they generate intense
competition. The struggle of the advanced turboprop to gain
Blunder: No one likes to make blunders. We're all familiar with
some of the big ones that have been made in our industry.
At this point in time, it is our view that one of the
biggest blunders we could make would be to ignore the
advanced turboprop and set its research program aside.
Success: The formula is not easy. We see the need for a high
degree of cooperation by many different elements in our
industry. There will have to be cooperation between 	 Il
aircraft, engine, and propeller manufacturers it the area
of design criteria. There will. have to be cooperation
between the manufacturers and the FAA in the development	 !
of certification criteria. The latter may be particularly	 j
challenging considering the FAA's attention to containment
problems presented by the hi.-bypass-ratio turbofan engines.'
Finally, and most important, there will have to be coop-
eration between the airlines. in my judgment, a strong
consensus would have to be developed that the turboprop
has a valid place in the aircraft fleets of our future.
Anything less than unanimity could present insurmountable
problems. All it would cake would be one airline who
broke ranks and decided to run a vigorous advertising
campaign about "those other guys with the eggbeater air-
planes" to create an untenable marketing situation. The
airlines will need to work especially close regarding the
development of promotion, publicity, and advertising
programs. I, personally, think that Borman's proposal_
for an ATA New Aircraft Procurement Office can work. It
will go a long way toward developing the means by which
this kind of airline consensus can be developed.
SAFr.TY
	
We've given some thought to the question of propeller blade failures.
Our first reaction was just like anybody who doesn't know too much about
it. We were scared to death. But, as we began digging into the facts,
I mean real experience with propellers and with fans, we got some
surprises.
o First, we found that the safety record of propeller blades on
turbine engines (leaving out piston engines altogether) is
actually very good. One might almost say, incredibly good.
o The next surprise we got is that the designers of fan
blades have 'fessed up to what a sizeable challenge the
design of a ducted fan blade is. All the modes of
vibration and oscillation, flexurals and torsionals,
and combinations thereof. Just when the guy thinks he's
got it all together, the FAA says, "Now handle a four-
pound bird."
Having pursued that line of questioning, we then went and put the pro-
peller designer through the same third-degree. Another surprise. The
propeller designers are pretty relaxed about the bird-strike case.
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Two reasons: 1. He's got a fairly big beefy meat cleaver to start
with. 2. He's got a Beta control.. It's working all the time he's
in Right to optimize the angle of incidence, blade relative to the
air. Net result:	 "..peat cleaver" always hits the bird at the
optimum angle to slice it. Then we pulled the string on cae
propeller-designer. We said "U.[:., how about the revere case?" That
set him back on his heels a bit, at first. However, the record still
stands. one manufacturer claims 54 million prop-flying-hours without
4 single separation of a propeller blade in flight (speaking of just
turbine engine prop experience). The one partial blade failure that
+ they had was on the ground during reversing. It was not due to a bird
strike; it was a fatigue failure occasioned by a ding on the. prop that
hadn't been properly maintained (military environment).
The point I'm trying to make is that we do quite a lot of
worrying about safety when a new design is presented to us for
evaluation. Ve sometimes get the feeling from a lot of the fancy
brochures put out by the manufacturers that they aren't worrying
about safety. (But, they really do.) in any case, you can be sure
that we'll continue to stir the safety pot with respect to blade
retention and bird-strike tolerance for sometime to come.
Lift There's another area that comes under the category of safety.	 I call
Augmentation it "Lift Augmentation with Power Increase".	 Going back in history a
with Power little bit, I'm sure many of you can remember when all of the air-
Increase lines' airplanes were powered by propeller-driving engines.	 In those
"Good Ole Days" the pilot malting an approach knew that he could always
get a little boost in lift by advancing his throttles, to help him
recover from a dip below the glideslope.
	
It was also sometimes helpful
to correct for errors in flare or sudden loss in airspeed due to wind-
shear near the ground.
	
Since about 1958 when we began to introduce
Jets, we've had to start telling ourselves a new story: 	 "No boost in
Lift with throttle advance; gotta rotate the nose."	 It took a while
to get the message across to the throttle-jockeys that had lived all
their lives on DC.3's, 4's, 6's, 7's, Connies, etc.	 But they learned.
Finally.	 It hasn't been a problem for our more recent crops of pilots
who did'most of their early flying on jet aircraft with the military.
However, we still have wind shear.	 One of my tasks at Eastern is to
participate in the evaluation of incidents and accidents.	 One of the
conclusions that I've personally cor.,e to, after several years of this
sort of activity, is that we still have unknowns.	 We know just about
all there is to know about how our airplanes perform in various
situations.	 We know what the engines will do. 	 We even have a pretty
good handle on weather phenomena.
	 But we still have some unknowns in
the human psychology area, especially when you tangle all this stuff
together... airplanes,	 engines, and weather ... with people-pilots. 	 For
example, how do you cDivxnce a pilot who has just flown through a
windshear that has kr:_ckcd ` 5 knots off of his approach speed, that
he should yank the nose up and start a go-around?	 hov, does he know
that that 25 knots less
	 in airspeed is all lie's going to exnericsice?
How do you snake sure that he's not so fascinated with that loss in
airspeed that he doesn't notice a sharp change in his rate of descent?
At the precise moment he needs to?
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The point of all those questions is that I don't think it would be
F.
a bad thing at all for our industry to acquire some new airplanes
that experienced Lift Augmentation with Power Increase. 	 ('SpeciaLLy
for our median and short haul routes.')
It seems pretty clear to me that if you can develop for gas a design
WHERE DO WE option which offers us an 18% net saving it fuel, plus an 8% saving !
IGO FRQ"i.HEEtE:7 in direct operating cost, plus a noticeable increment in reduced take-
off and sideline noise, with no major penalties in operating reliab- 5
Llity, and no degradation-of safety., then we have to give that design
option a pretty good look-see.	 And, to my !way of thinking, it's an
attractive-enough package to justify a very vigorous NASA R&D program.
By that, I mean even more vigorous than that spelled out. in NASA's E^
Aircraft Fuel Conservation Technology Task Force report last September.
Fleet There's another reason for considering acceleration of the program.
S.im licit. If there's anything we've learned clearly over the last ten or twelve
years, it's that we can run a better airline and make more profit with
a minimum number of aircraft-types and engine-types in operation.
Basically, Eastern is now down to two engine-types, the JT8D and the
RB-211.	 When I joined Eastern in 1964,. we had six.	 A tremendous
amount of executive talent and energy has gone into the decision-
making process to manage our fleet down to the simplicity status we
now have achieved. 	 We will give ground from that position very
grudgingly.	 When and if we decide to procure some airplanes built
around medium-sized/hi-bypass-ratio engines such as the CFM56 or
JT1OD, it will be because we have convinced management that that is
the small. engine of the future, - "the JT8D of the 19.80's and '90's."
It won't be because management wants to give Engineering another toy
to play with around the Christmas tree'._,.,f
Sy -
Inadequate Now, to get to the point. 	 One of my concerns, and at r.his point 1
;ti
Technology have to say that this is primarily a personal concern, not a corporate
Assessment. concern, is that we may be waltzing up toward a repetition of an error
we mane in the late 50's.	 Think back.	 There was a lot of uncertainty
and indecision in the airline ranks about the "Fan Engine".	 Except for -
a few "radical" prophets, nobody gave the fan engine very much chance of
happening.	 When it finally did get provoked into existence, most air-
lines had already started their jet aircraft fleet.equipment pro-gram.
Quite a few Boeing and Douglas airplanes were ordered with the.JT3C and
JT4C engines.	 Those airplanes were put into service starting in late
1958 on through	 '59 and	 '60.	 Then in 1961,	 the	 [an e , igine arrived,
and almost overnight all of the straigh=-jet airplanes became obsolete.
Even with the screa_: inz bans 	 p, nbl:e	 we had withthe early JT3D
engines on approach	 (before P&?ti came up with the "hush-kit"),	 it was
obvious to anyone who ,:eat out around an airport and Listened that tk^e
JT3D had made a substantial reduction in the takeoff and sideline noise =
problem.	 Even with the reliability proble ,fs	 that plagued the pioneers
throughout 1961 and some of the following years, 	 it was also immediately = ::x
obvious that the fuel consumption benefits 	 (even with 10i a gallon fuel.)
made the fan-engine economically worthwhile. 	 'Then the additional range
flexibility opened up a whole new marke t for the manufacturers.
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But, the problem was that many of the airlines had already started
toequip with straight- jet-powered airplanes before the fan came
along. The less -visionary carriers, like Eastern, were saddled
with these noisier and less fuel -efficient aircraft for a long time.
"No Easy	 My point is clear, but the solution to the problem I pose is not.
Victories"	 I wish that the advanced turboprop develo.pme.n:t program could be
accelerated to the pint where we could choose between it and the
hi-bypass-ratio ducted fan before we buy another new airplane type.
Frankly, I don't see how anyone can make it go that fast. But I'd
sure Like NASA to give it a "good college try".
I'd like to close by.thanking Lockheed for giving Eastern the
opportunity to participate in this interesting progrgm.
`a
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